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An urgent and immediate need
exists for settees at Community
Building. The bowling alleys will
open in the near future and
wooden settees of the old type
would be ideal for the large spec
tator section. These settees are
also very badly needed to augment
the seating capacity of the main i The Rockland Fire Department
held its flrst annual banquet last
auditorium for*next week's school
night having as special guests the
music festival. Any person having j outgoing mayor, Leforest A. Thursone settee or a doxen to give or I ton, the incoming mayor Edward R.
Veazie, the present aldermen, the allend for this admirable purpose,
dermen elect, city officials and other
please notify Mayor Thurston, 957,
local citizens who have long held a
or John M. Richardson at The
friendly relationship with the DeCourier-Gazette offlce, tel 770.

A. Alatt (Brnasmatt
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♦
Nothing routs us but the vll- ♦
... lalny of our fears—Shakespeare. —

Christinas Day Mail
Rockland, Me.
From Postmaster Moran comes this
pertinent item relating to Christmas
Day mall.
In view of the fact that only spe
cial delivery and perishable mail and
"gift parcels" are to be delivered on
Chrtetmas Day. we wish to Impress
our patrons with the desirability of
utilizing the special delivery servicf
for late Christmas messages, greet
ings, etc. paying the prescribed fee
therefor. We also wish to again ac
centuate the necessity of early mail
ing.
In this connection attention is
called to the advantage of using the
combined air-mail and special de
livery services. It is particularly ap
propriate to combine these two serv
ices when sending Christmas mess
ages.
We suggest the desirability of pur
chasing supplies of postage stamps in
advance of the Christmas rush,
thereby avoiding delay and inconveni
ence.
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THE SENIOR CLASS PRESENTS
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BIG HEARTED HERBERT

TONIGHT AND FRIDAY NIGHT
R. H. S. AUDITORIUM

Admission 40c and 23c

Curtain 8.1 3

Make Santa’s Smile
a “Permanent"
By Giving a
Year's Subscription to

The
Courier-Gazette
$3.00 per year
Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Mason Acquitted

*

[ George C. Mason, 27, of Rockland,
’ was acquitted tn Roxbury District
’ Court yesterday of manslaughter in
the automobile death Tuesday night
A of an unidentified man. He was
8 given a three months’ suspended sen5 tence when he pleaded guilty to a
* charge of driving so as to endanger
fi lives-
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This Ad Is Worth $2.41
F

This Certificate and 59c Entitles Bearer to One of Our Genu
ine Indestructible $3 00 VACUUM FILLER SACKLESS
FOUNTAIN PEN'S

Sixes for men. womrn and children—no repair bills. No lever filler! No rubber sack!
you ran write for a month or 25.000 words with one filling. One pull and it is full.

No pressure bar—

Lady Knox Chapter
The December meeting of Lady
Knox Chapter, Daughters of the
American Revolution, was held Mon
day afternoon at tlie home of Mrg.
Ella Buffum. Orove street with 25
members present. The business meet
ing was conducted by tne regent,
Mrs. Joshua Southard. One ot the
important committees of the Society
is that of approved schools, Mrs.
Etta Stoddard being local chairman.
These schools that are aided by the
D.A.R. are situated in all parts ol
the country, each chapter helping the
ones ir. which it has the most inter
est. Opportunity Farm in New Glou
cester, Maine naturally being of fore
most interest to the Maine Chapters.
This year each chapter in the state
was assigned a boy living at the farm
on whom it was to specialize in
Christmas giving Many were the
gaily decorated packages brought to
this meeting to gladden the heart of
the boy at Christmas.
After the business meeting Mrs.
Mary Perry Rich read an interesting
article. "On Discovering America." by
Fearl Buck Rev. E. O. Kenyon was
the guest speaker taking for his sub
ject. •’Clericalism." In an enter
taining manner he traced step by step
the religious and educational training
of a boy for the ministry irom the
time he was chosen altar boy until
he received the highest orders and
was in charge of a church and its
people. Two solos. "Christmas” by
Shelly and "Holy Night" by Adams
i were charmingly and delightfully ren, dered by Mrs. Lydia Storer with Mrs.
Faith Berry as accompanist. After
| the program refreshments were served
by the hostess and her assistants:
Mrs. Angelica Olover. Mrs . Mary
Southard. Miss Lucy French, and
Mrs. Hattie Davies.

New Plunger Filler. Unbreakable. Visible Ink Supply. You See the Ink!
This pen holds 200 percent more ink than any sa ck fountain pen its size on the market. Has hard,
unbreakable barrel. Latest In modern pearl and blaek colors! Every pen tested and guaranteed certifi
cate given with every pen. This lifetime pen point is "Dl'RIl"M" tipped, unbreakable, will give you last
ing smoothness in writing.

LIMIT; 3 PENS TO EACH
CERTIFICATE

IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT

CHRISTMAS BOX FREE

M
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V

$1. PENCILS TO
MATCH, ONLY

29c

MAIL ORDERS 6 CENTS EXTRA

W. H. Brackett Drug Store, Thomaston.

W. E. Sheerer, Tenant’s Harbor.
Albeit Kyllonen, Waldoboro

Leino’s Store, Warren.
Warren’s Pharmacy, Camden
147‘lt
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—Helpless In Heavy Sea

Founding along the rockbound t The peril became intensified by
the idea of having these banquets
made into annual affairs. He be coast, with her rudder gone, and in ; the proximity of the many Teefs
i_ -.hi-t.
which feature the coast line between
stowed high praise upon Rockland a ,heavy gale
which
momentarllj Monhegan where the
hap.
■ Fire Department and said that it had
operated under a handicap through threatened to dash her onto the rocks. I pened. and Two Bush Channelwhere
the lack of equipment. Much hose ll'e British steamer Dominion Halsyd , her plight was discovered yesterday
needs replacing. The City Govern- | reached this port yesterday after a by the Itower man on duty at the
ment had been informed that Rock- timely rescue by the Inland coast pa- Whitehead Coast Guard Station,
land could not have kept its present tro1 boats (of tlie local base.
Capt. L. H punn, officer in charge
1 She lay at the Snow dock last night of that station, went, to the scene in
with a heavy list to starboard, caused a lifeboat, and upon his return notiby the shifting of her cargo, which ' tied the Rockland station which sent
consisted of 24.000 Christmas trees the patrol boats CO. 115 and A.B.
bound from Annapolis, N. S. to Provi-! 58 to the steamer's assistance,
dence, R. I.
The craft continued to drift northThe steamer left Annapolis last eastward and when the patrol boats
Thursday and ran into a succession had arrived was nearly opposite
of heavy southwest gales. She was Monroe Island near the entrance to
breasting one of these off Monhegan I Rockland Harbor.
Capt. Monroe and hls men were
at a o'clock Tuesday morning when
the rudder suddenly let go. The cralt well fatigued by their long and perilbegan drifting aimlessly, and Capt ' ous task, but felt recompensed by the
Ralph Monroe and hls crew of eight fact that the steamship had suffered
men found themselves in a position no other damage than the loss of
of great peril, for the craft was un , the rudder.
manageable. bobbing about ln the | The steamer, with its cargo, will
be towed to Providence.
heavy seas.

furnishes the water with which the
fires are extinguished, made one of (
the best speeches of the evening, in
_____
the course of which he told of his own u„ll., CL„,.,
experience with the Waterville de- Hobby Show Drew Capacity
partment and gave a vivid word pic- j
Crowd — The Last Day
| ture of the big Bangor conflagration ’
Features
1 which he watched while attending j
i college at Orono—a stupendous sight,
t
j he called it. He had been greatly
The final inspection of the Hobby
Chief Russell didn't look quite so Camden's fire chief Allen F. Payson impressed by the stop which was1 gh0W
at Community Building oc
stern as Cits picture last night. He
recommended sending three local I made of the Camden waterfront fire 1
curring last night was attended by
] two years ago.
was all smiles
men to fire school
I Representative Sleeper raised a a record crowd, the gallery seats,
laugh when he said he had to do the floor space and all exhibit rooms be
partment. The event took place in insurance rating unless the La ice-hauling when there Was a fire,
the large Armory of Battery E. Coast France engine 20 years old. was re because ail of his men belonged to ing filled to capacitly. The hundreds
of unusual articles on display were
Artillery Corps, on Spring street and placed by a new pumper, which was the Department.
was followed by a very pleasing enter done. The mayor paid special tribute
Post Commander Levi
Flint thoroughly examined and admired.
tainment.
to Alderman Maurice F. Lovejoy, pledged the Legion's support for Old As one spectator said "Everything
Everywhere in evidence was Van who as chairman or the Fire Depart Home Week.
from buttons to muskets;" and speak
Russell, chief of the Fire Depart- ent Committee, had almost slept in
Charles T. Smalley counted him
ment. members of which vied with , the Central Fire Station while equip- self a “veteran fireman" by virtue ing of buttons, they were all there,
one another in catering to the wants ment details were being ironed out. of having worked with Clarence Mer all sizes, all colors and no duplicates.
of the dinner guests.
He also expressed the opinion that rifield at the conflagration in 1917. Dollys of every age were seen, from
Seated at the head table were ' Rockland was fortunate in having a John Pomeroy pledged the Kiwanis minute twin baby dolls to the "Merry
Mayor Thurston, Mavor-elect Veazie, chief of Van Russell s type.
j Club's support to Old Home Week j widow" and the “Lady Basque."
Aldermen Louis A. Cates. John Ber- i Mayor-elect Veazie was given a Sheriff Ludwick said no class of shawls, elaborate in embroidery and
net. Maurice Lovejoy. Raymond Per- most cordial reception. His memories man wasjo much^ underpaid as the fringe, from all parts of the world
ry, William J. Sullivan. Marcellus of the Pirp Department extended fireman. Charles C. Wotton pledged | an(j rugs, rugs, rugs! hooked,
M. Condon and Harrv Levensaler and back many years to the time when lie his support to Old Home Week as a braided and woven, beautifully done
Aldermen-elect Ernest H. Quinn, chased near,y a11 of the alarms. He business man. Everybody should I jn blended colors.
Francis D. Orne and Simon D. spoke particularly of a big fire at get behind the firemen and see that j
splendid collection of colored
the Northend and of the Fourtli of they get proper equipment. L. E. Me- J glass was arranged on center disCrosby.
Julykafire
at
thc
foot
of
Park
street
, h j v,
fv
1186 sald Harold Karl wished every- piay shelves, dainty pastels, amber,
The Camden Fire Department was
b0dv W0Uld n°‘ tn' t0 beat the flre- blue and deep red. The home craft
represented by Chief Allen F Payson and the Thomaston Department Hanson O BirtL It is a marvel to men when an alarm sounds. Walter room boasted all sorts of cleverly
me. said the Maj or-elect, that so c Ladd, who has a fellow interest madf and newlv natterned articles.
■by Chief Edwin Anderson.
™ny ™n' Wh h°Uk T- Wr‘ la"exilP ‘n the subdulng of flres' hoped the such as scuffed toy^is, Lely^mThe Hallowell Fire Department was
this work and risk their lives. Mr. banquets would become annual af- broideries tatting and
what-not
represented by Manley Patterson, Veazie
promised his hearty co-opera fairs.
i were on sale. The Friendly Foto Fans
who is fflso president of the Maine tion. interest and friendship.
Police Chief Richardson told of held a showing of their study in the
State Hand Engine Association; and
many bad fires stopped by the local . West room their "snaps" displaying
Through the medium of The
H. Aldrich. Patterson gave a most
department. Raphael S. Sherman great improvement ln that line,
interesting resume of what the Hal
Courier-Gazette I want to ex
told several anecdotes inimitably and 1 The art gallery fn the East room
press my sincere thanks to the
lowell Department has done in the
his partner Earle Dow who described jn charge of Mrs. Flora Merchant
way of improvements and it was cer
many friends who supported my
himself as
an “out-of-towner' assisted by Mrs. Faith Berry and
candidacy at the polls Mon
tainly an impressive showing.
thought Rockland s grand fire de- several others boasted one of the
day.
Other guests at the banquet in
partment should be thoroughly nnest collections ever seen in this
cluded Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick,
equipped. "There s no group I had City, the incomparable paintings of
City Treasurer Charles H. Morey. Tax
rather have back of me as the Fire our local artists being greatly adERNEST F. QUINN
Collector T. E. McInnis. Police Chief
Department, said Alderman Sulli- , mired, as were the amateur sketches
Almon P Richardson, City Electrician
Alderman-Elect Ward Four
van acting as spokesman for the 1, and silhouettes.
O. E. Pinkham. Representative Cleve
that | ArepetitionofTuesday'sentertalnseven old men.' He hoped inai
land Sleeper. Road Commissioner
eyerythmg political_ would be forgot- ment was agaln enjoyed. ,he gorgeous
Jonathan S. Gardner. City Clerk
ten and that everybody would get wedding finery being a source of
E. R Keene. Levi Flint, commander
behind the new City Government.
great Interest. The flower on the
of Winslow-Holbrook Post. Capt.
'Property
owners**<x are greatily
in- prayer book in the wedding proces,
Charles O. Hewett. Charles C. Wot
♦ ex our
zxt « «• Fire
r ( rvs A n T
debted to
Department,
sion was a rare tuberose. The mod
ton. John Pomeroy. Harold L. Karl,
said Charles H. Berry. J. S Oardner elling of these gowns, was preceded
John M. Richardson. Charles H
recalled that the flrst time the La by a Finnish song and a dance num
South Warren Grange
Berry, Capt. John G. Snow. Henry B
France engine was used was at hls ber given by the Jolly Toilers 4-H
Bird. Theodore Bird, Milton V.
house.
The frozen nozzel was Club of Georges River Road These
HaU
Rollins, Walter C. Ladd Charles T.
thawed out in the kitchen and when , young ladies were in charge of Mrs.
Smalley. Robert Sadler, Oeorge
it let go things happened to that Jennie Anderson. Mrs. Emma John
EVERY
Thurston. Oeorge C. Simmons, L. E
compartment which didn't please the son and Mrs. Albert Harjula.
McRae, Raphael S. Sherman, Earle
housewife.
SATURDAY NIGHT
The one-act play “’Phipps" was
C. Dow and F. A. Winslow.
Capt. Hewett told how the National I presented by Alvary Gay, Mrs. Eve
Chief Russell called upon Mayor
Guard was always ready to co-oper lyn Peaslee and Lucien Dean, mem
Woodcock’s Music
Thurston to act as toastmaster a po
ate and Is ready at any time to aug bers of the newly organized Theatre
sition which he filled with signal
ments .its„service. ,
. .
.Guild. Donald Fogg served effl147‘lt ability, and who promptly endorsed
.„h?CL.Pay,“l
as assistant stage manager
Mayor L. A. Thurston is good at most
three men from the Rockland
De

. .........
" and was valuable help in many ways.
things, including loastmastering
partment to a fire school, as Camden
Rev. Corwin Olds of the Congre
had done. He strongly favored the gational Church, who was the insti
gator of the show and his corps of
Chief Russell told of help thc De use of salvage covers.
Chief Anderson assured Rockland helpers, feel highly grateful for the
partment had received from the cit
izens in thc past three years. $1800 of his Department’s co-operation at splendid support given them in rais
having been raised for firemen's all times.. No department can cope ing a substantial sum.
If there is any article not men
equipment. His suggestions of an with a conflagration alone, he said.
Capt. John O. Snow modestly tioned in this or previous reports, the
Old Home Week celebration met
passed
up
a
speech
opportunity
but
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
contributor may feel sure that In
with hearty response, and had the
terest and appreciation are not lack
endorsement of practically all of the said he'd had a grand time.
Universal
sympathy
was
expressed
ing, but rather that space is at a
speakers who followed. Russell spoke
for
Fred
Cheyne,
an
inmate
of
Knox
premium. Sincere thanks ls extended
of the wonderful help he had re
Hospital.
ail contributors, committees and as
ceived from the volunteers. There
sistants who helped in any degree to
are 25 of them and when the roll is
make Rockland's flrst Hobby Show a
called 24 always respond—sometimes
25.
success.
F. A. Winslow told of his many
i years' interest in the Fire DepartYOUR FAVORITE POEM
1 ment, and of the pride he once felt
I when as a member of the Fire De
LIFE’S WEAVER
An entirely new idea in
partment Committee he rode at the
I sit today at the loom of life and weave
head of a firemen's parade on the
Toasters. Toasts 4 slices
and weave and weave;
The warp is laid by hands divine, but
seat with the late Mayor John Love
instead of 2 as an ordi
the weft ls where I grieve
joy.
nary toaster. Switch per
For every moment In every day. the
Alderman
Lovejoy
gave
an
amus

shuttle
flies through and through!
mits toasting 2 slices if
And the patterns I scheme with the
ing account of his experiences as
lesired. Beautifully chro
dreams I dream
fire warden in Union. J. M. Richard
mium plated; attractive
Are made up of the thlngh I do.
son conceded that his hobby was the
I have naught to do with the -warp I
walnut handles.
Fire Department, which he regarded
tread, the threads are already set.
But my duty lies as the shuttle flies,
as one of any city's best assets. He
in the fabric I'm weaving yet.
pledged his co-operation with Chief
Smiles and tears, kind words and fears,
Russell. Henry B. Bird hoped the in
are wound on the bobbins I wind
And every thoughtless word Is there.
coming City Government would do as
and every word unkind;
well as the one now concluding its
And every act I would fain forget.
service and that party politics would
And the thoughts that were dark and
vain.
be kept out.
I view In the fabric of life I weave, and
Allan F. McAlary, the man who
I see them and see them again

A Decided Success

Card Of Thanks

Your Initials Engraved in 22 Karat Gold—15 Cents Extra—Rockland Only

C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland.

BRITISH STEAMER IN PERIL

Old Home Week Launched

In the E. C. Moran Building

427 Main Street,

Volume 92.................. Number 147.

First Annual Banquet a Fine Affair—Boom For Dominion Halsyd Loses Rudder Off Monhegan

Bubacrlptlona 13.00 per year payable ln
advance; ilngle ooplea throe cento.
Advertising ratei baaed upon circula
tion and very reaaonablo

have been opened by

TWELVE PAGES ===----

OUR FIREMEN MAKE MERRY

SETTEES NEEDED

Editor
WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor
FRANK A. WINSLOW

-==
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DANCE

DECEMBER SALE
There are plenty of sales when you don’t want to buy, but here is
one at the right time, that is being held in appreciation of the gen
erous patronage given me since entering business last June.
MONTH OF
DECEMBER

LINDSEY’S

OPEN EVERY
EVENING

WATTS BLOCK, THOMASTON

MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS

ONE LOT BOYS’ AND YOUTHS'

Regular $1.75, $2.00

SUITS

Regular $3.00 to $5.00

now $1.50, $1.75

$4.95 to $8.95

now $1.49

In Attractive Gilt Boxes

MEN’S DRESSSHIRTS

MEN’S SWEATERS

Regular $1.00 and $1.25

In Attractive Gilt Boxes

now 89c

at Reduced Prices

now $5.95 to $15.50

ONE LOT

MEN’S DRESS HOSE

ODD LOT CHILDREN’S

SHIRTS, DRAWERS

LADIES’ SHOES

ONE LOT

MEN’S OVERCOATS
Regular $25.00 to $45.00
o-------- —o

MEN’S TIES

Regular 25c—Rayon and Wool

(Cheney Cravatxl
Regular $1.00
In Attractive Gift Boxes

now 2 pairs for 29c
MEN’S °BATH° ROBES

Regularly 75c

now 79c

Regular $4.00 to $5.00

now 29c
o
■ ■ o

LADIES’ AND MISSES'

SNOW PANTS
Regular $3.00 to $4.50

now $1.98
o---------- o
WOMEN'S. MISSES’ AND
CHILDREN’S

OVERSHOES
Regular $1.25

now $1.00

MEN’S SCARFS

now $2.49
ODD LOT OF CHILDREN'S

SNOW SUITS
Regular $5.00 to $6.00

now $3.95

AND UNION SUITS

LAMPSON A HUBBARD

HATS
Regularly $5.00

now $3.49
MITTENS

MILL END BLANKETS
$1.25 to $1.89

Men’s Horsehide
Fleece Lined

o
-o
ONE LOT

Regularly $1.00

now 89c

Regular $2.50, $1.25

HORSEHIDE COATS

now $1.25, 75c

Regular $12.00

Leather Choppers

o ------ —o
MEN’S

now $7.98

Regularly 89c

()------------o
ONE LOT SHEEPSKIN LINED

now 69c

FUR LINED GLOVES

AU Wool

Regular $3.50, $4.00

COATS

now $1.98

Regularly $12.50

Regularly 89c

In Attractive Gift Boxes

Sale $7.98

now 69c

jaaaisatSiThSiSiSiSiSiSiSiJiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiasdWiSiSiSiSiwwMtSts*

SPECIAL-2

ONLY

DAYS

$5.45 Four Slice Toasters
Only

Appointed Recorder

$375

$4.50 Waffle Irons

Only

$325
Modernistic design; walnut handles. Silver finish cast alumi
num grids allow waffle to be removed without sticking. An indi
cator shows you when the iron is ready for baking; also whether
too hot or too cold. Chromium plated.

USE CAR VALUES
1935 Ford DeLuxe Tudor.

$275

1934 Studcbaker 4-Door,
$325
1930 Ford Panrl; new paint and
overhauled,
$100

1935 Dodge Panel; new paint

CENTI
powt

INE

MPANY
Wll^tOMPAM

and reconditioned,
$225
1930 Hudson, 4-I)oor Sedan, $ 75
1933 Ace, 4-Door Sedan,
$200

MUNSEY AUTO SALES
21 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
TEL. 731
147‘lt

Frank F. Harding, son of the late
sheriff, was yesterday appointed re
corder of the Rockland Municipal
Court and will enter upon his new
duties as soon as confirmed. He suc
ceeds Ensign Otis, who retires from
the position with a record of highly
eflicienl service

But I sit and weave with an aching
heart, and a world of Intense re
gret.
And tears fall fast as I view the past.
and r pray that I may forget.
But out of repining and soul recoil I
look ln the future and see
My life stretch out m its future plan
and a new hope comes to me.
I know not the length of the warp I
view, T know not my given span.
But Into the fabric I yet may weave
I'll put all thc best I can.
Smiles and kindness and patient care.
unselfishness, service and love.
Harmony, sunshine, faith and hope.
and thus my contrition prove.
When the "throw shall fall from my
nerveless hand, and the shuttle
lies at rest.
May I hear the Voice of the Master say.
"You've done what you thought was

best ’

—WHilam J Robinson.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Iliursday, December 9, 1937
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If thou faint in the day of adver
sity thy strength is small.—Prov.
24:10.

Editorial
THE AFTERMATH OF ELECTION

The city election is over, and
the smoke of battle has cleared
away. Disappointments are being
rapidly healed, and the victorious
Republicans are calming down
fiom the spirit of exuberance to
which they were fairly entitled after
“eight long years." The extreme
confidence which the Democrats
had felt increased the bitterness of
the result, from their viewpoint,
hut The Courier-Gazette desires
the public to know that it has never
seen a better loser than Charles M.
Richardson, the Democratic candi
date for mayor. His congratula
tions to Mr. Veazie were extended
the moment this paper announced
the winner and his own statement—
“perhaps 1 have been a candidate
once too often” was a gracious ac
knowledgment of the result. Mr.
Richardson, honored many times in
Knox and Kennebec counties, has
ever been the courteous gentleman,
and it was this well recognized fact
that made him one of the hardest
candidates to beat that the Demo
cratic partv could have put forward.
“Ned,” V eazie, while enjoying
a very broad acquaintance, was not
nearly so well known throughout
the city as |his opponent was, and
the Republican organization had

this fact to combat.
The fine shoulders to the wheel—all other
qualities of the Republican candi things being equal. Plan the city
date were very well known, but in budget carefully , avoiding anything
the heat of a political campaign that savors of extravagance and
fairness is not always strictly ad slighting no expenditure that will
hered to, and some very ridiculous make for .good or humane results.
stories -were put in circulation, one Lose sight of partisanship in the
being that Mr. Veazie was being handling of city affairs once the
backed by men xvho did not want Ship of State is in motion.
(iood luck, Mr. Veazie!
to see new industries come to Rock
land. ' Idle gossip has frequently
CONCERNING THE BIBLE
given credence to this fallacy, but
it has generally come from those
who have perhaps never allied them
It is fitting that once each year
selves with thc constant attempts the attention of the nation should
which have been made to bring de be focused on the Bible. Whatever
sirable industries . into Rockland. one’s shade of religious belief he
If there is anybody who does not i< bound to pay his respect to the
subscribe to that policy The Cou Bible. On the Bible all branches
rier-Gazette will start an “Unde of the Christian church unite. The
sirable Citizen” column and put Old Testament comprises
the
that man's name at the head of it. Sacred Scriptures of the Jews.
It is reasonable logic that any ' The Bible was the chief book of
mayor of any city would want to tbe fathers of our country. Out of
see an increase of pay-noil and its teachings grew our schools, our
an increase of property, and if Mr. colleges, the customs of our courts
Veazie’s efforts can help bring and the notable humanitarian enter
those things about the taxpayers prises that mark our nation's life,
may count upon him to exercise lt is inextricably woven into our
them day or night.
literature.
Its phrases form the
In the 84 years which have en-1 title of our most popular books.
sued since Rockland became a city The Bible has Outlived all other
the Republican party has been at the books. Emerging from a hoary an
helm a very large majority of the i tiquity it is today the world’s “best
time, furnishing as mayors some of seller. " Written in languages long
the city’s ablest business men and dead it has been preserved in its
captains of industry. That their entirety in 174 other tongues nd
fine record may be maintained by has been in part translated into over
the administration soon to come into 800 more. The vigor with which
power is the earnest hope of this it is finding its way into the lan
newspaper, seconded, of course, h\ guages of rhe race is not abating for,
every taxpayer, for in the final according to the American Bible
analysis it is upon the taxpayer that Society, -otite portion of thc Scrip
the burden falls. Care should be ture- is appearing in a new tongue
taken in the selection of city offi at the rate of one every four or five
cials. Get the best obtainable and weeks.
This is a phenomenon
get Republicans who put their without parallel in literary history

—

1

Every-Other-Day

and should give pause to every seri
ous student of our nation’s life and
the life of the world. No man can
consider himself well-posted who A Country Which Manages
does not know this book. Though
To Keep Out—How Many
a volume of more than a thousand
Americans Know
pages it can be bought for a few
cents. Do you own a Bible? Do
Recently, in a letter to his Cabinet.
vou read it?
Zog I, King of the Albanians, said:

Albanian Facts

Battle Of Fists
Will Wage Fast and Furious At Po
tato Bowl—Sukeforth's Com? Back

At the Potato Bowl Friday night
interest is going to be about evenly
divided between Sylvester Davis in
the main bout and the reappearance
ol that old favorite. Allen Sukeforth.
who is reeking to make a comeback,
after several years' absence from the
ring. Sukty is said to be ln ex
cellent condition, and awaiting the
sound of the gong Will he be able
tc stop Arthur La Brasseur of Wins
low. or will he go back to the top
row of bleachers and be content to
lock on?
K. C. Dennis is the man picked
out to face Sylvester Davis . the
colored man from Worcester. Dennis
is ful! of fight, and it takes that
instead of prunes, to stay in the same
ring with Davis.
A good prelim should be furnished
by Bookie Wright of Belfast and
Young Quircn of Waterville. In the
other prelim Young Tug Wilson of
Augusta has been selected to take
the measure of Gifford White, dele
gate at large from the Camden Hills
C.C C. Camp.
Jack O Brien who has hit more
hard punches, shadow boxing, than
any other man in the world, is to be
the third man in the ring, and he
will keep his sharp pair of eyes on
the boys to make sure that they live
up to the rules laid down by that
Queensburv guy
Ken Moran will do the announcing
and Leon Halstead will do the tim
ing.

"Albania has time to carry out her
economic reconstruction without fear
of interruption by war." Someway or
other, one fails to hear that sort of
statement very often from heads of
governments these days. Why is it
that while the war cry is ringing
down the aisles of Europe, a Balkan
monarch can draw’ his people away
from war and towards economic im
provement? Perhaps the answer is
in the psychology of the man and
his people. Last week a well-known
Britisher judged Zog the most astute
government head in Europe.
How many Americans know that
Albania is governed by a constitu
tional monarchy, headed by an Al
banian prince? That it has a mil
lion inhabitants, living along the
Adriatic sea in a land that has the
appearance and the climate of Cali
fornia? That its people are S^oslem,
Orthodox Christian, and Catholic?
That it celebrated the 25th anni
versary of its independence from
Turkey on November 28th? That
there are 40.000 Albanians living in
America? That the American Red
Cross supplied Albania's leading
trade school for years? Or that now
America's Near East Foundation is
.operating a Farm School, a demon
stration health program, and a
home demonstration program, all
aimed at raising the standard of life
of Albania's rural ninety percent?
The Albanian word for large achle-

DOING/ 0;, DR AKE/1-7/6W/Y'/'FURNITURE CO
r cant see how/ such
WONDERFUL FURS COME
F0OM SUCH A LOW/,
FOVL-SMELLING

’

the

SAV * IS THAT

WAS To TALK ABOUT
A BK? MEAGTED
HUSBAND/^/

fe

CIG-HEARTED husbands see to it that their homes are beautifully
furnished. Local men, wanting the best, come to BVRPEE FURNITt’RE CO. . . . because style, quality and price meet their demands
exactly!

JV7

furniture company

r36IMAINSI<^<xAAxTx/
(£7361
MAINS

.Millions Visit National Parks
populations of Norway, Denmark and
vements ls "Amerikanata"!—The
An estimated 16,000,000 persons— Sweden, visited National Parks dur
world philanthropy that has grown
cut of our economic individualism a total larger than the combined ing the travel year ended Sept. 30.
and Christian ideals has captivated
these friendly but unfortunate people.
Who knows what part the influence
of America has had in allowing King
Zog to reduce his national defense
budget during the current year, and
work for peace, while the rest of the
world is heading towards war? ...
ItjNE . . . Dainty, graceful new MirviJ. "Yellow gold
filled case, 15 jewels......... ...................................... $29.75

Repayments on farm mortgage
loans of the Farm Credit Adminis
tration exceeded new loans in Sept
ember, for the first time in several,
years.

DANIELS, JEWELERS
Established 1892
SIGN OF TIIE BIG CLOCK

OPEN EVENINGS

"W&

H. H. CRIE

£

HARDWARE

AND

CO.

SPORTING

GOODS

TOYLAND
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GIVE USEFUL TOOLS CHRISTMAS

OUR

TOY

ROOM

IS

COMPLETE
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Bright Red and Green Enamel

WHEELBARROWS

24% in. long, 98c

Bright Red

TURNING TOOLS

POLISHING HEAD

Makes any work shop complete

Handy in the Home Workshop

Set of 3 Tools, $5.25

$2.75

SLEDS

21 inch Handles,

25c

26 inch Handles,

49c

30 inch Handles,

98c

Orange and Green Enamel

For All Ages

Flying Yankee, Storm King

Millers Falls Quality

STEEL RULES
In Metal Case

Bright Red and Green Enamel

25c

25% in. long, $1.49

With Return Spring

Green and Red Enamel

35% in. long, $1.98

Chrome Plated

SCREW DRIVERS
With Ncnbreakable Handles—Guaranteed

HARMLESS TOMMY GUN

4 inch 60c; 6 inch 70c

98c

Local Agents For
DELTA POWER TOOLS
DELTA MOTORS
BELTS AND PULLEYS

WOOD CARVING TOOLS
Handy for a Pasttime
Try a Set This Winter

$2.25 Set

Catalog on Request

KEYSTONE BUS
Gray Enamel with Electric Lights, 33 in. long.
A joy to any child

$6.25
Cream and Red Enairtel

20% in. long, 98c

MOVING VAN
20*4 in long—Wind-up

ELECTRIC HEATING PADS

$2.95

For the Smaller Boy

ELECTRIC

FIRE TRUCK

Buck Jones,

$3.50

Bright Red—31'5 in. long—6 wheels

Other styles,

1.25 to 4.50

$1.98

SANDWICH TOASTER

$1.98
Our Stock of

ELECTRIC BREAD TOASTER

PLANES

98c to $3.50

IS COMPLETE
3 inch to 22 inch

98c

AIR RIFLES

Samson Quality—Three Heats

A CHEST OF TOOLS

CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTS

BRIGHT RED CARTS

Assorted Colors

98c

29c to 89c

BIG FIRE TRUCKS

When one bulb burns out the others stay lit

ELECTRIC SUN BOWL

Stalite Feature,

SPECIAL

$14.00

10 inch, $1.49

9 IN. SMOOTHING PLANE
With Xonbreakable Handles, Chrome Plated
A gift long to be rr membered

Parked in Wood (best

$4.95
Guaranteed

$1.00 to $4.98

23c to 29c

Electric Wreaths,

39c

Set of Three Candles,

98c

Set of Five Candles,

$1.00 to $7.95

98c

GILBERT SETS
ELECTRIC

CHEMISTRY AND ERECTORS

COFFEE PERCOLATOR

Assortment

Asst. Colored Bulbs,

2 for 5c

Wooden Xmas Tree Stands,

25c

Tree Light Blinkers,

15c

$1.69 to $7.98

WASHING MACHINES

SQUARE
When Selecting Good Tools—Pick thc Best
Made by Stanley

Packed in Metal Box

98c

$1.00 to $3.49

CITY DELIVERY

ELECTRIC CORN POPPERS
$1.00 to $1.19

Glass Tub

$1.00

Artificial Snow,
(Spangles)

Men’s League Hockey,

4.98

Ladies’ White Tubulars,

4.98

Comm. Blade Shoe Skate,

2.98

39c

DOLLS DRESSED TO TRAVEL
ELECTRIC IRONS

$4.98

Single Candles,

$5.50

Ladies’ White Figure,

Practice Sonja Henie Methods

With Wood Ladders, Two Seats

50c up

SHOE SKATES

1 lb pkg 50c

SKIS

4 ft. Pine,

pair

5 ft. Pine,

pair 1.40

5% ft. Pine,

pair 1.90

6 ft. Pine,

pair 2.85

6 ft. Maple,

.95

pair $3.98

6% ft. Maple,

pair 4.45

7 ft. Maple,

pair 4.95

Special Ridge Top in Stock
8 Styles Skis Birdings,
pair $1.00 to $6.00
Ski Boots,
pair 4.98

Ski Goggles,
Ski Poles,

pair 65c and 1.00
pair 95c to 3.75

- A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE UNTIL DEC. 18 - ELEVATOR SERVICE TO TOY ROOM

228 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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TALK OF THE TOWN
CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS

I

The Copper Kettle extends a Hearty Wel

come to the Christmas Shoppers.
«We would be pleased to have our Lounge
used as a meeting place or relaxation room.

^Then—Patricia Ann’s Shop has very attrac
tive^ just a little different, inexpensive line of
Gifts. Also a very fine line of Chocolates.

A

l
i
SA
A
I
I

^And—Miss Linnell has very distinctive Gifts
such as Pajamas, Hostess Gowns and Bags—
of the better quality but not expensive.

A

A

^And—The Copper Kettle always has Some
thing to Elat.

tg MERRY CHRISTMAS <

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 9-10—Senior play “Big Hearted
Herbert" at High School auditorium.
Dec. 10—Methebesec Club meets at
Community Building.
De*
10—Waldoboro—High
School
speaking contest ln auditorium.
Dec. 10—Warren—Pair and minstrel
show, auspices Mystic Rebekah Lodge.
Dec. 10—South Thomaston—Playlet, "A
Glimpse of Fairyland" at Wessaweskeag
Grange hall.
Dec. 10—Tenant’s Harbor—Senior Class ;
play. "When A Man Tarries," at Odd
Fellows hall.
Dec. 10—Rockport—Senior class play
“The Last of the Ruthvens" at Town
hall.
Dec. 12—Annual donation food show of
Winslow-Holbrook Post, A.L., at Strand
Theatre.
Dec. 15—Rockport—Baptist Ladies’ Cir
cle Christmas Fair.
Dec. 15—Music Festival of Rockland
Schools at Community Building.
Dec. 16—Meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Dec. 16—Warren—High School Interclass play contest at Town hall.
Dec. 17—Camden—High School tenlor |
play at Opera House.
Dec. 18—City schools close for holiday
recess.
Dec. 19—Rockport—Christmas cantata.
"The Guest of Bethlehem" by Methodist
Sunday School.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
1 Dec. 25—Christmas dance at Commu- |
nlty Building.

147-11 8

City Assessor Herbert W. Keep is
missing from his usual haunts.

DECEMBER

SPECIAL

Golden Rod Chapter meets Friday
night for supper, with work at the
business session.

Note these grand values in beau
ty culture, available at these prenomenally low prices during
December—
Haircut, Shampoo, Finger

Miss Margery Mills of‘Thomaston
is assisting at the Huston-Tuttle
Book Store during the Christmas sea
son.

The Baptist Men's League meets
one week from tonight. After two
month’s recess the members will be
present with sharpened appetites.

Wave...................................$1.00

Shampoo, Finger Wave,
Manicure.......................... $1.00
Steam Oil Shampoo, Finger
Wave....................... ......... $1.00

'/

Vinton L. Beal Is home from the
Newport Naval Training Station
looking real becoming in his naval ,
uniform. A world cruise is in pros- 1
pect for the young man.

TEL. 826 FOR APPOINTMENT

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
AND BARBER SHOP
284-286 MAIN STREET

Only 13 more shopping days before j
Christmas. If you shop now the
clerks will be able to give you better
attention than as if you wait until
the holiday is almost here.

ROCKLAND. ME.

*
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Didn’t I Tell You They Had

The O’coats?”
^COur best advertising man is the young man
who comes in and brings a friend and proudly
watches on as we open the friend’s style eyes.
"There, didn't I tell you they had the over
coats?” And “wasn’t 1 right about their low
prices?”

l«lt’ s better to come here in the first place than
to wish, two weeks later, that you had listened
to your friends, our advertisement and these
values.

from $20.00, $25.00, $30.00
that show a.Saving of $5.00 to $10.00

Everything for a Man's Christmas
Packard Electric Shaver, $15.00
Remington Razors, $16.00
•

•

•

■

Open Evenings Starting Wednesday, Dec. 1 5

*

’ .
I

Gregory’s

■

AT JAMESON’S MARKET
Fancy Native Fowl ............................................... lb

Extra Fancy Little Pig Pork Roasts............... lb

32c

23c

These are cut from young com fed pigs, sweet and tender.

Leadership Smoked Shoulders.......................... lb
Hormel Hams .......................................... 12 oz can

24c
35c

This ham with all natural juices, good flavor; slice for
cold plate. Serve to fry. Shred and cream on toast ready
to serve. Have a can in the house for company.

Jane Goode Peanut Butter..................... 1 lb jar 17c
2 lb jar 30c
Fancy Native Turnips..................................bushel 60c
Sweet Pickled Wasteless Ham to fry ......... lb

50c

The best trade likes this ham.

Campbell’s 14 oz can Tomato Juice .... 3 cans

The many Rockland persons who
attended the Camden Outing Club's
second annual feast will be Interested
and gratified to know that it netted
$463.03. "which is rot too bad." writes
Eugene C. C. Rich, president of the
Cuiing Club. It sounds like repeti
tion. but again we say that Camden
i never does things by halves.

23c

The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at
! 2.30 p. m. with Misses Ada and Alena
, Young. 10C North Mam street (not
with Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham as given
]on the program schedule). A pro
gram on the subject “Educating for
Fcacc" is being arranged by Miss
Alena Young. Mrs. Etta Stoddard,
Mrs. Abbie Alien, with special music
by Mrs. Thelma Stanley. At this
season of the year when all the world
celebrates the birthday of the Prince
of Peace, minds naturally turn to
I thought of peace. While our ears
resound with the clamorous anj nouncements of wars and rumors of
I wars, and of nations preparing for
' war. our hearts yearn for peace on
I earth, geed wiil towards all men.
1 Every woman will be interested in
I learning wnat definite things are beI ing done to promote ptace and what
every woman can do to help. The
I meeting is open, visitors are welcome.

j

The great December Sale of
Men's Furnishings and Shoes and
boys’ clothings on at Lindseys
Store, Watts Block, Thomaston.
Leader in the new price drop.—adv.

25c
37c

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

A Special Return Engagement
By Popular Demand
THURS.-FRI., DEC. 9-10
Matinee 2.30. Evening at 8
IRENE DUNN
CARY GRANT
"MR. SMITH"
in

“The Awful Truth”
Take the word of your friends
who saw it Thanksgiving—it’s not
only the cleverlst, funniest com
edy of the year—but no faster mov
ing, smarter, rollicking farce has
ever graced the screen in the his
tory of motion pictures.
Bring your Mother-In-Law. your
Friends, your Family, your Ene
mies, and be prepared to laugh
yourself to tears—to go out with a
warm happy feeling of friendli
ness toward the whole world—in
a day of worry and frustration you
owe it to yourself to let Irene,
Cary, and "Mr. Smith" make you
laugh your cares away!

Gift Suggestions for the Holly Days
tf
tf
tf
tf

y

Let Us Help You To Select Your Gift From Our
Complete Stock of Christmas Merchandise

t
tf

&

THE YEAR'S SENSATION
IN HORSMAN

y
y
y

Just Arrived

Full Size 27 Inch Baby Dull
Cries, Beautifully Dressed and All

In

“TWO GUN LAW”
SUNDAY, DEC. 12
Matinee 2.30. Evening at 8
Benefit Performance
ALICE BRADY, BERT LAHR
in

Why Not Give a Piece of
LEATHER GOODS

‘Merry Go Round of 1938
With Jimmy Savo, Mischa Auer,
Louise Fazenda

BUY OUR HUMMING BIRD

From the largest and most com
plete line we ever had

MON.-TUES., DEC. 13-14
No Matinee. Evening at 8
JOHN BOLES
in

HOSIERY

WEEKEND CASES
in all sizes, from

at 89c, $1.00, $1.15

The Arts and Crafts Society admit-1 j
ted two new members at their Mon-1.
day night meeting, and elected Mrs I
Leona Flint, treasurer, to fill the va- j
jiancy caused by the resignation of <
*Mrs. Harriet Merriam. An exhibit ol J
crocheted bags in new patterns and j
lovely colors was given by Mrs. Mary I j
Scarlott, and a display of tatting in i'
intricate designs, the work of Mis: {
Bradford of East Friendship. Thi f
major object of the club this winter *
will be the designing and making oi I
hooked rugs, other crafts to Bb con tf
ducted to suit individual taste. Mrs.
Clarence Lunt exhibited a number ol tf
attractive Norwegian apron-dresses
for children. The next meeting, the
last before Christmas, will be held tf
Monday night at the What-Not Shop, tf
with unfinished articles and Christ
mas presents in the making for sub tf
jects.
tf
tf
Christmas aprons, home-made. Sw
fancy patterns for sale at 120 Lime- SL
rock street.
147*149 tf
tf
Dr. J. H. Damon dentist, will be at 1

TEL. 17

DIED
BROOKS—At Waterville, Dec 3. Mrs
Jennie Brooks of Somerville, aged 27
years. 4 months, 27 days. Interment
in Oakland.
ROBBINS—At Rockville, Dec 7. Bertha
wife of F. W. Robbins, aged 65 years.
Private funeral Friday at 2 o'clock
from the residence.
Please omit
flowers.
FLINTON—At Pleasant Point, Cushing,
Dec 8. Franklin A. Fllnton aged 77
years. 9 months. 18 days Funeral Fri
day at 2 o'clock from the home
WRIGHT—At Rockland. Dec. 8. Dana
D Wright, aged 70 years. 3 months. 12
days Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock
from the residence. 81 North Main
street.
McKENZIE—At Fairfield, Dec. 7. Wil
liam McKenzie, native of Rockland,
aged 51 years. 4 months. 5 davs. Fu
neral Friday at 10 o'clock from Bur
pee parlors.
JAMESON—At
Rockland.
Annie J.
Jameson.
Funeral Friday at 2 p.
m. from the home, 420 Old County
Road.
SHIBLES—At Charleston. S. C, Fred
William Shibles. aged 50 years, 13 days.
Funeral Sunday at 2 p. m. at the home
of hls sister. Mrs. Guy Overlook In
Rockport.
HILL—At Rockland. Regina Elizabeth.
Infant daughter of Mr and Mrs David
Hill, aged 5 months, 28 days. Funeral
today at 2 p m. Interment ln Sea
View cemetery.

MORTICIANS

Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST.

ONLY 14 SHOPPING DAYS TO CHRISTMAS

BORN
ROGERS—At Rockland. Dec 6. to Mr.
and Mrs Clarence Rogers, a son

And God ln hls great goodness
Wlll lift the veil some day.
And let us Join our dear one
Who now ls Just away.
From Father, Mother and Sisters
South Hope.

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND

119-tf

LEATHER GOODS

BABY DOLLS

SATURDAY. DEC. 11
Matinee 2.30. Evening at 8
PEGGY STRATFORD
CHARLES STARRETT

Just beyond life's curtain
If we could understand.
We'd flnd our loved one waiting.
In that far better land.

This is the season for it.

Large Fresh Native Eggs.................................. doz

"MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY"
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100

New vases; candy jars; costume
jewelry; beautiful hand colored
etchings bags; inlaid boxes; hand
craft articles; India prints; Christ
mas cards, etc. You may flnd that
IN MEMORIAM
“Something different;" you have been
looking for, in “The What-Not Gift
In loving memory ol Florence Gath
who
died
Dec.
10. 1921
Shop." 491 Main St.

Start the day right with a good glass of tomato juice.

Big Buster South American Pop Com .... 2 lbs

I M. E. WOTTON & SON

The City Government at Monday
, night’s meeting very’ promptly ac
cepted lhe g.it made by Morris B.
Perry and Earl C. Perry of a triangu
lar strip of land adjoining the prop
erty opoosite the Tillson-Rubenstein
I lot, reclaimed from tlie sea by the
city of Rockland. The donation gives
the Municipality 8512 square feet of
land whicli will serve to square off
its new possession. The order coni veylng the gift was introduced by Al- Fridays, other days by appointment, |
I derman Wiiiiam J. Sullivan.

Gregory Suits and O’coats

•

WALDO THEATRE

Arthur Grover is the new proprie
‘She Married An Artist”
tor of the Shell filling station at
Butler Square, junction of Broadway
North Main and Birch streets. This
is the station formerly operated by
Knox Lodge, IO.OF. will hold an [ M
A. F. Wisner.
especially important drill meeting i js
Monday night, preparatory to work- j Jr
Fire of suspicious origin did dam
|
age estimated at $300 late Tuesday ing the degree in Camden.
afternoon to the vacant tenement on
Friends of Fred M. Blackington, tf
Front street owned by Steve Daniels.
The tenement had been vacant since stalwart Ward One Republican, are | M
- 1934. This blaze started on the conducting a vigorous campaign in tf
his behalf for Commissioner of Pub
second floor.
tf
lic Works.
The present mayor, Leforest A.
tf
Thurston, and the mayor-elect, Ed
Mayor-elect Edward R. Veazie has
ward R. Veazie will be special guests been flooded with congratulatory tf
. at tonight's meeting of Winslow-Hol messages since his election. Among tf
brook Post, and both will Speak the wellwishers were Congressman
briefly. Supper will be served at 6.30. Clyde Smith, Gov. Barrows, and V
tf
and there will be an entertainment Mayor Payne of Augusta.
in connection with the speeches.

All persons who agreed to carry
their own Legion Christmas baskets
are asked to get them at Masonic
Temple store Monday night at 8
! o'clock or all day Tuesday. Baskets
will be delivered to those unable to
call. The Legion boys very much ap
preciate having the baskets called for.

Page Three

DENTAL NOTICE
DR. J. II. DAMON will be at his
Rcckland Dental Office every Tues
day and Friday and other days by
appointment. Office is over New
berry's, 362 Main Street. Tel. 415-W.

sf

$1.98 up to $10.98

There is nothing better or easier
to buy than Hosiery—all in
Individual Gift Boxes

Beautiful New

$1.98

FITTED NUMBERS at

The Most Beautiful and Largest
Line of Gift

$7.98 up to $25.00

Handkerchiefs

MEN'S SETS

$1.00 up to $5.98

Why Not a Gift of a

We Ever Had
For Both Men and Women and
For Children, in Boxes

BATH ROBE

10c, 15c, 25c,
50c, 75c

at $5.98

MEN’S INITIAL
HANDKERCHIEFS
iPure Linen)

BLANKETS

In All the New Shades

25c and 5Oc

In Single and Two Tone
Colorings, at

For Mother and Sister

$5.98, $6.98, $11.98

FRECKLES—CHILDREN'S
OTHER FLANNEL ROBES’

I By Beacon)

$2.98 and $3.98
QUAKER LACE

DRESSES
Beautiful Designs and Colorings

Beautiful Line of
DOUBLE BLANKETS
from

$1.00 and $1.98

$1.39 to $15.00 pair

69c, 98c, $1.39, $1.98

A Complete Line of Sizes
from 1 to 16

CLOSE OUT OF

TABLE COVERS
In the Varions Weaves and Sizes

PERFUMES

$3.98 to $10.00

Complete Line of

EVENING IN PARIS

$1.25 and $2.98

Pillow Case Sets

SKI SUITS

$1.00 box

Just Ten Left
Sizes from 14 to 20

ALL LINEN

$13.95 for,

$8.95

HUDNUTS

1 1.95 for

7.95

TOWEL SETS

COTY'S

10.95 for

6.95

$1.00 box

YARDLEY'S
OTHER LACE TABLE COVERS

LINEN SETS

The Rotary Club will have one of
The membership drive of the Par
Alan L. Bird, Allan F. McAlary and ' At the meeting of the Blue Bonnet
Francis McAlary were in Water Troop of Girl Scouts held Monday, ent-Teacher Associatidn has come to its members as guest speaker tomor
ville Tuesday attending a meeting of rehearsals were begun for the pro a pleasant conclusion with a total of row—Dr. A. W. Foss on “Socialized
the Maine Water Utilities.
Medicine."
gram to be given Dec. 13 at the 1409.
The men's committee of the Uni Universalist vestry, which will feature
versalist parish will serve supper next among other things an Imaginary
Wednesday, Dec. 15. Mayor-elect Ed radio hour. A door prize will be
ward R. Veazie as chairman, will have given. Next Monday the Scouts will
—
”
as assistants Harry Pratt, H. O. have the annual Christmas tree be tf
Gurdy, Dr. John Smith Lowe. E. E. fore the program.
Stoddard. E. F. Glover, H. H. PayCarl A. Nelson, city committee
son. H. C Allen, F. M. Tibbetts, R.
L Wiggin, A. C. McLoon. J. A. Jame man from Ward 7 and unitl re
son, A. P. Haines. L. S. Davis, J. Fred cently employed by the cement com
Knight. G. B. Wood. M. E. Wotton,
S. F. Copeland, H. P. Blodgett, Ralph pany, announces himself as a candi
Calderwood, A. H. Robinson and date for City Marshal. Others frej quently mentioned for the office in
Dudley Gould.
clude Arthur D. Fish, Maynard
I Marston, Mont P. Trainer, Leroy A.
! Black and Charles H. McIntosh. Nel
son was special policeman four years
! and is one of the Legion special
FOR SALE
' deputies for the sheriff's department.
><> w

USED LUMBER

Boards, Studding, Clap
boards, Radiators
and other material
All In First Class Shape
Apply On Premises

T. E. McNAMARA
Corner Limerock & Claremont Sts.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Somewhere In Knox County some
. individual, school, church or other
group has one or more ol the old
j style wooden settees which loaned
: or donated to Community Building
1 would help immensely at this partic
ular time. The bowling alleys will be
operating very soon and settees will
! be 'needed for that spectator section
I and also these settees would aid in
I supplementing the seats in the main
auditorium, especially Jor thc big
crowds which will attend the school
music festival of Dec. 15.

lr *

CHRISTMAS DRESSES
—AT—

THE

The third in the series of meetI ings of the Parent-Teacher Assoi ciation takes place on Monday night
in the High School auditorium at
7.45. Almon Young of the Central
Maine Power Co. is to give a talk on
j “First Aid and Danger ln the
AMBULANCE SERVICE Home." In view of all the accidents tf
that happen ln the home this is very
appropriate at this time. The en
tertainment will be in charge of the
McLain School and a group of the
younger children will present a
TEL. 662
Christmas program. A cordial in tyjf
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND vitation ls extended to all interested
98tf ‘ to attend this flne meeting.

|

BABY

SHOP

t«We have just received another new lot of
Dresses for Christmas Gifts—Plaids, Figured

Prints and Plain Colors; also Wool Crepe and
Challis, from $1.00 to $2.98.

Sizes'3 to 12

years.

THE

BABY

SHOP

Russell Funeral Home

9 Limerock Street,

Rockland, Me.

Every-Other-Day
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«€ WASHINGTON
eluding Broadway. Union street,'Limerock street and Kiln Hill.
The State allocates $670,003 for I
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hibbert of
third
class roads
Rockland's 1
Middletown. Conn., and Mr. and Mrs.
portion being $1672.
Tlie Old ]
Arthur Hibbert of Medfield Mass., ar
County road is the
Rockland |
rived in town Sunday, called by the
"PERFECT SPECIMEN”
road
on which this money is j
death of their brother Alton Hib
being expended, sponsoring the ex- ;
bert. They returned Monday.
I
tensive W.P.A. job which is now Be
George Gardner who has been in
ing done there. It is a gift from the j
the employ of Virgil Morse in the I
sauer kraut factory for the past sev- j
State to Rockland.
The State raises $275,000 to match '
eral weeks, has completed his work
funds for federal roads, and Knox
and returned to his home here.
The Rockland Lions Club counted i will be ready next week and that the ■ coUnty-5 share of $70,000 to $75,000
William Lessner who has been in [
itself exceptionally fortunate yester- t Kiwanians have challenged the Lions
bejng expended on the road bePhiladelphia for several months at
tween TTiomaston and Port Clyde.
the home of his son Clarence has re
day in being able to listen to the ad to a match.
Next Wednesday a poverty lunch
The sum of $75,000 matches a Fedturned here and is boarding at the
dress by County Commissioner Adin
will be served, and it is hoped that eral fund for the elimination of
home of Mrs. Helen Bowes.
L. Hopkins, and the unusual music every member will show his patri- railroad crossings. One of the locaMrs. Mina Johnston was a recent
offerings. Participating in the lat otism by attending. The proceeds• tions considered was the Pleasant !
visitor in Damariscotta.
P. A Crooker of New York is at
ter were Mayor-elect Edward R. will go to Miss Corbett for charitable : street railroad crossing, and Mr. ]
| Hopkins hinted that if enough pres- j
the homn of his mother Mrs. Nellie
Veazie. and Capt. Rice, son of the purposes.
Crooker for the Christmas holidays.
Mr. Hopkins who is supervisor for sure can be brought to bear It may I
late Mervyn Ap Rice, formerly of this
Mrs. Rose Bovnton of Razorville
. ..
.
.
, , State Highways gave the Lions a be done another year. Here is a j
city, both of ^hom uere special cjearer conception of how the money hint for the Chamber of Commerce,
was a recent visitor at the home of
guests yesterday.
[ is being handled by the Federal State | The State raises $250,000 to match
her son Farl Boynton.
Mrs. Clara Overlock returned Sun
The opening of the attendance con- and Local governments. The county Federal funds to be expended on
day from Augusta General Hospital
test was deferred until next Wed- commissioners’ share in the pro- secondary roads, one of which is in
where she had been a patient for
nesday. and the penalty this time, ceedings is merely in the capacity of Knox County, the |road between
several days.
instead of having the losers buy the arbitration ln the event of disputes Warren and West Rockport A mile
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bryant and
dinners for the winners, will be Mr. Hopkins' duties cover the area ; of improved road has been built
Florence Maddox of Burkettville ac
to have the losers provide the day's I between Camden and Bremen, and as there. Another secondary road is in
companied Charles Overlook and
entertainment,
far north as Union. He described 1 Camden, and others include Spruce
Albra Maddox to Bristol Mills Wed
Announcement was made that the (clearly the method by which the [Head to St. George. Morse's Corner
nesday where Overlooks Orchestra
Community Building bowling alleys funds are allotted, mentioning first : to the Thomaston line, and in Apfurnished music for a dance. Harland
the State Resolve Fund, which offers pleton. from Morang s
Corner |
Ripley was awarded $2 on the prize
to this section $500 each year and [through Appleton village.
Al Bridges, Charles Starrett and Edward Keane are seen above In an ex
ANNO I
E. IEN r
' which is being expended on the high- ) The sum of $3.400.000 is set aside .
waltz.
citing scene from Columbia's “YVestbound Mail." a thrilling saga of the
Stephen Johnston and friend have
__
Have your pigs cut up, sugar cured. way between West Rockport and ' for the maintenance and snow re- !
leturned to Connecticut after sev- . pi sneer heroes of the mail. In lhe him dramatization by Frances Guihan
and smoked. I am an expert in that Warren, which would get no atten- moval. The re-tarring of roads is
eral days visit at the home of his ' the story paints a stirring picture of the momentous days when the U. 8.
**ne| tion but for this special resolve. one of the principal items.
Mail was delivered by stage coach and pony express, Rosalind Keith is the
Rockland's little known share in i 1
tnybOdy
“The Perfect Specimen,” a comedy- up all his life on her estate and mother Mrs. Veda Ludwig.
cise hard surfacing even though it,
ine rerieci opecuuw., avuurcu;
e
.
.
.
. ,h
HENRY F. BOt K. ( amden. Tel. 2309 tbat roa(j wld
completed
• • • •
featured feminine lead.—adv.
Kent farm on the Belfast road. |
.
.....
,
. u costs a big sum." said Mr. Hopkins drama starring the immensely popu- "“^Indicates
Alton Hibbert
Look for the Sign
Ufd€r the headln?
State Aid "The work has been proceeding con- jar Errol Flynn and the no less wellChance
(and
Miss
Blondell)
get
,
w
a
reslQenl
ul
„
143-148 - 10ftds come several in Rockland, in- stantly. and means that costs will be hked Joan Blondell. b scheduled to him off the estate and he has hls t0Alton
Hibbert.
52, a atresident
of this
------*n dIpd
Saturday
thc home
of
< CAMDEN
lowered.
open next Friday at the Strand own way to make in a world of Mrs. Pansy Kaler where he had
maintenance resows"0
Theatre- This Warner Bros, pro- which he has been completely inno- 1 toaried"'^ several weeks.
The first Masonic assembly will be
The wwest “location is for un- Auction, has been rated by preview cent. He proves that his tutoring has Hfi ,eaves three brothers Clar- held in Masonic Temple tonight with j
A. B Crocker
improve1? road maintenance and was critics a* among the very best laugh- not been ln vain, even when lt ence Arthur and j^h; his mother music by a local orchestra.
soonsored^bv The RfT' carriers
and-thrill photoplays of the year. comes down to boxing. He has beenClara Hlbbert; sister Mrs. Clyde
Mis. Clara Pullen is a medical pa-I
S tewns do not attend to “e
11 is said t0 show ,hat F,ynn ?n taught that as we 1 as everything e *.
Karh^an; „ daughter; besides tient at Community Hospital.
The barque, Mountain Eagle, of
upkeep oT thefr roads until State addition to his qualities as a swash- and he comes pretty close to fulfilling
hPWS and nieces.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Raymond Young of which J. C. Fountain was mate, was
E.X Vr Honkins exDressed buckling fighter with ancient weap- his grandmas hopes.
Funeral services were held Mon- New York are visiting his parents.: noj a dipper. I went through the
[funds arrive. Mr. Hopkins expressed ((as
..Captain Blood; -The There are two fights in the show. daya. the Razotrtlle chapel and in- Mr and Mrs BdwarcJ,Joung f
' Jog carefuUy day by day and onIy
' orth?smDu?DO^ has been wZlv ex
of Ll*ht Brigade” and '“rhe
of which
wlns; there ,ls terment was in the Marr cemetery.
Howard Derry and Clarence Strat
for this purpose ha. been wise. e
prjnc(? and the PauI>er") is also a a kidnaping scare; there's a goofy
ton are cn a hunting trip at Hancock i once did I find that she sailed faster
Fred Bar,lett has left the employ, than nine knots an hour. One day
battler with the gloved fists poet, played by Hugh Herbert, a
The local expenditure was. nn
on Thp
The’ firstclass
««
ORFF
’
S
CORNER
*€
of O. R. Browns market.
} for f0Ur hours she sailed 10 knots,
in the roped arena—a new locale for whimsical secretary to the old lady
Bog road.
the handsome Irishman.
played by Edward Everett Horton: a
Piano and vocal pupils of Mrs. and for two hours. 12 knots; on one
The remainder of the money raised
Plans
are------being
made for a Christ- Ruth Collemer presented a musica .
An amusing idea actuates the story tough mugg. played by Allen Jenkins;
----------„-----for road purposes is used for con- of "The Perfect Specimen.'' An im- , an energetic youth, played by Dick mas tree and program by the Sun- program before a large and enthusi-, '°J'a8e *or several days she made
i tingencies. at the discretion of the mensely wealthy grandmother, with Foran. of western-movie fame: an day School.
astic audience Friday night at thc eight and nine knots an hour. She
Highway Department.
ideas of her own about eugenics and attractive young lass played by BevA cooking school Wednesday in Episcopal Parish house. Each num- »as content for the most part to Jog
Most of the overseers now em also environment, thinks that Errol erly Roberts—and no end of other Waldoboro was attended by Mrs. Liz- her performed denoted care and con-1 alon({ at four jo seven knots
ployed in this State are good road- her descendant, should be brought amusing characters—adv.
zie Hoch. Miss Cora Merry, Mrs scientious study. Much credit is due , ,
builders. according to the speaker
________________________________ Fannie Weaver Mrs. Lulu Jackson Mrs collemer and her pupils. Thi
June 19 1»S6—Sailed from Glasgow,
In conclusion Mr Hopkins disMrs I/'na Joyce and Mrs Mabelle Mrs- Amber Childs and Mrs. Ada stage was attractively decorated in Scotland to St. John. N. B.. with
' cussed the relative interests of the
ROCKPORT
"
keeping with the Christmas season, coals. June 24—Tory Island bore
Crone in charge. A Christmas tree Elwell.
urban and rural sections, and won
Artemus Pratt returned Tuesday
Hard- Fairbrother Ls in Boston on ' goUth 10 miles from which I take my
will follow the program.
dered if Rockland business men had
Mrs. Nellie R Ballard principal cl
to Martinsville after a visit with hls a ous:ness trip.
‘
.
_
. .
Miss
Helena
Upham
substituted
at
given proper thought to the improve the Ballard Business School, met witn
SCTime Marches On! Only 14 More Shopping
sister Mrs Leonard H. Seavey.
The Methodist Lend-A-Hand Club deParture
several days the
the
Public
Library
Wednesday
aft

ment ana
and upkeep
mem
upseep of the arteries
f. ,ccidenl Tuesday when she
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Winslow w in meet Monday night at the home [ barque beat against head winds and
Days Before Christmas. Take Advantage of Our
ernoon in the absence of Librarian
Madelyn Kennedy are occupying of Mrs. Forrest Magee, Harden ave- did not make much headway. July
Amy
Miller.
Large and Complete Assortment of Gifts For Every
nut.
6—Passed a steamship bound East.
Tlie Twentieth Century Club wnl the Ormand Ludwig place.
posed Georges
Albee Sidelinger. Mrs. Martha
»
Leonard H. Brown has returned I Carried away starboard foretopsallother bruises While still at
Friday
afternoon at the home
Member of the Family!
would have been a “feeder for this ' ceiving
her desk, it Ls with difficulty that trie
Marlon Weidman with" Mrs Benner and Mr and Mrs Milton from Les Angeles where he has been 1
city and Camden.
«•Sprat,u
—■—g motored Wednesday to visiting relatives.
| sheet. For many days no observeable »_
to move about.
. .
Linthel Dane as hostess. Mrs. —
Editn
Gift Boxes At No Extra Charge
The matter of through ways was
Aubrey
Heal
is
on
a
vacation
iron,
I
tions on account of fog
The
Baptist
Ladies'
Circle
will
hoiri
Buzzell will be the reader, giving an Bangor,
also discussed, the speaker telling oi
Harry Creamer has had the tele
duties at Ora R. Browns market
July 21—Saw a number of whales.
the changed sentiment in Waldo their annual Christmas fair ar.d sup article on “Coast Guard to the phone installed in his residence, hisThe
funeral of Bertha M. wife of July 23—Sounded in 35 fathoms,
A REAL GIFT FOR
boro. where the cut-off was first per Dec 15 at the vestry. The sal- Rescue."
F W. Robbins, who died Tuesday at
thought to be almost a death blow to will start a: 2 o ciock and supper will, The O. W Bridge Club met Tues- 15-4
The Farm Bureau library has ar her home in Rockville at the age ol gravelly bottom, layed the main top
i day afternoon at the Carleton Home1 the town's business interests. Traf be served from 5.30 to 7.
Charles Matthews of Simonton sut- J ,-tead. Mrs. Mary Whitman entertain- rived and the books are available [ 65 will be held from the residence sail to the mast and fished. Caught
fic hazards had been removed and
fered
an ill turn at his honae SunOS' j ing. Next week the Club will meet to all by payment of small fee to the | Friday at 2 o'clock. Rev. WiUiam fc 11 cod. Saw a barque and brig at
the town beautified.
Berger, rector of the St. Thoma.'- anchor on the Bank.
Mr Hopkins expressed the belief and was tak“n that night to KoW . at .the home of Mrs. Charles S. Gard- 'ibrarian Miss Coni Merry
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Marston of Episcopal church officiating. The ,
that Rockland would be highly bene- Hospital by Dr. W. F. Hart for ucaf-jner.
Augusta were guests Sunday of Mr funeral will be private and friends
Man> °ld timers have read Kipfitted through a by-pass, which would | nxnt.
The remains of Fred W Shibles
ling's book. “Captains Courageous'*
! arc asked to omit flowers.
give traders from the surrounding
The Tritohelp Ci>ib met Monday Jv ' who died at Edisto Island S C.. ar- and Mrs. Thurlow Vannah.
Esten H Boardman is in Washing- t Mrs. Mary Buchanan was award- and many youngsters have seen the
ifffved
here Tuesday accompanied by
towns a better chance to park their lhe Baptist vestry and worked «i<
?!
C? Vs , V,
r.and Yrl
r-r TDorothy
X*-. «• zx 4 Vx , , Fields t°n L>. C.. where he will spend the ed $260 Tuesday at the Comique The- movie, with Freddie Bartholomew as
Christmas baskets At the businikC NMrs. Shibles
Miss
cars.
session these officers were - elected: Funeral services will be held Sunday ; wl_n_ter
|atre; $60 will be given away Friday Harvey Cheyne. Right about here Is
Miss Margaret Cuthbertson spent night,
President. Mildred t i.-ion; vice presi- at 2 o'clock at the home of his sister
The Baptist Young People's Choir where Harvey fell overboard from the
tg ST. GEORGE
' ciep.t Eciith Overlook; secretary. Ruth'Mrs Ouy Overlock Rev. J. W the weekend with her sister Mrs.
*11 hold a rehearsal at the church steamship.
•Shaw; treasurer. Lena Tom.nskl; Hyssong of the Baptist Church will [Raymond Jackson.
High School Notes
I/»on A. Achorn of Belmont. Mass., Friday at 6 30. The Philathea Class
• • • •
Principal Clayton M. Hunnewell [ work committee. Lena Tominski. Ha- officiate.
is with his brother Harold S. Achorn : will hold a covered dish supper Friday
has announced the honor roll for the zel Cain. Alice Marston and Dorothy j
-----------------In All the Newest Patterns and
I
have
before
me a book entitled
at
6
o'clock,
following
which
a
White
for a few days.
second ranking period. The juniors Ycung; flower committee. Helene
WARRFN
Fabrics
? Elephant Christinas Tree will be en- "By Way of Cape Horn." 1930. In
lead with eight students; the senior Dunbar Helen Small Mabelle Croud l
»
$2.00, $2.50
and vrs wiliiam Harrnw, re T0° LATE F0R CLASS,F1CATI0N
wl^h Winnifred Burkett and J the crew was French Petar who had
and freshmen tied for second place Next Monday night the clt/b will men*
iq and
Mrs. william Barrows re- -------------------------------------------------- Thelma Cooper in charge. An offer- .
,, . .
.. „
with six students; while the Sopho- with Mrs. Tominski.
» ! tu‘rngd
,
Other makes $1, to $1.65
netl home
Monday from Medford. ARE vou unable to do your own Christfor ,h community r t>e€n three years fishing on the Newmores have five on the roll. A total
MLss Lois Burns, daughter of Mr. ‘ 1 Wilmington
“■ i«-r •and
— -.
Wilmington. Mass where thev l““ shopping? if ». >-<
can
community ffcundland
dl d banks, in trawlers, twice
of 25 students are listed among thLs and Mrs OrrL- Burns, who is a fr»Sh-'
. g . “ "
reliable energetic hopper will help vou w£*fare Christmas boxes
select group of high rankers.
man at ihe Sargent School of Physl- ,
‘ rea-’on,lble
H7’149
T‘'e annual lnsta'la“°n of the , ln little barquentlnes. They went out
Gcorge S Cobb Auxiliary will be held in little boats and caught cod; they
Highest honors in the senior class cal Education in Cambridge. Mas*..
"
Friday night at Megunticook Grange came back and ate cod; they split,
go to Charlotte Caddy. Viletta Chad- | has been awarded a scholarship, hav- i Thp Christmas Club met Tuesday
l.eeal Notice
.
jr)g recojved j-jgf, rank jn an ner at the home of Mrs. George Walker.
hall and these officers will be in
wick. Josephine —
Thompson. Pauline
PUBLIC SALE
cleaned and salted cod; and then
stalled by past department "president.
Thompson; honors, Minerva Johnson, studies. She was also selected to T'ne Forget-me-not Girl Scout
Notice ts hereby given that certain a«j
— i
write the freshman song.
j Troop entertained 18 members of the seta ot Rockland Produce Company wtll (Nellie Achorn of Rockland: Past they went out and caught cod seven
Edith Seastrom.
The public library underwent a Meadowlark Girl Scout Troop and be sold at puhllc sale at the plant of president, Lucia Hopkins ; president, months.
Junior class highest honors Ar
Company, Tillson Avenue. Rock- Louise Dunbar; vice president nor
thorough
fumigation Saturday and their captain. Mrs. Laura Jameson said
lene
Falla.
Celia
Wall.
Doris
Ward;
You remember in “Captains Couraland. at nine o'clock A M. Friday. Den.iio,.
1
HART SCHAFFNF.R & MARX
.. h
u«rv»v wont ahnarri tha
honors , Helen Anthony. Catheryn Sunday under the direction of Health , Monday afternoon at an informal rember 17. 1937 to the highest bidder pnce Dailey .chap.ain. Nellie Barnes;
SUITS AND O'COATS
to
wit
the
following
items
treasurer.
Florence
Fairbrother;
s
e
c
.
_
8
p
ous
, how Harvey went aboard the
! party.
A short program which inCaven, Frank Dowling. Marion Lar Officer J. Carlton DavLs.
l
All
rights,
title,
interests
and
retary.
Lillian
Pomeroy;
guide.
Lettie
French
fishing
barque with "terbaC
At Harbor Light Chapter O E 8 ■ eluded a vocal solo by Mary Ludwig.
son. Arthur Mills.
$ 22.50 to $45.00
Sophomore Class highest honors, Tuesday plans were made for the an-' a piano solo by Christine Jones, and m and’tof reaides^ate'sitiiaUd’on^'nn- BaS'eV: assistant guide. Esther Sim- ( and came back with crackers and
Arlene Coolbroth Helen Matson. Ra nual Christmas party and supper a vocal duet by Lois Bazemore and son Avenue, including he brick mid mens^ color guards. Elizabeth Mor- , chocolate? What a life! It ls alMEN'S
™c,r
t01?- Lillian Lincoln; inside guard
chel Robinson; honors. Arlene Elwell. which will be held Dec. 21 in connee-, Ann Norwood, was followed by the
most 80 years since the barque,
ticn with the regular meeting.
serving of light refreshments and imd
estate m»y be h£d and the Jess‘eJ.osselyn: outside guard. Clem
John Holgerson.
The Methodist Sunday School Is | playing of games. Mrs. Irene Star- premises viewed if desired, by appoint eret Walden; press correspondent, ] Mountain Eagle, caught 11 cod on
Freshman Class, highest honors,
with the Receiver.
Emelyn Bridges; patriotic instructor [ the Grand Banks. Kipling's book
Lempi Hill. Bartlett Johnson. Shirley arranging for the Christmas cantafe j rett, captain of the hostess troop. ment
A Large /Xssortment
2 All of the remaining fixture- and Minnie Tnwnp tr’uxteev I
u™'
$3.95 to $6.00
Johnson; honors. Virginia Kinney. “The Guest of Bethlehem” whifch will [ presented Mrs. Jameson, with a stock ln trade of said Rockland Produce
_I.°Wn£' lrU-''tp«S. Lucia Hop- was out in 1896; the movie was made
kins.
Lettie
Bagley,
Rena
Marshall.
65c, $1.00, $1.50
Co.
without
reservation
or
exception.
, Doris MaLstrom. Malcolm Pierson take place Dec. 19. Mrs. Orra Burns I thank badge, in view of the latter's
in 1935 or '36. and they are still catch
WOMEN'S
fine work with the local troop when : I?,
I‘ngli*Lltem'
The senior class play "When a heads the program Committee.
ing cod on the Orand Banks.
Man Tarries," will be given Friday
Miss Marion Weidman returned It was first organized.
1 the5 option ' of- the
Bn -"°
’
epar
-y
-*
Receiver. May be
Lions (Tub Activities
July 30—Spoke to fishing schooner,
night, at the I.O.O.F. hall in Ten'- Tuesday front a brief visit in Quincy ! Mr.s S P HaskPl] hac rptnrnort examined in advance on the premises
Thc weekly meeting of the Cam
Mass She was accompanied There | flom Bc«ton w”ere she was euest
% BPP°lnt™en* wl^n
Reiver
ant
s Harbor
at 8.30
p.lead
m in volley by Mrs. Ella Johnston who was re- he7dSZ Mfc-Beatrix Se7
Team
B
holds
the
“>e
re- den-Rockport Lions Club was held W. H. Lord. Went on board and got
$3.95 to $5.50
celvable. claims and accounts under at Wadsworth Inn with a large at- fish. July 31—Made the ^nd near
ccic»ii ♦ t csrx e cwtiac
o’—
suit, judgments and executions
ownedI 1
ball although team A has been com. home after visiting relatives
The
Sun
said Rockland Produce Co. Items tendance. The guest speaker was Mr Halifax and later, Sambro Light.
PARKAS, SKI JACKETS.
ing to the front lately while team C ln KocKiana.
.
.
rh,1P/*b win
4*1 by
may be seen and examined in advance Edgecomb of Augusta, a member of Aug. 1—Made Nova Scotia. Aug. 2
! rests for a while until warm weather
Mrs- Amv Miller and daughter
d . , . ,.. . . rhl]r , cphnnl
prospective bidders and persons hav- the State Highway Police Depart
AND SKI PANTS
I limbers up Joints.
I Ruth are guests for the week of Mr.
^ght. whh Church School at 12 by
lng a legitimate Interest in such sale
av-irl
i Efexvzl
ment, and his subject was “Highway —Made Seal Island off Cape Sable.
at popular prices
[ and
Mrs. Clifford
Merrill in Metiffien, *7 01 tlie Vvuning WOTSHip, RX?V. H. A. by appointment with the Receiver
Aug. 3—Made Mount Desert. Aqg.
Safety."
Welch will speak on “He With Us
EDWIN R EDWARDS Receiver
The annual Ladies’ Night ann 4—Took pilot for St. John. Barque
^TENANT'S HARBORS M^iph Shlbles of Mechanics^
Rev. H. I. Holt will take as morn- Rockland. Me., December 8. 1937147-150
Christmas party will be held at the beating down the shore. Made Libby
«
Miss Ruth Barter has returned jf. Y.. and Mr.s. Louise Harkness ol lng subject next Sunday "The
Congregational chapel Tuesday night.
«I to INew 'York on business and Hudson. Mass are ,at the home of Prcphest of the Highest" and for
Aug. 7—Came to
4 to 10 Feet Long
Each member buys a toy for a Lion or Island Light.
* i while there will stay at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Guv Overlook called the evening, "Better than the Angels.
AMERICA S FINE WATCH
anchor at Ballast Wharf, St. John.
a
lady
and
these
are
later
turned,
j
Mr
and
Mrs.
Samuel
Dougan.
by
the
death
of
Fred
W.
Shibles.
$5.00 to $12.50
The Rebekah fair will open at the |
over to the Relief Association for the Aug. 8—Two men absented them
X
Miss Ella Bald passed the weeka pageant entitled "The Nativity" Odd Fellows hall. Friday at 2 o’clock,
poor children. Each member is also selves. named Isaac Fountain and
end with Miss Ellen Cameron.
wm be presented Dec. 27 at the Bap- with public supper at 6. The min
asked to take a bundle of clothes to Newton James. Discharging coal.
41
Frank Barter has returned home tist Church bv members of the SunWools, Silk and Wool and Silk
H from Togus Hospital after receiving day School with Mrs. Hazel Cain strel show will be presented at Glover
be made over for the needy. Plans
hall at 7.30. Specialties will include
K medical treatment.
were marie for several joint meet
1
X
39c to $1.50
At Popular Prices
dancing,
singing,
harmonica
solos
and
H
ings to be held throughout the winter.
a radio skit “Unconscious Ether."
Aug. 12—The captain went by
a|
Following the banquet, the board
a
Levere Jones, Wilder Moore, Her
of directors discussed Important fea steamer to Portland. Aug. 17—Com
ai
bert Kenniston, and Roland Starrett
4
tures for welfare work. A benefit menced taking on cargo of birch
have returned irom a hunting trip
With Duke Button Down Collar « I
show will be staged Dec. 19 at the timber. The following day com
in Washington County .
Comique Theatre and the admission
in the Newest Plaids and Checks *
Several from here attended thc
will be by foodstuffs in any quantity. menced taking on deals.
$1.65 and $1.95
golden wedding anniversary of Mr.
The barque was nearly back to
Those desiring may make cash con
and Mrs. Leverett Mank observed
tributions. The management of the Round Pond when she made Mount
A
Tuesday in Waldoboro.
theatre has offered all the facilities Desert. Where she went with deals
Mrs. Maynard Creamer has re
without one penny of expense The Is not on record. So ends "Two
A1
turned from Malden, Mass., after
show will run from 2 to 11.30. con
AND LOUNGING ROBES
KI
passing two weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
tinually, and the feature pictures will •Years Behind the Mast or The Mate's
*!
In Handsome Patterns
Raymond Thomas.
to "College Holiday." “Bom to Dance" Story." John C. Fouhtatn was born
*
Mrs. Mildred Starrett and Mrs.
Fcp Eye comedy, "Our Gang" com in Bristol. 1830. He died in 1920.
$1.65 to $3.50
Mary Moore were recent guests ot
edy. and "Pup's Christmas" comedy
Mrs.
Edgar
Barker
in
South
Union.
The need is great this year so every
ALL WOOL AND SILK
A new method of treating eggs for
Mrs. Annie Davis is passing a few
little bit will help.
days with her daughter, Mrs. May
storage is known as the vacumBoxed
nard Creamer.
carbon dioxide method. Oil is drawn
*€ UNION ?€
Mrs. William Barrows was supper
Three in a Box
In All the Wanted Patterns
Into the pores of the egg. sealing it
guest Monday of Mrs. Zellie Weaver,
75c to $1.50
65c to $3.50
Due to illness of the pastor, the from loss of moisture or gas. One
and Miss Florence Weaver at the
pulpit at the Church of the Naza firm in the Middle West has already
home of Elmer Jameson. Sr.
SUSPENDER. GARTER AND
rene was filled Sunday by Rev Mr’ packed about twenty thousand cases
Among those frcm here who had
35c
to
$1.50
NOVELTY' SETS
Larcomb. who preached at the mornexhibits at the Hobby Show, in
Ing worship from the 12th chapter'of j°f eggs by
new methodRockland, were Bryan Robinson, Mrs.
Romans, and chose for his text ln the
Lydie Leino, Alfred Oxton, and Frea
evening The Ouest of Zaccheus." son. the money going for the work in
Watts, all in the wood working de
partment.
Both sermons were very helpful. the foreign field*. The men’s class
Mrs. J. W. Ames gave a talk to the led in the closing hymn "That will
CAMDEN, MAINE
children. Fifty-seven were present at be Heaven for me." Prayer meeting
The great December Sale of
Established
189S
OPEN
EVERY
MEN’S AND WOMEN S
the Church School. Iva Howard and tonight at 7 30. Sunday School les
Men's Furnishings and Shoes and
EVENING
OUTFITTERS
•SIGN OF TIIE BIG CLOCK
Mildred Best sang "The Uttle White son for Dec. 12 “Fellowship with
boys’clothings on at
Lindseys
NOWHERE
ELSE
CAN
MONEY
BUY
SO
MUCH!
VISIT U'S
OPEN EVFNINGS
Church on the Hill.”
Birthday
Store. Watts Block. Thomaston.
____
Ood' can be found in I John 1:1-7
caudles were lighted for Mrs. Robirt- and Revelation 21:1-7.
Ui* new price drop. adv.
Mb*

IMPROVING THE HIGHWAYS

| FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK j

AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURPAY

.. .. .. .

Adin L. Hopkins, Overseer, Tells What State and
Uncle Sam Are Doing For Them

'

.. . -jj-—-- - -

JS

THE SAUNTERER

thki

HASKELL & CORTHELL

Arrow Shirts

Wear Plus Ties

Shoe Skates

Shoe Skates

Toboggans

Interwoven Socks

Skis, Snow4 Shoes

S

S

“Mack” Shirts

FOR AS LOW AS

*H 1
Ha

‘Plymouth’ Pajamas

Mufflers

Handkerchiefs

YOU CAN BUY AN

HASKELL & CORTHELL

OLDSMOBILE

Daniels, Jewelers

t
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ment the chapter officers highly on
their good work.

fi

• • • a

Franklin A. Flinton

Christmas Seals
are here again!

They protect your home
from Tuberculosi:
THOMASTON
[Miss Jessie M Stewart has taken
charge of The Courier-Gazette’S
Thomaston columns, and will be very
grateful for news items which may
be furnished for her. If you have
matters of Interest in and around
Thomaston please notify her. The
telephone call is 140-13.1

The basketball season opened
Tuesday with three games in And
rews gymnasium, Thomaston win
ning over Rockport with these scores:
Boys 34 to 11; Girls 42 to 19; Junior
team 39 to 1.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Keizer Tuesday
afternoon called on Mr. and Mrs. L.
L. Mank in East Waldoboro, oldtime neighbors of theirs who were
that day observing their golden wed
ding anniversary Many relatives and
friends from different parts of the
State called during the day, taking
flowers and other gifts.
Lionel Frederick Jealous, Jr. of
Thomaston is one of :I6 men who won
class numerals in Lhe season just
passed as members of the bowdoin
College Junior varsity team. Tire
Jayvees played only iwo games. Us
ing to Bridgton and beating Exeter.
They practiced with tire vais.ty
throughout the season, however, and
many of them saw' service ln one or
two varsity games.
The Vincent Club was entertained
Wednesday night by Mrs. Levan.
Fred Waldo who has been visiting
Mrs. Mary Waldo, went this morning
to Boston; he will spend the winter
there and in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Treat and
thelr four young daughters have
moved here from Rockland and are
occupying one of the Robertson
houses on Lawrence avenue. Mr
Treat is employed by the RocklandVinalhaven Air Service.
The parish hall of St John's
Church was decorated with evergrpens Wednesday for the annual
Christmas sale of tlie Women's Aux
iliary. Fancy work was sold by Mrs.
Loucks and Miss Carr, cooked food
and candy by Mrs. Payson, and
aprons by Miss Ulmer and Mrs.
Smith, with gratifying financial re
sults.
Mrs. Cleveland Trask returned to
Swans Island Tuesday after a few
days’ visit with Mr. and Mrs. 3V. J
Robertson.
Mrs. Russell Davis entertained a
tea Wednesday afternoon for her
guests. Mrs Lyle Woodard of Green
ville and Miss Mabel J. DeShon of
Portland, here for the annual inspec
tion of Grace Chapter. O.ES Miss
Helen Studley poured, and Mrs. J
Richard Bemis of Rockland and Mrs.
Rodney Brasier aided in serving.
Mrs. Lyford Mills of South Hope ls
guest of Mrs W. J. Robertson today
The annual Inspection of Grace
Chapter, O.ES., was held Wednes
day night, the inspecting officer oeing
Mrs. Lyle Wooodard of Oreenville
Worthy Grand Matron. Other gand
officers present were Miss Mabel De
Shon of Portland. Grand Secretary.
Mrs Edna Waning of Damariscotta,
D.D.G.M., and Mrs. Gertrude McTeer of Wiscasset, P.G.M. Supper
was served to 155, including 90 visit
ors from various Chapters: Rockland
South Thomaston. Rockport. Cam
den, Lincolnville, Jefferson. Washing
ton, Warren. Waldoboro. Uniee
Vinal Haven. Mars Hill and Portland.
The dining room and table decora
tions of Christmas greens, silver stars
and red candles were designed by
Mrs. Faye Stetson. Mrs. Winifred
Slader (was chairman of the supper
committee. The five candidates for
initiation were Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Strout. Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone,
and Mrs. Richard Feyler. Mrs.
Woodard took occasion to compli

:e time now to choose
time you give. Wide
I selection of new models
i from................$37.50 up.

Daniels, Jewelers
Established 1893

SIGN OF THE BIG CLOCK
OPEN EVENINGS

| Everyone in Rockland has wished for Gifts like these
Santa’s heard Everyone—and they’re all at
*1

Franklin A. Flinton died Dec. 8 at
Pleasant Point in Cushing. He was
born on Magee Island, St. George
Feb. 20, 1860, son of Thomas W. and
Harriet Y. (Marshall) Flinton. Fiftysix years ago he was married to Laura
H. Cook, who survives him with r
daughter, Mrs. Maud Stone of Port
Clyde.
Funeral services will be held at the
home Friday at 2 o'clock, with Rev
Mr. Timberlake of Biddeford (for
merly of Friendship) the officlatii
minister.
• • • •
•'It’s a Small World"
An excerpt is here given from a
personal letter received this fall by a
friend of Miss Edith Russell. Miss
Russell, formerly of this town, has
taught for several years in Honolulu. 1
'•An interesting thing happened
last Wednesday (Oct. 13). The Con
gressional party who are here to
study the question of statehood for
Hawaii, came to visit the schools.
The children from the States from
which the representatives came, were
to greet their respective representa
tive. and a teacher was in charge of
each group to see that the children
greeted them properly and present
ed the lovely flower lets to the right
persons.
"I was assigned to the New York
group at my school, and when the
men came, we went out to find the
representative from New YorkBertrand Snell, and he had been de
tained at a meeting and did not
arrive. So the representative from
Nebraska, a charming gray-haired
man with a grand smile said that he
would take the lets to Representative
Snell, and would shake hands with all
his constituents and convey the
greetings of said children to him.
“He was so very friendly with the
children that more and more came to
crowd about him and to ask ques
tions, and to shake hands. At last
he said. 'Are you all from New York?’
The children just giggled and said.
'No, we just want to shake hands
with you!' He got a kick out of that.
"As we stood talking he asked
where I came from. Of course 1
puffed out my chest and said. 'Maine'
"He said, 'Oh, I know Maine well
From what part of Maine are you?’
"Then I puffed again and said.
'Thomaston!'
'He said, 'Well. I was in Thomaston
last year. I went through the Knox
Mansion. I visited Carl Moran in
Rockland'.”

A Woman Scorned
New York Fashion Writer
Takes Men Designers To

Do For Present Hats
Are men spoiling women's fashions?
At least, the man-milliner is in for
his share of pommeling this season.1
according to Gretta Palmer, New
York fashion writer, who attributes
the present higher-thar.-a-mlle headgear to what she calls the betrousered
little pixies who do the designing.
"Women's hats for 1937 are ‘some
thing fierce.’ They are shaped like
cones and towers and figures out of
Solid Geometry, Book Three." said
Miss Palmer who will discuss cur
rent styles when guest speaking on
Columbia's "Heinz Magazine of the
Air," tomorrow at 11 a. m.
'Protests and grumbles are being
heard from our menfolk," contends
Miss Palmer “and gentlemen waiting
for their wives wear a dazed, un
believing look as the parade of win
ter millinery passes by.
"In the old-fashioned days when
all milliners and hairdressers were
called 'Miss Nellie’ or “Miss Sue,’
cockeyed ideas were occasionally of
fered to lady customers but without
much hope. Milliners would make
the old college try to get thelr cus
tomers into extreme models, knowing
they would be out of date In a month
or so, but the lady customer was far
too wary for them. She chose a
simple little cloche or turban and
wore it for three seasons straight.
"But when a man does the sug
gesting," said Miss Palmer, “it's an
other matter. We women have been
obeying men for eight or ten thou
sand years and the habit has got
into our blood. A man milliner can
place a bit of ostrich on top of a
ten-gallon felt hat and tell us. It's
just our type. Then there he stands,
looking stern and knowing, and we
fall for it.
"The mad influx of curls that sweep
toward the ceiling and won’t stay
put can be blamed on the hypnotic
.nfluence of male hairdressers in
New York, Paris and Hollywood. His
customers have some feminine in
ability to resis; and the next thing
they know, there they are, looking
like freaks in broad daylight and set
ting the fashion for all the girls
across the continent.
"Men have done their damage to
our homes as well as our fashions;
until men decorators came along no
house ever had leopard-skin bath
stools or mirrored beds or quilted
satin walls or white suede chairs.
Men who have invaded these femi
nine fields are consumed with a de
sire to sell us women the gaudiest,
maddest and mast perishable articles
they can think up.
“I'm for another feminist revolt,”
said Miss Palmer who urges women
to send men milliners, hairdressers,
decorators and psuedo child-psy
chologists back to the business of
running banks and locomotives.

The ancient Greeks knew butter.
Probably the Arabs first discovered
a semi-solid substance in place of the
milk they had put In their goatskin
saddlebags, and called it cheese.

BURPEE FURNITURE
AS CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS

CEDAR CHESTS
Most beautiful and practical of all gifts. In walnut, maple
or mahogany. One to match every bedroom and suit every
purse.

z

Mattresses

Chairs of Beauty

What more sensible gift than
one of these splendid Inner
Spring Mattresses.

A Chair makes a practical
gift — Boudoir, Lounging
Chairs, Occasional Chairs.

VISIT OUR TOYLAND
See the new Shirley Temple Doll Carriages, the New Dydee
Carriages, Sleds, Roll Top Desks, Blackboards, Tables, and
Autos.

PRACTICAL FURNITURE SUGGESTIONS
SMOKING SETS
CARD TABLES
SPINET DESKS
EASY CHAIRS
BREAKFAST SETS

LAMPS, ALL KINDS
BASSINETTES

M? WAI DTlRDROtf

.Grange held Saturday degrees were'day night by local Scouts Arvilla ' Friends" by Mrs. Leland WHlrhen- Wessaweskeag Grange hall by 13 furnace fund under auspices of tfle
j conferre(j on Arline Kennedy and Winchenbach, Olive Piper, Mary bach.
girls and three boys. In the cast will Junior Music Club. All persons m.
, Arthur Kennedy. The offlcers elect- , Stafford, Joyce Fitzgerald. Inez Hll- | One of the features of the celebra- be: Elsie Norton and Marjorie Wig- terested ln children will find this to
Mrs. Louise Miller nas entered ed were: MaS(er Frank Boggs; over- j ton, Nellie Moody, Priscilla Storer, tion was a three tier layer cake, gin. school girls; Eugene Allen. Har- be an outstanding entertainment. The
upon her duties as Waldoboro cor- seer James Winchenbach; steward, Constance Newbegin. Mary Miller, Guests were present from Portland, old Wiggin and Joseph Baum. Jr., oldest In the cast is 13 and the
respondent for The Courier-Gazette Arthur Kennedy; lecturer, Edith Edith Burgess. Marjorie Colwell, | Farmingdale,
Rockland.
Warren school boys ;Alice Bohn, fairy queen; youngest three.
The playlet is of two hours' duraand will appreciate the efforts of all Burgess; gatekeeper. Dorothy Spear; Helen Boggs. Elsie Marcho, Pauline ' Thomaston and Waidoboro. Con- Dorothy Baum, rainbow fairy; Joan
who supply her with news items Het assistant steward. Millard Genthner; Creamer and Sarah Ashworth, ac- 1 grat jiatory messages and cards were Baum, sunshine fairy; Geraldine 1 tion and will be followed by a free
telephone call Is “Waldoboro 27.”
I chaplain. Ruth Burgess; treasurer, companied by their Captain Laura 1 received from Iowa. California, Jackson, rose fairy ;Lucy Racklilf dance.
---------------- Louise Boggs; secretary, Helen Boggs; , Jameson; Lieutenant Millwee Pol- Maine, New York and Massachusetts melody fairy; Ava Wiggin, harmony
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Smith have ceres. Evelyn Winslow Pomona. I lard and Mrs. Louise Miller. The
The gifts were numerous andbe.u- fairy; Amy Rackliff, daffodil fairy;
closed their summer home and re- Jeanette Boggs;
Flora.
Evelyn : hostess troop entertained witha fine Itlful bespeaking the high esteem ir, Victoria Wiggin. sweet lavender
The great December Sale Of
fairy; Idabel Wiggin, 5, Gloria Bohn
turned to Marblehead, Mass.
Genthner; lady assistant steward, program after which Capt.
Irene which this couple is held.
Capt. Ralph Pollard. Floyd Benner. Madeline Oenthner.
Starrett of Forget. -me-not Troop
4. and Evelyn Norton, 3, fairy song Men’s Furnishings and Shoes and
«€ SO. THOMASTON
lblr£
Lindsey.
birds. ““""“.......-“•-*-**»* >y.s' clothings on at
Fred Simmons. Roy Mack and j Mrs
of Thomaston presented to ^pt. Lauro Jameson of
“A Glimpse of Fairy Land"
Tills glimpse of fairy land Is well ?tor.e'
S
Thomastoh;
Thomas Richards attended
has been recent guest of Mrs. Car- 1 MeadwJark^TrooP'a
A costume two-act playlet will be w°rth the low admission fee. The L€aaer ln the new Pfice drop.—adv.
sonic meeting Tuesday in Portland.
........... ............................iin appreciation of her work with
Mrs Harold R. Smith entertained i roll T.' Cooney.'
that troop. Sandwiches, cake, cook- presented Friday at 8 o'clock at. tiet proceeds will be added to the
Wednesday afternoon at contract.
Mrs. Fred Burns has returned ■ ,es an(j punch were served
Mrs. Man' Elkins. Mrs. Nellie Boggs
a visit in Portland.
.
Mr
Weston and
and Mrs. Kate Flint.
Forget-me-not Troop of Girl [ guest William Durgin of Bangor were
At the meeting of the Junior Scouts in Warren was visited Mon- ; Portland visitors Wednesday.
-----------------------------------------------------------------Sterling- Hoak. who is employed ,
I by Prock Brothers’ Construction Co.
I is visiting relatives in town,
i The fire department was called to
i extinguish two chimney fires Tuesday
one in the Sanborn block, the other
t at the Public Library. • No damage
i resulted.
A pleasant surprise party was given
Monday night to Mrs. Annie Benner
• at the home of her son. Jesse V.
Benner, the occasion being ln honor
i of her 77th birthday. The affair was
arranged by Mrs. Benner's daughI ter-in-law. Mrs. Thelma Benner.
The guests bidden were Mrs Verna
i Little. Mrs. Loma Winchenbach. Mrs.
435 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
J Sue Benner, Mrs. Cora McLain, Mrs
Bessie Benner. Mrs. Alma Pitch and
Mrs. Mary (Wade. Ice cream, cake
and punch were served. Mrs Ben
ner was the recipient of many gifts
and cards.
Open
PRICES
Herbert Johnson, a delegate from
GIFTS
__
Meenahga Orange ls attending State
ladividuilly Christmis Wrapped
Evenings
Grange in Lewiston.
si NO EXTRA CHARGE
Sherman Vannah of Waldoboro, a
li.
GERRISH,
Dealer
senior in Mechanical engineering,
College of Techrology of the Univer
THE IDEAL SOLUTION OF THE
sity of Maine, was ?lecied chairman
We carry a complete line
of the Student Branch of tht Ameilof
—
CHRISTMAS PROBLEM
can Society of Mechanical Engimrrs
at a meeting held In Orono recently.
Yardley,
Coty
Stuart G. Bryant of Newcastle, a
senior in Mechanical engineering,
Evening in Paris
SUGGESTIONS
College of Technology of tha Univer
Max Factor
sity
of
Maine,
was
elected
treasurer.
Pen and Pencil Sets in handsome
RF.I.LODGIA.
TOUJOURS MOI,
Hcubigant,
lludnut
boxes make an ideal gift.
Preparing for Christmas
(HRISTMAS NIGHT,
Harriet Hubbard Ayer
FLACK NARCISSE
At the meeting of the Woman's
Cigarette Lighters are ever pop
MY SIN,
Club Tuesday afternoon 26 members
Penwicke
GOLLI W'OGG,
were present. Plans were made for
ular and available in a wide
ORCHARDEE BLEl'E,
preparing and distributing Christmas
range of prices.
CARNATION.
boxes to children.
TOUJOURS GA1.
The guest speaker was Mrs. Ruth
$1.00 VALUE
CORDON BLEUE.
Ellingwood of Rockland who Is chair
CHRISTMAS BELLS,
man of the Department of Education
11 PIECE
of the State Federation. Mrs. El
HARRIET
HUBBARD
EVE
IN
PARIS
COMBINATION
lingwood gave a comprehensive re
TOILET
view of Dr. Henry C. Link's book
FACE POWDER Jl. 90
AYER CARRY-ALL
RINGS
“The Return to Religion." Mrs. Ida
PERFUME
value
Idul tor collegMB
C. Stahl presented the speaker with
LIPSTICK
All for
SETS
iam and all who r
An
Others
50c-S3.75
a
shoulder
bouquet
ln
behalf
of
the
•ravel. Buy Now' J l.UU
Diamond Rings
club.
We c*rry Toilet
are ever in good
Tea was served by the hostesses
Sets in the new
Mrs. Frances Randolph, Mrs. Bessie
taste; ask to see
Kuhn. Mrs. Evelyn Spear, Mrs. Helen
and wanted style.
for
our large display.
Sukeforth. assisted by Mrs. Ina
for
Wide range of
Smith.
** w

^tosMETlCS

PERFUMESz

CUT RATE

A/V

Gift Jewelry

Cutex Manicure

W 89(
GIFTS

prices

WEDDED FIFTY YEARS

SHARP

PRICE REDUCTION
ON

SILVER, HOLLOW AND FLAT
WARE

We are overstocked and wish to
reduce our supply

BULOVA
New Styles, New Values in These Famous
Watches

We Are Authorized Bulova
Distributors

C. E. MORSE
JEWELER
OPP. STRAND THEATRE,
ROCKLAND, ME.
ASK ABOUT OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Mr. and Mrs. Leavritt L. Mank ob
served Tuesday the 50th anniversary
of their marriage in the house ln
East Waldoboro to which Mr. Mank
took his bride, who was Miss Sadie
Burrows of South Waldoboro. They
were married in Thomaston by Rev
C. B. Besse.
For 14 years Mr. Mank held an
executive position at the North War
ren lime kiln, since which time he has
engaged ln farming
Mr. and Mrs. Mank are active in
tocial and community work, he hav
ing joined Germania Lodge of Odd
Fellows 45 years ago and both hav
ing joined the Rebekah Lodge ln
Warren 43 years ago. There was no
lodge in this town at that time.
They have two children Mrs.
Charles C. Bowers of East Waldoboro
and Millard Mank of Farmingdale;
also four grandchildren. Kenneth
Mank and Charles L., Phyllis and
Ronald Bowers.
In the afternoon open house was
held, 53 registering in the guest
took Tea was served.
Mrs. Charles Bowers entertained
relatives ar.d close friends at supper.
In the evening a’program was given
consis'mg of: Clarinet solo, "Whis
pering Hope" by Kenneth Mank;
reading of an original poem, written
by Lillian Page of Plimpton, Mass.;
by Mrs. Ernest Robinson of Fortand;
violin solos. 'Put on Your Old Gray
Bonnet ’ "Silver Threads Among the
Gold" and "Auld Lang Syne" by Aivilla Winchenbach: reading, “Old

$1.10

HER

Evening In Parts Talc. Glass,
$1.01) Djer Kiss Sachet,
75c Queiques Fleurs Talc. Glass.
Evening In Parts Cologne,
Richard lludnut Marvelous Bath
Powder,
55c
S4.00 Coty's Floral Odor, (dis
continued),
1.43
Comparts,
50c to $5.50

I nex pent ive and Appropriate

H

Im

HIM

GIFTS

Yardley Shaving Bowl,
$1.90
Clip-Shave Elcetrir Razor,
$10.03
Guaranteed Shave Brush,
.98
Yardley After Shave Lotion,
.63
College Club Set,
1 13
.49
Gillette Razor, with 5 blades.
.69
Gem Streamline Razor, 7 blades.

4

PIECE

PALMOLIVE

$1.35 VALUE

MEN’S

Williams

SET

GIFT PACKAGE

89c

89c

Beautifully pack
aged. Consists of
Williams' Double
Size Shaving Cream. Bottle of Aqua Velva. Talcum
and Williams’ Razor Blades. A C ft to cheer any man.

Give Something Useful

MENNENS
4 PIECE SET

$1.19
Topi in gilts tor Mtn! This
beautifully packageo Mcnngn
Set containing Lather Shav
ing Cream. Skin Tonic. Skin
Bracer, and Talcum—A gift
that he will
appreciate—
it’i luting too'

Hb

Ideal ror the traveling man—Complete with Palmolive Shav
ing Cream, alter shave Lotion, a can ol Talcum and Colgate*
Dental Cream. All at one price. You'll want one ler owry
man on vour list

2 PIECE

EVENING
in PARIS
SET
SI.25
Pdixhtful to have
—pleaned
to
rereive! Thia famuu»
Evening
in
Paris combination
>1 Eae de Cologne
and
Talcum
ta
what “3heM would
like lor Christmaa.

i
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F^About all everybody right now is talking about is
Christmas and just what to buy for presents. If it's
something practical you are looking for—well, we
have the goods. Some suggestions:
FOR MEN

One cf thc nicest presents you could give a man is a beautiful
DRESS SHIRT, and. oh, my, but wc have some beauties
at only ........................................................ $1.00, S1.50 or $14$ boxed
Thc line of NECKTIES AND MUFFLERS is simply beautiful
and prices arc right; only
25e, 50?, Jl.Oi)
SILK STOCKINGS cr SILK AND WOOL HOSE arc good
sellers, at .... . ..................... ..............................................
25c, 35c, 50c
NIGHT SHIRTS OR PAJAMAS in percale, broadcloth cr
flannelette ................................................................... $1.00, $1.50, $1.75

fJT FOR BOYS

yr

What's better for a boy than PRETTY SHIRTS or BLOUSES at 79?
FANCY SWEATERS, too, are good sellers
$1.03, $1.50. $1.9$
LACED LEG BREECHES, in wool or corduroy, at
$2.50, $3.00
NEW SKI CAPS, the latest fad for boys for winter .........
si
WINTER GLOVES OR MITTENS that keep one's hands warm!

The above are just a few suggestions. Come in and we'll show
you dozens more. Any purchase made before Christmas may be
exchanged afterwards if not just the article wanted.

W’MKtew’c’ex'C'i'Cg'e'C'i
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Mrs. Warren Hamilton (Beth
Greene) who has been at the home ol
her parents. Mr. and Mr.s. Raymond
Greene, for several weeks, has re
turned with her infant son. Eugene
Arthur, to her home in Portland.

Mrs. Robert Snow entertained the
N. N. Club Wednesday afternoon at
her heme on Suffolk street. Mrs
Albert Blaisdell. Mrs. Charles Hall
and Mrs. C ear Duncan were winners
at bridge.

The Monday night meeting of
T H E. Club was held with Mrs. Ethel
Goma, at her apartment on Main
street. Mrs. John Richardson and
Mrs. Fred Veazie. won honors at
bridge. Luncheon was served.

A picnic supper, with the husbands
as guests was a feature of the Tuesejax- night meeting of Chapin Class,
beld at !he universalist vestry. An
ovation was given Mayor Edward R
Veazie and a lovely bouquet of chrysHiiuivuiuius
iu-iwiA.
vcazit'
anthemums prcacuicu
presented to
Mrs. Veazie
This was followed bv thc assembly
.singing of an appropriate song, com
posed ,for the occasion by one oi
ihe members. During the working
hcur two quilts were finished. The
next meeting will be with Miss Gladys
Blethen. a large corps of workers belug needed as bags for the Sunday
School Christmas tree are to be made

Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest
Lowery ol.1
----------------------------------------------Brunswick were weekend guests oi
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter.
-------j
Mr and Mrs. Alvah Spear and
daughter Natalie motored to South
Fortland Wednesday where they
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C
Cutting. They were accompanied by
, Mrs. R. E Cutting, who was- enroute I
to Safety Harbor. Fla.

t {'M’K'ctwt'MctctwetwHipswt

Only GRUEN

America’s First Merry Christmas Was In Maine
By Virginia Mack

MAKES THE GENUINE
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Sixteen yeais before the Pilgrims came, a gay little band of
Frenchmen celebrated Christmas for the first time in America. No
eager children surrounded the Christmas tree that day in 1604—for
there were no children! Nor womenfolk. Only Champlain and DeMonts and their venturous men enjoyed the roast venison and the
rabbit stew that white December day. The scene was a little island
at the mouth of the St. Croix River. 16 miles below Calais. Maine.
First there was worship in the little chapel they had just fin
ished. Then came holiday merry-making in characteristic French
fashion. A special feature was the reading of "The Master William.”
a little gazette of the daily events and the gossip of the settlement,
well spiced with native wit. Unfortunately we h^ve only the mention of
this in Champlain's Journal, for no copies of America's first newsheet were kept.
And while the older men gathered for stories around the log blaze
in the meeting hall, the young men skated on the river or went rabbit
hunting along the shores.
—From "Yankee." JS

IX SEASIDE CEMETERY
| For The Courier-Gazette 1
They sleep ln this seaside cemetery
From life and thelr labors away.
Assigned to this sacred depository
Awaiting the Resurrection Day

, . . and only CURVEX hai the full-size move
ment actually curved to fill the wristform case.

This permits of sturdier working parts, results
in utmost durability and time-accuracy. The
handsome CURVEX case was designed by
Gruex craftsmen in collaboration with the
world-famous stylist, Count Atcxis de Sakhnoffsky. In 14 kt. natural gold filled or solid gold
cases, 17 jewel Precision movement.
(Look

Cep«c«kt l«l<> by Ike G'.ae W«»«k Cempeey

DANIELS, JEWELERS
Established 1892
SIGN OF THE BIG CLOCK

At BUTLER MEMORIAL SQUARE
SHELL GASOLINE AND OILS, AUTO ACCESSORIES. ALCOHOi.,
SUPPLIES
FULL LINE OF LIGHT GROCERIES

OPEN EARLY

Yet many a man whose name ls here

S

Goes the Mighty Leviathan—Japan's
Bid Declined

_____
The mightj- steamship Leviathan
has been headed for the junkyards
to provide scrap iron for British armanent after the United States Lines
refused to sell her to Japanese intercsts.
Basil Harris, a vice-president who
announced sale of "old Levi" to Metal
Industries. Ltd. of London , for
“more than $300000.” said offers of
Japanese interests which have outbid
I British and Italian firms ln the
world's metal markets were rejected
; “We do not consider it advisable at
I this time to consider an offer from
| Japan." he said
'I don't think we could have ob
tained permission to let that ship
go to Japan had we wanted to,” he
added.

Mrs. Milton Dick is visiting Mrs.
Albert Dills in Baltimore.

Mrs. Lillian Twiggs entertained at
a benefit-bridge Wednesday night for
LimS’at^t™ Honore’ aT bridge
were won by Mrs. Willis Anderson,!
Mrs. Streeter Webster. Mrs. Meiie
^ig.S'^.g^-.cigX'e ’X'S'Vg'e'e’C’e'g'e'C’C’e’S’MM'C'S'e'C’WC;; Hutchinson, Mrs. Herbert Kalloch. I
Mrs Raymond Cross and Miss Flora '
Savage. Light refreshments were I
served.

"Barrington Bill" Hayes. Scout of
the New York Yankees, was a guest
Tuesday of Miss Felice Perry, at the
heme of her parents. 18 Grove street.

SUGGESTS

INEXPENSIVE MIS SIFTS
t

IN

THE

BARGAIN BASEMENT
'««'«'<(M’ceiwi’wc'r’g'E

if

Men’s Fancy Wool Hose.

pair 18c j Boys’ Zipper Coats,
w
»
pair 23c
Boys’ Knickers,

Men’s Heavy Wool Hose,

pair 35c «

Men’s Fancy Rayon Hose,

Men’s Heavy Sweaters, $2.95

$3.44
1.79

Boys’ Longies, $1.95, $2.69
, 23c

Boys’ Golf Hose,

Men’s Slip-on Sweaters,

Boys’ Red Top Wool Hose,

33c

Men’s Fancy Pajamas,

Boys’ Hdkf. and Tie Sets,

45c

Men’s Bath Robes,

Boys’ Bath Robes,

2.95

Boys’ Union Suits,

39c, 49c

Men’s Fancy Dress Shirts
98c, $1.19
Men’s Plaid Flannel Shirts,
Men’s Hdkf. and Tie Sets,

Boys’ Mackinaws,
$1.95 %
55c |

Men’s Braces, Christmas Boxes,

50c *

Men’s Union Suits,

Men’s and Boys’ Belts,

2.98, 3.98
98c

29c, 69c

Men’s Colored Handkerchiefs, ea. 10c

Men’s Ties,
35c
beautiful patterns and colors

$ Boys’ Heavy Sweaters,
ii Boys’ Wool Mittens,

Men’s Wool Mufflers,

65c £ Boys’ Slip-on Sweaters,

Lots of Other Inexpensive Gifts

1.85, 2.45

pair 29c

1.00, 1.19

Come In anc Look Around

The First Baptist Girls' Guild will
meet Friday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Lucy Rankin, for Christmas
sewing. Children of members will be
special guests.
Teachers at the McLain School,
with special guests, were entertained
Monday night, by Mrs. Kathleen Bur
kett and Miss Sereen Nottage at the
former's home on Laurel street. At
I the bridge game, high scores were
I awarded Miss Elsie Burbank. Mrs.
Feme Cumming. Mrs. Mab£? Allen
and Mrs. Phyllis Leach. Other guests
were Mrs. Maude Comins. Mrs. Nellie
j Hall, Miss Edith Stfaw, Miss Hazeltine Watts, Mrs. Elsa Constantine,
Miss Jeannie McConchie. Miss Kath( erine Veazie, Mrs. Harriet Lufkin, and
; Miss Carol Gardner. A decorated
i Christmas tree laden with gifts was
j enjoyed, the major gift being a chair
presented to Mrs. Mabel Stover Allen.
: whose marriage was recently anI nounce. Luncheon was served.

Cattle Lick Tons of Salt
Estimating that Texas livestock re
quire 41.975 tqns of licking salt a
year, or 115 tons a day. the Southern
Alkali Corp, is constructing a new
plant here to open in March which 1
will be able to supply half this mari i ket.

Farmers' cooperative did business
amounting to more than a billion and
Ala half dollars in 1934-35.
-------------------------------------------------i I
1
I
i !
li
All Croquignole, plenty of Curls,
na skimping
This wave includes Shamiwio and
Finger Wave
Only $2.50 for Balance of Month

ANNOUNCEMENT!

NU-WAY
SANDWICH
BAR
SATURDAY, DEC. 11
6 CHESTNUT ST. CAMDEN. ME.
147-143

GOLDIE’S
BEAUTY SHOP
42 FULTON ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 963-R
117-lt

Baking your own pies and cakes, biscuits and muffins is a source of real
satisfaction and very flattering to the ego. You’ll be sure of glorious results
every time when you use these fine baki ng ingredients. Stock up now’ and save
money with sale prices.

MONEY SAVING SPECIALS!
Three Crow Extracts,
2 oz hots 21c
Caiumet Baking Powder.. .. .. .. .. .. . tin 15c
Baker’s Cocoa.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ^2 lb tin
7c
Hershey or Rockwood Choc. V2 Ib bar 10c
Norman R. Flour.. .. .. .. .. 24^ Ib sack 83c
SPRY SHORTENING
3 lb tin 53c
Three Crow Spices.. .. .. .. .. .. . % lb pkg 9c
SALT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 lb bag 19c
Friends Mince Meat.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . tin 27c

WEEK-END SALE
HAMBURG

lb 16c

Steak,
SAUSAGE

lb 20c

Patties,

Roasting Pork, lb 21c

lb 15c

Chuck Roast,

Round Steak, lb 25c
BONELESS

Pot Roast,

lb 21c

SLICED

Swift’s Pure Lard.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs 25c

Swordfish,

lb 21c

Frankforts,

lb 17c

SWIFT'S ALL SWEET

OVERSHOES
Women’s and
Children’s
All Heels .

$1.00

OLEO.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs 35c
Sale and Demonstration All This Week
Enter the Big Contests—Many Valuable Prizes

redTalmon

SUGAR .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 lbs 51c

2 tins 43c

FRIEND’S BEANS all kinds 2 ™ 27/
17/
SODA CRACKERS
2 LB.
BOX

California Pea Beans ................ .

qt 11c I

BORDEN’S

heedless Kaisins ..................... 3 lbs Zoe I a
Salada Tea, Red Label .. ’ 2 lb pkg 39c |
1 PKG. FELBER TOASTS

tz^ a by piirror

Total Value
36c

All
For

24/

Maxwell House Coffee.................. lb 29c

Com on the Cob............................... tin 17c
Golden Bantam Com............. 3 tins 29c

Washburn’s Pancake Flour, 2 pkgs 17c

Preserves Raspberry or Strawberry lb jar 19c

Kre-Mel....................................... 3 pkgs 10c

$1.00

29c

11

AMtKlLAN LHtfcbt, lb

SPECIAL 1 PKG. FELBER BUTTER COOKIES
Pineapple Spears....................... 2 tins 39c

Arrow Borax Soap............... 12 bars 25c

Soft-A-Silk Cake Flour............ pkg 25c

Rinso .................................... 2 lge pkgs 39c

Tomato Soup ..................... 2 tall tins 17c

Lux Soap..................................... 3 cakes 17c

Shredded Wheat .................... 2 pkgs 23c

Pickles, sour or dill.................. qt jar 17c

Maine Pack Peas....................... 2 tins 25c

Shrimp .......................................... 2 tins 29c

Perry’s Supreme D’NUTS 2 DOz. 29/

Permanents $2.50

ii

(ratie a cafc/

Allison M. Watts

RE-OPENING OF THE

BURPEE & LAMB, INC.

Junction of North Main. Broadway, Cedar and Birch Streets
Telephone 8178
This is the Former Wisner Station
147'It

TO TIIE JINK YARD

Mrs. J. Walter Hood of Atlanta. Ga. ■
and Southwest Harbor, is the guest of |
her aunt. Mrs. R W. Bickford. Beech
*5 I street.

•<!«’€!<’,

PROMPT SERVICE

seas.

Jamaica. Vt.

*,

1 M'C’C’C'e'eg'MiMiWgi-'C

OPEN LATE

ARTHUR F. GROVER

general decease;
Though here ail thelr bodies dread death
now effaces
Their spirits sail on o'er eternity's

Members of the Thimble Club en5 I Joyed sewing and luncheon this week
at the home of Mrs. Riah Knight
4 I Frederick street.

------

OPEN EVENINGS

SHELL FILLING STATION

Fales Circle will have an impor
graven
Upon some memorial stone 'neath a
tant meeting Dec 17. at the home
tree
of Mrs Lura Boynton Holmes streei Concluded
his life far away from this
--------haven.
The first Masonic Assembly of the His story Is told in the words. “Lost
at Sea "
A winter season will be held in Catn§ den tonight, with Mr. and Mrs O'er ocean of time from many birth
places
George St. Clair assisting the CamThey came to these shores of thelr
' den committee.

The card party sponsored by Ruth
* Mayhew Tent, at Grand Army hall.
- Monday afternoon had five tables
Prizes were awarded the following:
Mrs. B. F. Orne. Mrs. Arlene Drinkwater. Mrs. Lillian Lufkin Mrs
Pauline Hutchinson and Mrs. Susie
Newbert. The last in the series will
be held next Monday with Mrs. Lina
Carroll as hostess.
-------Mrs. Effie Richards was hostess to
D. and F. Club Monday night top
scores at bridge being won by Mrs
Lewis Coltart. Mrs. Herbert Kalloch
and Mrs. Maurice Athearn.
------Itooevik Club met with Mrs. KathA aryn St. Clair Tuesday the prompt
*9 and gratifying returns from Christmas seals making a busy afternoon
in checking the files. The hostess
4 served four o'clock tea. The next
meeting will take place Dec. 21. at
the home of Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.

for the name "GRUEN CURVEX" on dial)

Sprayed Windows Kill Glare

Workers in plants adjacent to open
fields may be protected from snow
Mondav Niters met with Mrs. Ellie
glare this winter by a new product
developed by the Skybryte Co. It
Knowlton, the capital prize being
is a pale green adhesive liquid which,
awarded to Mrs. Forrest Hatch. Prize
winners for the evening were Mr.s The farmer, the tradesman, fisherman when brushed or sprayed on wirfdov s.
teacher.
En^eTall
their live, In thelr varied
m0™ than
Per%nt of
C B. Brown Mrs. Cecil Murphy. Mrs
light yet reduces it to mellow softlyRobert Demuth. Mrs. Arthur Bowley.
toll.
Mrs. Van Russell; and consolation The quarryman, sailor, merchant and diffused illumination.
preacher
to Mrs. Hatch.
Consigned here in death to this same I
Cotton In Tires
hallowed soil.
, Tlie rubber industry this year will
Mrs. Everette Compton, a surgical
reefin'* in KTaVe‘
y n°W ' Possib]y consume about 700.000 bales [
patient at Knox Hospital, ls convales
They came from the east and they Of cotton in all rubber products tncing.
came from the west.
eluding afout 450.00ff* bales in tires. I
Allotted this common soil to decline in
A j Mrs. A. Gathard Friback arrived
Discovering jointly this haven of rest S. B. Robertson, president of The
j
£ lest night from The west and will be
,j B. F. Goodrich Co. estimates.
a guest of her sister. Mrs. Percy L Ti>e Welsh and the Spanish. Italians to- ,
j McFhee, James street.
The English, the Swedes, the Dane and [
— - —the Finn
Mrs. Riah Knight entertained And folks from the land of the bonny |
Thimble Club Monday night. Sewing
with natives all slumbering united 1
i and luncheon.
•
therein.

A

CURVEX

TRADE MASK REG. U. S. EATENT OFFICE

SMOKED SHOULDERS

$1.00
RALPH E. NUTT
SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

LB.

19/

THE PERRV MARKETS
“YOUR FRIENDLY GROCERS”
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THE

TOILET GOODS

MOST

PERFECT

Take a “wait ’ off your mind. Presents
planned to meet your budget in gay pack
ages that enclose your best wishes in love
ly fragrance. Make your sweet remem
brance linger throughout the year!

Famous “471 I,” a known quality
the world over. Priced from 45c to $1.50

Pure Thread Silk

Yardley of London: A complete range
of this popular line.

Individual pieces,
Sets for men and women,

20c to $3.50

$1.35 to $5.50

Coty: America’s largest selling per
fume.

Individual pieces,

50c to !

Sets for men and women, $2.25 to 1

COFFEE

Gracefully de

sugar.

creamer.

Tray included

CHROMIUM
TRAY

40c to $2.50

Women’s Sets

Smartest
Shades

signed coflce urn

In Paris: Handsome Blue and
Silver Package
Individual piec

HOSIERY

SERVICE

Stunning classic or
elaborate designs.

$1.25 to $6.50

Lentheric's Tweed
doors,
CANDLESTICKS

Other Lentheric Odors: Shanghai, Myr
acle, Gardenia and Numero 1 2

No-Mend, service or chitton,
3 pairs for $2.75

$1.00 pair

Mojud "Thighmold,'
London Girl, Genuine Crepe,

very smart

pair

$1.00

pair 85c
3 pairs for $2.25

Silvereine, service or chiffon, regular 79c val. 69c

THE GIFT SUPREME

Winter Baffling” QUALITY BEDDING

VEGETABLE

Silk Underwear

DISH
Handsome for holiday
tables. With cover.

Dance Sets

$1.98

Gowns
lamas

SUGAR and CREAMER

on Gowns and
amas

Larger than ordinary, but stir

considered Barbizon

HANDKERCHIEFS
Gowns,

3.9

are sure

Color ful, Attractive,

and Very WARM!
Beautiful CANDLEWICKS

NORTHLAND, 100% Wool

Smocks, plain and figured

Hand (Made—Two Tone

$3.98

$9.50
Other Candlewicks, $1.49 up

An exceptionally flne pure wool blan
ket. In several colors . . . bound with
satin. 70x80.

DOWN

ESMOND, 100% WOOL

PUFFS

Extra heavy, large 70x80.
colors and binding

Pull size . . . taffeta cover

GIVE HIM SHIRTS

Beautiful

$7.50
FIELDCREST, 50% WOOL

WOOL FILLED PUFFS

Special!

Marshall Field's Wonder Blanket.
Extra heavy . . . Extra large.

Flowered Sateen Cover

$5.98

We make a specialty of Handkerchiefs at Senter
Crane’s . . . Quality Handkerchiefs!

Men's Hand Emb. Initials, 50c; others 15c and 25c
Men’s Plain Linen Handkerchiefs, 15c, ISc, 25c, 35c
Men’s Colored Border Handkerchiefs, 10c, 15c, 25c
Ladies’ Hand Emb. Handkerchiefs, 15c, 17c, 25c up
Ladies’ Boxed Handkerchiefs,
25c and 50c
Boys' Boxed Handkerchiefs,
25c and 39c

MATTRESS SALE
Inner Spring. 280 coils
• Full Size, Button Tucked

Don't forget the Coat Sale now going on
Buy your winter coat now at

• Rolled Edge, with Straps.

• A C. A. Stripe Ticking.

January Prices

Filet Lace Tablecloths
Filet Lace Scarfs, etc., to match

nen
• Non-wrinkle Collars.
• Plain or fancy.
• This sale, only $1.00.

Pillow Cases, boxed

Other Shirts, $1.59 and $1.98.

Christmas Ties,
Bath Robes,

Men’s Gloves,
Men’s Hosiery,

Cannon Jacquard Towels,
Cannon Towel Sets,
Pequot Sets,
50c, $1.00
4.95 to 9.50
1.00 to 1.98

15c to 75c

Including Rayons, Lisles, Silks, English

Wool, Cashmere, Long Larrigan, etc.

WHOOPEE! . . . Toyland opens at Senter Crane's! Hustle down
fcr the thrill of your life! See the gayest, noisiest, funniest col
lection of toys in town! Dolls, wagons, games and animals! Toys
cn wheels and toys on rails; toys to squeeze and toys ta wind. Toys
to put together and make yourself. Toys that race and toys that
spin. Toys for girls .. . and toys for boys. They’re all here, in jolly
profusion. Hundred!; cf breath-taking surprises cn every hand!
Kiddies, bring your parents! Parents, bring your kiddies! Come
and enjoy the fun in Senter Crane’s rip-roaring, rollicking Toyland.

5

One Full Size Sheet nnd Two Cases

Turkish Bath Sets,

1.

liath and Mat and Seat Cover

BLOCK PRINT LINENS

Place Mats,
Long Runners
54 in. Squares,

25
49

12 in. Napkins,

Kitchen Towels

I

Every-Other-Day
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WHEN THE WHISTLE BLOWS

................ .

Flight Of Insects
I

SAY

s

MERRY CHRISTMAS!

Scientists Have Discovered

There’s Good Sport On Many Courts—First
Blood For Thomaston In School League

That

They

Are

Much

Faster Than Sound

your yell tb catch up with the yelledat person sooner than you could. But
Well folks, the Knox and Lincoln [ seven times. Rockland four. Rockport the speed of sound is exceeded by the
Basketball League is underway, with j once- Camden three times and flight of an insect, according to the
Thomaston High drawing first blood ’Iholnaston twice.. . .
scientist who timed the flight with
a camera shutter. Racing results:
at the expense of Rockport High
Th„mast<,n 34-Rxx Uport 11
. Sizing up the five quintets naturally
Thf Thomaaton Pekes got away tQ Sound, 1.089 feet per second, or a
| takes into account the fact that the a flyjtlg start in the first Knox- mile in five seconds minus; Insect,
| Camden High boys were triumphant Lincoln League game of the current 1,200 feet per second, or the mile in
• Every Coat Sport or Dress Style
last season No line has been turn- season Tuesday night by handing four seconds plus. Winner: Insect,
ished on that team thus far this seaH*h a 34 to 11 setback at otherwise known as a species of deer
• Every Coat Self or Fur Trimmed
son. but the writer is well acquaint- the Thomaston gynr
bot fly.
ed with "Dool" Dailey, and knows
After a slow first period, which
has been marked down
"The idea of an insect flitting II
that he will work his darnedest to found both teams missing easy shots,
keep the flag flying on the Camden the Pekes took the lead and at the faster than its buzz is a wild one, ]
t.f
half were out in front 13 to 5. After subject to taming by more scientific
Over at the other end of the circuit the rest period the local boys pulled : clocking." says a bulletin from the
,
another team Lincoln Acad- away from the visitors and led 27 to , Washington. D. C.. headquarters of
emy\h"eh is going to furnish plenty 5 at the close of the third period. The I the National
« Society,
25c
to
$2.00
25c to $2.00
of trouble if one isto judge from the last period. Coach Wood used his i "Meanwhile the deer bot fly remains
fact that it trimmed Bliss College. Reserves which held thelr own the speed champion of the world. Its
SAVE WHILE YOU GIVE
All our handkerchiefs have hand
We have handkerchiefs to please
which had Just defeated Thomaston against the Rockport Club.
! speedometer would register about 800
rolled hems and are hand fin
every one on your list. Dainty
Hie
u
In
the
Junior
Varsity
game
Thom,
miles
per
hour,
if
it
had
a
speed-ished linen.
hand mades in pastel and white
• « • •
aston won 39-1. mainly through the ometer andcould
fly for a solid
Most are hand made—even at
V7
Rockland High plays Its first efforts of Captain “Les" Stimpson hour.
Man's swiftest inventions
and
a
few
in
very
gay
colors.
the amazing price of 25 cents.
League game next Tuesday night, who scored thirty-one points, which would be 'also rans'; the airplane
meeting Rockport High at Commun- is believed to be some sort of a rec- trailing along at about 400 m. p. h.,
and the racing auto at 300 m. p. h. j
ity Hall, with Charlie Wotton at , ord for three-quarters of a game,
i the whistle.
Thomaston
Whigs Make Speed
A Large Group of Silk
The Ever Welcome Gift.
Glancing over his squad Coach Don
q.
p
"Wings are a symbol for velocity,
69c,
$1.35
Matheson sees four letter men. Raw- Anderson. If ................... 10
2 and nature awards her speed recPor the gay young thing we sug
ley. Winchenbach. LaCrosse and gimpson. If
................. 0 0
0 ' ords to flying creatures. The duck
gest Phoenix Sheer Two Thread
Hayward Thread ©'Life is still a
Chisholm. Other players who have guomeia' r(
2
0
4 hawk, next to that streak-of-lightat $1.00.
big favorite for gifts. It comes
' had Varsity or Junior Varsity ex- overlock L. rf
1
0
2 ing insect, has been timed as the
And for the Holiday festivities
' perience are Bohn. Cole, and Karl overlock N c
0
0
in both chiffon and service weight
0 fastest living thing on wings. The
Oivlng a good account of themselve. Merrm c *.......................
9 o 20 speed of its cousin in the Eastern
Phoenix Sandal Toed Evening
priced at $1.00.
ln
the
preliminary
practice
are
BillUpham
lg
3
0
Taken Out of Regular Stock
6 Hemisphere, the Peregrine Falcon,
Hose at S1.35.
lr.gs. Ellingwood and Nicholas The pla.ell rg
0
0
We also have Hayward in both
0 made it the ideal hunting hawk bePrices Reduced
squad
also
provides
possibilities
in
g
awver
rg
9
9
0 cause it always overtook its prey
weights at 79c.
Adams. Allen . Anderson. Cowan.
y ' * ................ .... ..... ... — Other fliers which have such effecChaples. Duff. Ellis. Huntley. Gus
Totals ........................ 16
2 34 tiveness in flight as warplanes of the
and George Huntley. Johnson. Maz„ ,
bird world are the eagle and the vul
Ever Acceptable
zee Small
Rockport
ture. The well-named swift is one ft
Coincident with the varsity pracG F Pts of the swiftest. The swallow too ft
$1.00
Dance Sets,
tice COach Matheson is keeping in Burns. If ................. ...... 1
0
29 can figuratively swallow small dis$1.00 to $2.00
For Your Gift to the person who
Panties,
You Will Find
mind a Junior Varsity group, which Turner, rf
0
59c to $1.00
Rayon Panties.
likes warmth
9 tances whole in rapid flying.
tyj?
will have some accessions after the Cain, c ............................ 0
$2.00, $3.00, $4.00
Gown.-.
• Every Wanted Style
9! "Wings also give speed to what ft
varsity squad ha* been whittled down Noyes, c .............................. 0
$1.00 to S3 00
Flannel Gowns and Pyjamas $2.00
Slips,
5 has been called the fastest finned Sr
Oames will be arranged for the Jay- Welt, lg .......................... 2
•
Every Size 14 to 44
$3.00 to S8.95
Rcbes,
Ribbed Stitch Pyjamas.
1.59
. creature—the flying fish. It can 'take M
Vees with other J. V. teams and Daucette, rg
2
_ off' with its tail and spread its fins ft
1.00 and 2.00
Others at
smaller schools.
—
In This Special Group of Dresses
for gliding in the air rapidly enoueh ft
1.00
Sleepers.
Daily practice for Rockland High
Totals ........................ 5
1
to escape becoming fish food for its
2.00, 3.00
Bed Jackets.
has shown some improvement over
Referee. Wotton. Time, Four 8's.
i swimming enemies.
M
last year's work.
1.00, 1.69
Shoulderettes.
“Flying feet give speed to animal ft
A
races, such as the antelope, the ga- Jr
The Girls Game
Coach Mafheson was an eager
and the deer. To overtake M
14
Thomaston—Rf, Wallace. Hysom;
spectator at the Thcmaston-Rockport game Tuesday night, and was If. Johnson. Rich. c. Smith. Tuttle; them man had to use arrows and ft
M impressed by the fact that the Styvie sc. Henry. Burnham; rg, Tillson, bullets. The ostrich the emu, and
We Will Be Open Evenings Until Christmas
JS School has a rangy team made up oi Spear; lg. Clark Davis.
the giraffe too are fast afoot, usually W
To Shop For Christmas
fl players who are constantly after the Rockport—Rf. Hall; If. Lane; c, outdistancing the horseman. The
Starting December 15
(1) You get better selections from
ball.
Crockett. Walden; sc. Easton, Wal- \ value of th* hunting I08-15 lts ™p?d
den; rg. Noyes; lg. Annis.
pursuit of the rabbit, the fox. and the
complete stocks
Jjf
Frank Curran who has been ScoutScore. Thomaston High, 42; Rock- wolf- a!' of them speedy creatures
(2> You avoid that tiring last
« ing the schoolboys in the interest ot port High. 19: Goals made by, Wal-1 “Racing for fun and not for food is
WAY DOWN IN MAINE
Press Herald had this to sav lace 13 Hvsom 1. Johnson 4. Rich the J°b occasionally given to mans
minute rush
£ about last years K. & L. champions 2 Hall 2. Lar.e 6 Ooals from fouls, domestic animals, the horse and the
yesterdays issue:
Wallace 1. Rich 1. Lane 3. Referee, dog Whippets can whip up a track The Funny Ideas Some Folks Have
About the Pine Tree State
speed of a mile in two minutes, and
‘ Camden will be without three of Wotton.
the greyhound can do as well ot I
! last year's lettermen whn it takes the
. better. For short distances a horse Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
■ floor this year, and that should weak
i can race about 40 miles an hour. The
The item which recently appeared
en it to a great extent. Gone are
fastest speed made by man is only in the columns of The Courier-Oa| Co-captain Wadsworth, who will no’
about half that of the horse. The zette pertaining to Mrs. Ulmer's visit
& THORNDIKE HOTEL,
385 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. MOO £ ; be able to play because of an auto
! cheetah, a member of the cat fam- in Boston and the words, "From way
, I accident, and Richards, who goes
AT
I ilv. however, is the fleetest of animal down in Maine which accompanied
i over age before the season opens
runners."
;
the
presentation
of
a
prize,
brought
But Camden has its excellent center,
back memories of over 30 years ago.
Belyea. back, and he ought to be a
♦ ♦ ♦♦
The writer and her sister in the
tower of strength as he was last seaWALDOBORO
course of seeking light housekeeping
(By Chuck Cochard)
scn. Available, too. are Fairbi other,
rooms in Dorchester Mass., happened
! another consistent scorer last seaThere was plenty of excitement on an e]derjy iady who upon being
: son. and two other lettermen who
' Just made that grade. Camden's need
Glamour today is a motion picture
told that we W€re from Maine' ex'
z rwo out of Haro!lQ Clark^ cUedly called t0 her sister -Come
Was the Annual Fair Of is guards.and the success of the quin player's worst enemy, a statement of I
tet appears to depend upon whether fact that may raise a thousand dis- 2™*
.^Mmohiu and
here' quick! Here are two women
DO YOUR XMAS
Ruth Mayhew Tent—The two strong defense men can be putes from members of a business
.
.imw-A. th« n rhino tfrom way down 1° the woods ot
found. Camden plays 18 games, a sustained by glamour. It is non-es°, *
tb car said tc Maine '
Workers and Winners
tough grind."
, sential to a successful picture career.
t^E„d ^ere rhareeri I They looked us 0V€r ln grreat won'
'‘NOW
’ * * '
There are but 10 legitimate stais *
J"
'S I d"ment and asked If we saw bears
WOO
The annual fair of Ruth Mayhew
Discussing
the
situation
in
the
in
all
of
Hollywood
as
selected
by
a
and
a
pair
cl
gloves
from
K very often in the locality from which
$3
poll of 6.0C0-odd exhibitors through- *°™™n s\£re. and ^evera^rn- we hailed. After leaving the scene.
Tent, D.U.V.. was most satisfactory State Curran said:
"Before going into specific cases, cut the country in a survey made an, .ul01 a a
i we burst lnt0 such hearty lau»hter
to the corps of willing workers con
let us divide the teams up into nually for the trade magazine. Fame ‘‘.d J"
" that passers by stared in amazement
sisting of Maude Cattles, chairman of classes,
those that appear to have Of this number of certified monev- d h pri oners °'er to f^PUty - and little wonder
wonder. We Question
question, in
apron table; Lizzie French, utility good prospects, those of fair strength ! makers, but three may be said to be arr9
X a"d
our own minds' which of the four
the “freak °! ™tU*:2
.
STANLEY CUP
*>
table; Allie Blackington. cooked and those that look weak In that in the glamour class. Clark Gable. ^Sbayharbor
Lady Anonymous.
ICE SKATING OUTFITS
foods; Carrie Brown, candy; Irene first category it seems that Morse Robert Taylor, and Joan Crawford. on probation.
$
Rockland. Dec. 8.
1 Enjoy the King of Winler
Winslow, grabs: Lina Carroil. beano; High of iBath Cony High of Au- And then Gable and Crawford are on
! Sports with thc famous Stan
Josephine Lothrop and Ada Payson, gusta. Stephens High of Rumford, the edge.
Brow n or Black
Farm foreclosures in August were
ley Cup shoe skates.
supper.
and Waterville High belong while
The other seven in this box-ofliee
the
smallest
for
any
month
during
The prettily decorated tables sup it might be safe to place Camden list conduct themselves normally,
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Sanford High, and Winslow quietly and without display
They the last four years.
plied a .touch of added charm, greet High,
in the second bracket, and are Shirley Temple. Gary Cooper,
ing the eyes of all in attendance. To High
Mrs. Ada Payson was awarded the consign Bangor High and Edward Fred Astaire. Joe E. Brown. Dick soning. but the doctor had made a
llrrc ‘ 1 hit' i.itinl lii ti'iin II h>
cake from the food table. Miss little
High to the latter. This Powell, Claudette Colbert, and Jean- mistake Her visit to New York of
fered by a newspaper reporter Fred
Martha Seavey proved to be the best of course, fs how they look ette MacDonald.
guesser of the number of beans in now. A week from today, the picPlayers such as Marlene Dietiich. eric March. A laugh riot you should
the jar. winning thereby a vanity set; ture may be considerably changed. Greta Garbo. Mae West. Carole Lom- see.
Drop in . . . see our
„
You may be seeing Tyrone Power in
Mrs. Annie O'Brien drew the fancy
‘ *
bard and Katherine Hepburn, cercomplete line . . .
utility bag; Mrs. Lina Carroll, the
me Knox-Lincoln championship tainly the most glamorous ladies in the male leading role opposite Norma
Children's ...Ladies'
silk hand bag: and Mrs. Tena M. s*rtes cpened in 1921. and Lincoln the business, are far down on the Shearer in "Marie Antoinette" if MWhite Elk. Box Toe Hockey. All styles and sizes. Finest
Hatch, the quilt top.
Academy was the first winner That popularity list as compiled bv the G-M will lend Clark Gable to 20th
crucible tool steel blades hardened and ground stay keen.
The meeting was well attended and team has held the championship exhibitors for Fame. Miss Dietrich Century-Fox for the loan of Power.
a great deal of business was disposed
rates 165th in box office value; Miss If not you'll see Power w’ith Lo
of, chiefly the election of officers,
Garbo 68th; Miss West 52nd. and retta Young in "Accent on Love.”
with Mrs. Priscilla Smith being
Miss Lombard is in 39th place.
Sleds
chosen president; Mrs. Maude Cables.
| as low as
MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S
Senior vice president; Mrs. Lina CarFRIDAY NIGHT IS
ACCEPT
Myrna Loy has just signed a new
roll. junior vice president; Mrs. Lucy
98c
contract with a boost in salary and
Bucklin, chaplain; and Mrs. Jose
“BANK NITE”
desire to do only two pictures a
phine Lothrop, treasurer. The office
year.
Her
first
under
the
new
termer
I
Hi
SCARAB AUTO
I
of patriotic instructor was held open
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
HANDSOME
will be "Test Pilot" with Clark Gable
for further nomination.
The sensa
and Spencer Tracy.
Resolutions on the death of Mrs.
tion of the
M-G-M will go ahead with the re
Belle Bowley were read, presented
Auto Show'.
make of "The Hunchback of Notre
USING
by Mrs. Carrie House, chairman of
Dame" with Peter Lorre in line for
Saxophone,
the committee. National orders and
BULLETS
the role as well as the role of Louis
other communications were accepted
Postal Telegraph.
TOR
in Norma Shearer’s “Marie AnQAe
and the sunshine baskets for shutPin Ball Game.
tionette.”
POSTAGE
in
members
were
well
filled.
49c
Word reaches us from Dick Bar- STAMPS!"
Bingo Game.
A benefit dance will be held in the
Carts
as low as
thelmess in Budapest that the story
Donald Duck Rail Car. 98c
Masonic assembly room Dec. 22 and
American
about his facial operation was just
a part of the proceeds will be donat- I
Freight Train, whistle 1.9»
Beauties
another yarn and not true.
99c
ed to local charities together with
He could fight like a champ,
Philip Ahn. Los Angeles-born Ko
funds being solicited for the relief
A
cook like a chef, aign a
rean
actor,
should
rate
star
billing
of the city needy. Mrs. Smith, presi
check for $20.000.000—hut
from now on. Hls performance in
dent, appointed as workers: Mrs.l
Autos—Doll Carts
he couldn't make love uorth
"Thank You, Mr. Motto” was nothing
Eliza Plummer, finance; Lina Carroll, I WITH YOUI
a cent...'til he met thi« gal!
short of tops. More recently he fin
tickets; Lizzie French check room; !
SET OF
ished the starring lead opposite Anna
Ada Payson and Maude Cables, re-'
May Wong in "Daughter of Shang
freshments. The order has a rep
rt
hai."
resentative who is employed as as
by WARNER BROS, with
Paulette Goddard will definitely
sistant on details and publicity.
not play Scarlett in "Gone With the
Plans for the annual Christmas 1
JOAN BLONDELL
Wind" as first announced, but will
tree will follow the usual procedure
HUGH HERBERT . EDW. EVERETT
play opposite her husband Charlie
Gifts for members, the two remaining
IIORTOX • DICK FORAN ■ BEVERLY
ROBERTS-MAV ROBSON.
Silverware
Chaplin, who may start his next any
Grand Army veterans, find other
Movie Projectors
shut-in members, will bedeck the tree, i M«de by Wm. A. ROGERS , Limited time within the next five years—no
Hand driven. Cl<'ar
one knows.
A program will be presented by the I
Doll Car
All Our Rubber Footwear Is
NOW PLAYING
pictures, powerful
• • • V
patriotic instructor.
riages as
ONEIDA, LTD. Succntor
Standard Branded, no seconds nr
condenser lens.
low as
“
STAND-IN
”
Mrs. Ingraham and Mrs. Choate,
Paul Muni was born Muni Weisenmade at a price. Vou buy W’ith
Fcal pi oof operation
Think of it—a lovely 60 piece
as low as
recently accepted as honorary mem
freud in Vienna on Sept. 22. 1897.
AUTOS
confidence at McLain's.
with
service for 8 at only $29.75.
bers ln the Tent, were supper guests,
making him an Austrian. . . Educated
All ready
$1.49
LESLIE
HOWARD
And this $2.50 Pierced Pastry
accompanied by Mrs. Elizabeth Mills
in New York schools. . . The stage '
for the boy
.Metor Driver. SL49
Charles Schallor of the S.U V. was
Server, plus a valuable TarnishOCR STORE SALE
play, "We Americans." brought him
»ride in
JOAN BLONDELL
GOFKAUF S"
in attendance at the evening session.
Proof Wood Chest are in
TODAY
CONTINUES TO
first to the eyes of the public. . . |
yQoldetL'
; Mrs. Lizzie French was the "mys
SATURDAY NIGHT
ROSCOE KARNS
cluded—FREE.
Music is his greatest interest. . .Is ,
tery" winner.
| If rail «•« buy *h» Ssms
SAVE, AND ENJOY THE
in
a rabid make-up artist spends hours i
I Mounting, Brake
Ask to see the Palm Springs
I Artid* !•» !•••
ting Service, Radio
The next supper, in charge of Mrs.
“PARTNERS IN CRIME"
DIFFERENCE
getting right make-up for roles. . .
Set—in your choice of spark
GofkauCr will gladly »»•
Tubas Tested
Carroll and Mrs. House, will be held
Lives modestly. . . Has black hair
Fund tha d'HarFree, Battery
ling
new
patterns.
anca •» raturn
Dec. 20 in Grand Army hall.
Installation.
and brown eyes, is five feet, ten inches
tha full purcha»»
tall and weighs 165 pounds.
prica.
Analysis of rural highway accidents
"Nothing Sacred" is an up-toEVEK. i'rilNG IN AUTOMOTIVE
date ultra modern slapstick comedy (
432 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
in Connecticut showed that for flve I
Established 189$
ACCESSORIES
Matinee S. Evening 6.30 and 8.30
|, consecutive years the greatest num
made in color. It's the story of a
SIGN
OF
THE
BIG
CLOCK
433 Main St. Rockland Tel. 801-W
Continuous Saturday 2.00 to 10.30
ber of fatal accidents involved drivers 1
Vermont girl, Carole Lombard, reOPEN EVENINGS
___________________________ >
1
1 from 20 lo 23 years of qge.
Itorteil lo l»e dying from radium poi'• ’.
.4)0
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COAT

AT REDUCED PRICES

Gift Handkerchiefs

Gift Handkerchiefs

Hosiery

Hosiery

to 30%

ANOTHER HOLIDAY SPECIAL

DRESSES

Underwear

30%

Underwear

put?
days'

to 50%

y

CUTLER’S

Now is the time

LEFT

AA
A

••••

*31

STORMY WEATHER

MANSFIELD GOVE, Inc.

«

FOOTWEAR

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES

at

run

Most Satisfactory

yy

LADIES’ ZIPPERS
$2.50

ERROL FLYNN

THE PERFECT
SPECIMEN

ONE STRAPS

THIS

79c

"VM

$1.50, $1.69

EE

1881

i'j

® ROGERS®

LADIES’ FUR TOPS

$3.00

$1.98

$4.49

x

GOFKAUF’S

Daniels, Jewelers

PARKS

McLain Shoe Store

4* *5
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Evpry-OtHer-Day

-L
tirely to the new National Founda
tion for Infantile Paralysis.
This year the campaign has been
Maine oT Do Its Share In vastly expanded. The new National
Infantile
Paralysis
Foundation,
Countrywide Observance created by President Roosevelt, will
be a permanent organization. The
Of President’s Birthday
Foundation will unify the fight
against the disease on a four-fold
Lining up of citizens of Maine be front:
hind this year's “Fight Infantile Pa
1— Science Research.
2—Epidemic Action.
ralysis” campaign is rapidly moving
3— Tolling to Doctors and Parents
forward, Chairman Keith Morgan of
the, New Care known to Prevent
the Committee for the Celebration crooked backs, curvatures of the
of the President's Birthday declared , spine, twisted bodies and contracted
Tuesday.
limbs.
Under the leadership cf M:" Helen { 4—Dollars to Orthopedic Centers
N. Ransom, of Calais, who has been J (Hospitals, Clinics, etc ) for the imappointed State chairman, numerous mediate restoring of Human Wreckcommittees to handle various phases : age.
of the campaign are being formed ! Saturday, Jan. 29 all kinds of enthroughout the state. These will tertainments and parties, sports and
reach into every county, city and wholesome recreation will be held in
fcwn.
celebration of the President's birthMeanwhile endorsements coming ' day. Proceeds from these celebrato national headquarters, 50 East tions will be turned over to Presi42d street, New York City, indicate dent Roosevelt who will give them
that the “Pine Tree State” will be • to the new Foundation.
generous in support, of the celebra- ; It is expected that every city and
tions on Jan 29, in honor of the towm in Maine will have some form
President's birthday. Funds derived of celebration and every one will be
from these celebrations will go en- I invited to participate.

“Fight Infantile”

c

AN AID TO QUICK STARTING-,

by 0. SOGLOW

SENIOR CLASS PLAY TONIGHT and FRIDAY

SO. APPLETON RIDGE :Eunn °f Manchester, N. H. Mr. and

Old Age Assistance

Mrs. Hayden Fuller recently enterMrs. McCorrison and Mrs.
Ada Proctor has been ill but is tainetl
Ripley.
Payments oT Start “As Soon somewhat improved.
a
d
-vi » r» •
iLa
Belle Grant has returned to the
As Possible During tne ,wme of her son Abncr Orant she
At the end of September 1937,
growers received the highest prices
Present Month
spent a few days in Rockland rc- since 1919 for alsike clover seed.
____ _
I cently.
The wheels of old age assistance in I Freeman Carleton has moved to
-...... '

!

Maine, halted in Augtisi Ijv lnck ni North Appleton.

Sweeten it with Domino
Della McCorrison spent a day refinancial support, started moving cently with Mr and Mrs. Hugh Mc
Refined
llteT
Crystal
yesterday as Federal officials ap Corrison at the village
inU.S.A.
Mrs Lizzie MeCcrrison is board
proved a State plan for administer
Domino
IIS
Crystal
ing the benefits under a recently-en ing with Annie Ripley for the wir.t-cr.
Recent dinner guests at thc McCor
acted law.
rison home were Mrs Eva Bradbury,
Cane Sugar Domino
Sanction by the Social Security and daughter Oiive with Caroline
Tablets
Board guaranteed Federal participa Towle of Hollis, also Mrs. Doris
BWimng Company
CaneSugar
tion on a dollar-for-dollar basis in Locke and son of Hiram. Callers there Crystallized by
1
Squares
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cecil
Blake
of
the $2,621,000 biennial program a spe
Adant Process
Harrisburg Pa., and Mr. and Mrs.
cial session of the Legislature set up
ir. October.
News of the Federal Approval was
A girl whose baking is superb
hailed with pleasure by Gov. Bar
Has autos parked along her curb
rows who said payments, not retro
active, would start as “fast as pos
HOPEFULLY
sible" this month. He estimated near
ly 20.000 persons would ultimately
benefit.
Complete acceptance of the detailed
administrative plan, terms of which
he would not discuss, showed the re
sult of "careful planning” with the
Commissioner of Health and Welfare
George W. Leadbetter who worked
W /I
with him. Barrows said.
The Government’s willingness to
take part in the program dissolved,
the Governor said, the last remaining
obstacle in the path ol permanent
Herbert"
is
not
a
run-of-the-wlll
much
time
and
hard
work
in
co-op

payment resumptions.
Previously,
All is ready for the Senior Class
erating with Miss Dorothy Parker to small time thing but is a famous play methods of raising money lor the
Play “Big Hearted Herbert" at the make the play a great success.
by a world famous author which has , state's share worried a regular and
Every citizen of Rockland, along been presented with rare success in j special session of the Legislature
High School tonight and tomorrow
with those who come from out of theatres all over the country and
The last regular session enacted a
THE "BALANCED" FLOUR—MAKES GOOD BAKING BETTER
night. The cast includes Gordon town, should attend this hilarious made a notable hit at Lakewood one-percent
retail sales tax which It
Richardson, Richard
Ellingwood, comedy. Remember, this isn’t a plea; j last summer.
presented to the electorate as a means
lt is an invitation to spend an en- I As a final word. "Come and see for
Donald Marriner, Richard Marsh, Joyable evening, away from family yourself; you'll never regret it.” To- of solving the financial perplexities
connected with ihe assistance and an
Russell Hewettt, Jack Huke, Bernard problems, among the every-happy night and tomorrow night at the equalization of education plan. In
Thompson,, Doris Borgerson, Bar High School students in a rollicking High School auditorium at 8 15. Re August at a referendum election the
3-act comedy.
served'seats 40c, rush seats 25c. law suffered a two-to-one reversal.
bara Derry, Ruth Thomas. Ruth
The story is easy to follow; the act- Tickets checked at Chisholm's today
Convened into special session, thc
Wheeler, Virginia Wood and Pricilla ing superb for an amateur group and and tomorrow. We’ll see you at the legislators adopted a program, pre] sented by the Governor, making
Lovejoy, all having faithfully given i the scenery, best ever. "Big Hearted play!
— funds available through curtailments
addi rTn\: DirVT >o ln state expenditure^; a five percent
Arr Lt-1 Oix KILajL
increase in liquor profits; extending
The Schooner Dime
Deer Isle Bridge
-------state deficit payments from two to
------1
------1 Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Fuller and four years ;and utilization of beer
What It Cost To Run Her Borings Are Nearly Com- for‘
visitors in Belfast recently, taxes collected between F-b. 25 and
,
,
, _ , . .
r>,
, Geraldine Annis of Camden was June 30. 1937.
In 1829, and What the
pleted—Submitting rlans feupper guest Saturday at L. N.
In order to comply with the proviD
• i tit
Ta U/mkinnlAn
.Moody's.
sions of the present law. Governor
Keceipt» Were
IO waamngion
Mrs. Eleanor Pitman and Mrs. Barrows reminded applicants it would
------------I Linnibel Sprowl were in Belfast last be necessary to submit new foims lor
A page from a North Haven ac- | Trustees of the Deer Isle-Sedgwick (Thursday on a visit.
approval in Augusta. Blames, he said.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Pitman and would soon be distr.buted. Persrns
count book gives an insight Into what bridge district met with the State
it cost to run a sailing vessel a hun- I Highway Commission Tuesday to son. and Mrs. Ecvelyn Pitman were previously receiving assistance must
Camden visitors Friday. Mrs. Eve- re-qualify under the new' state law
dred-odd years ago and what one study final construction and financial lyn Pitman called on Mrs. Malcolm he said.
of them earned. Here are the figures, plans for the proposed structure.
Upton.
Under the Federally approved plan.
Mrs. L. N. Moody and son Laurence the benefits will be admuiistered by
1829 Schooner Dime Dr.
Executive Councilor Percy T.
were business callers Friday in Au- the Health and Welfare Department,
$1.24 Clarke of Ellsworth said Joseph Con gusta.
To one pair of oars,
assisted by a three-member commis.37 way of Boston, special coordinator,
Coopering water barrel,
Walter Sprague. Jr. of West Rox- sion to pass on application.-;. The
would
go
to
Washington
to
submit
bury. Mass, was geust Wednesday of Commission recently appointed by
1.81
Pump gear, .81 ;bar. $1.00,
4.48 plans for Federal approval. Clarke his aunt and uncle, Azuba Sprague Govemor Barrows and approved by
Cordage and sundries,
1.25 said Federal authorities informed and Elmer Sprague. He also called thv Executive Council, was headed by
Five yards of duck,
Allen C. fT. Wilson iRi of Presque
him the nearly-completed borings on on other relatives.
LB
1.50
Black and straping,
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert re- Isle, as chairman, and had as mem2.28
turned home last Thursday, after bers, Nettie C. Burleigh, iRi of VasReaming the pump.
spending a few days in Bangor as salboro, and Leon O. Tibbetts (D)
9.48
Cordage.
The Federal Government which al- guests of Mrs. Harris Stanley and of Waterville.
551
Repairing the topsail,
daughter.
Governor Barrows added that
2 31
Cordage.
Mrs. Addle Robbins is employed by checks from the Federal Government
345
Four gallons lamp oil,
Miss Maud Fuller.
for payment of blind pensions, would
2.25
Wharfage,
A. H. and L. N. Moody were busi- be placed in the malls this week.
A Washington dispatch adds:
6.52
Cordage and sundries.
4.07 ‘The Public '.Voiks Adminstration ness callers Monday hi Washington,
Sailwork 2.07; water cask $2,
w- c- Darroch was dinner guest
16.00 lias received a fotm commiimen- on
Extra line four trips.
4.00 thc purchase -t Deer Isle Bridge S™day at L N Moody's,
Dyer & Robbins graving,
bonds and the New York offi c his
Tbe Community Club held an lnBarrel of tar $2; gallon of rum
b
’
'n
i
otified
that
the
coi.
.it may ^eresting and successful meeting last
2
46
46c,
be approved, su.'Ject to PWA 't - i Thursday night at the schoolhouse.
2 CANS 2$C
DEL MAIZ
A dance will be ntld Saturday at Riv
68.98 la loi ?
erside
hall
The
club
held
a
food
sale
1.00 “ That means Washington is at Brown and Sprowl's store Satur- j
Half barrel of pitch,
CANS
through. and details remain ior New
eiAr*
day afternoon the proceeds amount67.98 Yeti., Augusta ar.d Boston said rep ing to $850.
resentative Brewster of Maine, who
CAN
Cr. to Schooner Dime
has been untiring in his efforts to
TWO YEARS PACIFIC FLYING
SUNNY
65
85
obtain
the
$315,000
PWA
grant
for
j Freight from Calais to Boston,
PKG
FIELD
i Freight from Calais to Boston, 63 71 tbe project."
With the first two years of trans
-----------------i Freight from Calais to Boston, 72.79
pacific air service completed this
j Freight from Calais to Boston, 69.09
2 LB
House Farm Bill
H.B.C.EXCELL SODA CRACKERS PKG
Freight IM Boards.
1.12
month. Pan American Airways has
Freight 75 barrels flour,
4 50
flown 1,888.773 miles in regular serv
N B C. PIONEER FIC BARS
2
Freight one pair oxen,
5.00 Not At All To Liking Of
ice without accident, carried 3562.976
Freight 2OM shingles,
2.50
BROADCAST CORNED BEEF HASH
New England —Tobacco airma‘i letters. 506.944 pounds of other
Freight of boards,
1 87
.
.,
cargo, and 1986 passengers
BROADCAST DEVILED HAM
Industry Hurt
____________
286.43
68.98
POPULATION 129,257,000
BABBITTS CLEANSER
3 <
Representative Claso (R-Mass.)
217..45 said Tuesday reduction of tobacco j statisticians who figure out the per
BABO
TALL ‘ acreage proposed in the House farm capita consumption of various prodCANS ,
WHITEHOUSE EVAP. MILK
bill would “cut several thousand ucts in the United States generally
4 OZ
CAN
VIENNA SAUSAGE
ARMOUR’S STAR
persons in the Connecticut valley off :lse the figure 130.000.000 as a divisor
from their jobs.”
j They have been fairly accurate beARMOUR’S STAR
LUNCH TONGUE
Clason told the House WPA offi- cause the latest estimate by the Cen7 OZ
LADE
CO.
CAN
cials in Massachusetts predicted “the
Bureau places the nation's popuARMOUR S VEAL LOAF
189 State Street, Boston, Mats.
most serious unemployment condi- , lation at 129,257,000.
tions yet known for this winter" and ———w—
asserted those "left unemployed
could not be absorbed on the aiieaay
heavy relief rolls of the cities.”
Under the proposed farm program.
and grown ups
SUNSWEET
Clason said tobacco acreage would be I
2PKG
IH 19C
Prunes Medium Size
reduced from 20 to 25 per cent j
• '*;•>
•• ■
■
1 1 OZ - _
“which means a reduction In labor.” [
Apricots SUNSWEET pkg 25c
Clason declared the proposal to re
SUNSWEET
Prune Juice
QUART
duce tobacco acreage throughout the
nation would cause unen.p; lyroent
3 Ln XC 1 LB
Crisco
TIN COC TIN
"among about 1.000.000 persons.”
HEINZ PICKLES
Selox
He also charged the penalties In the
bid "makes criminals only out of
oz IO.
CUCUMBER 24JAR
IV C
P£cG NAPTHA Soap 4
the tobacco farmers who violate its 1
provisions, while farmers grew,ng j
Camay Soap
3 CAKES 19C
HEINZ SOUPS
other commodities are not penalized (
_
LGE
NOW IN STOCK
Ex. Chicken.
Ivory Soap
this way."
i CAKES 21C
Consomme &
_
:iam Chowder
CANS Xs <
« MED
Representative Kopplemann <DIvory Soap
J
CAKES 2UC
This
popular
favorite
offers
you
Connj
supported
the
tobacco
prov.j
7sions of the bill, however, asset ting
HEINZ KETCHUP
Ivory Flakes
PKG 24c
they would make pdsj'.S e the sale of
these advantages:
u oz fn
Presorvos
ann page
jLa°r 21c
all tobacco grown this year. Growers
BOT 19c
EXCEPT STRAWBERRY
tn the Connecticut valley, Kopple
Three times at much tor your money I Quolity approved
n__ ANN PAGE
LB - mann said, have been unable to sell
by Good Housekeeping Bureau.lmmense popularity hat
Preserves straw.
jar 23c
HEINZ BABY FOODS
THE TOP WITH
their product.
made this the only nationally advertised penny gum.
•:
Sparkle
gelatine
4
pkgs
17c
Representatives from dairy, poul
6 CANS 49c
This toughnr chew massages gums restoring new life
try and potato sections of New Eng
TO THE BOTTOM
Crackers N B C. RITZ PKG 19c
and vigor ... It keeps teeth clean and white and
land opposed the measure ln both
relieves bad breath.
House and Senate. Among them
were Senators Austin (R-Vt.). GibChewing Dubble Bubble relieves nervous tension . . •
sen (R-Vt).; Bridges (R-NH); Lodge
the exercise provided by chewing this tougher gum
(R-Mass);
and
Representatives
builds up facial muscles.
Tobey (R-NH), Martin (R-Mass.)
Plumley
(R-Vt)
and
Brewster
SW££T POTATOES
Rich In Dextrose, tho energy sugar . , . flavor—long*
5 us 19c
<R-Me).

PILLSBURY'S BEST

EVERY PfiUND

FRESHLY GROUND

Fresh grinding is the secret

o.

STOP
CRYING!

RICH BECAUSE
IT COMES FROM

a RICH FIELD

QU/CXS771A77/V<r
OTKTffEtS

GASOLINE
DISTRIBUTED BY

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
PARK AND UNION STREETS,

ROCKLAND

TEL. 700

RICHFIELD DEALERS ARE INDEPENDENT HOME MERCHANTS
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NIBLETS
SHRIMP
GRAPEFRUIT
CORN FLAKES

2

DOUBLE BUBBLE GUM

2$c
70 51c
5c

1/

CHEWING CUM
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THAT REACHES
ECONOMY THAT’S CLOSE
LaSalle V-8 per/iimionrc is nvT-nnr V-8 performance!
Whether the need be power, acceleration, or sustained

apeed—LaSalle's 125-horsepower, Cadillac-built V-8
engine responds instantly, smoothly, quietly, brilliantly!
Of course it’s amazing that performance like thia should
spring from an engine as economical as is LaSalle's engine.
But the fact that ita performance is so brilliant—and
its economy ao great—is a major reason why LaSalle
was the favorite fine-ear of nearly 35,000 people in 19371
If YOU want performance that reaches the top with
economy that's close to the bottom—get the new LaSalle
V-8 ... the world's most economical fine car!

o

lasting and delicious ... here’s a sweet that aids diges

.,. end up, at Datrelt. Tientpertetlen, local taxac, txtra.
A OENKRAL MOTORS VALUI

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER STREET,

"XfcwX XXX XvX'Xv.
1

ROCKLAND, ME.

There is no finer way to remember
your friends than by sending them
Christmas cards and tn.ere aie r.o
finer Christinas cards than those
with your name, and monogram too,
if you choose.
Our Personalized
Christmas Cards are dignified and
have prestige not obtainable ln any
other form. See our line now. A
one dollar bill will buy from 16 to 50
cards, depending on the quality and
design. Postage 15 cents extra. The
Courier-Gazette.—adv.
•

tion and is actually good for children and grown ups.

WE REDEEM
FLEER DUBBLE BUBBLE

COUPONS

THE

GREAT

ATLANTIC € PACIFIC

GRANGES FLORIDA
CAULIFLOWER
SPINACH
FRESH DATES
ICEBERG LETTUCE

29c^D25c
2 HDS 25c
3 IBS 19c
U 10c
. 2
15<
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SOMERVILLE

With Extension Agents
AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU
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To All Who Suffer
FrOM ACUte Atticks

Miss Grace Lawrence of Rockland
was a visitor Monday in town.
S. L. Bartlett was a business caller
Monday at the North End.
S. L, Bartlett. Harvey Wentworth.
Marion Brown and Velma Brown
were In Wiscasset Wednesday on Over 9,000,000 Bottles of This
business.
Famous Cough Mixture
Mrs. Ada French is at the home of
Sold in Canada
her sister Maude Skilling in Benton
Two or three doses of tho Famous
and there assisting in the care of
BUCKLEY'S MIXTURE in sweetened hot
Miss Phyllis who is critically ill. Mrs water
and sipped slowly just before retir
Harvey Wentworth has also been ing usually ensures a restful night’s sleep.
Asthma-Bronchitis
sufferers enjoy a
called to the Skilling home.
night; you’ll sleep sound and
| Appleton Babbe of West Wash coughless
wake refreshed if you will be just wise
ington was tn town Monday on a enough to take 2 or 3 doses before you
go to bed.
visit.
BUCKLEY’S MIXTURE is sold by alt good
Mrs. Ellen Day was weekend guest druggists—learn for yourself why Buck
ley
’s out-sells all other Cough and Cold
of her daughter Mrs. Merle Whittier
i Walter Cressey made a business remedies in eold-wintrv Canada.
CORNER DRUG STORE
trip Monday to Augusta.
Donald Joselyn of Cooper's Mills
j was a visitor Monday tn this com
SWAN S ISLAND
munity.

Asthma-Bronchitis

New

Alliterative

K

In Everybody’s Column

Dutchy’s Dodgers

FOR SALE

I
— —***•**— K

Advertisements ln this column not to

Outfit exceed three lines Inserted once for 25

Appears On the Scene At
Vinal Haven

«
♦

cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
PARROT and cage for sale $20 MRS.
tional lines five cents each for one time
10 cents for three times. Six small words FRANK GOFF. Union. Me______ 147*140
to a line.
1935 FORD COUPE for sale, small mile
age. flne condition: 4 cows, 3 heifers:
all farm equipment.
H. D
CRIE.
Thomaston, Tel. 83___________ 147-149
t
' JIGGER and horse sled for sale or
I
will trade. ARTHUR GROVER. Filling
Station, Butler Square. Tel. 8187. City.
**•****’*•***■**'***•■**■*** ♦ a
147-149
j MALE Riuetlck Hound lost tn vicinity . ' BICYCLE for sale, reasonable. InWATER ST., City.
145-147
of Hope, tall ears and head, scar on right gulre28_________
I front leg. FRANK COCHRAN,
Morse's !fitted hard wood
forsale. Junks $10.
SLorner TiR!1"i’i!on;___________ 146*14« lofman bros..Rockville. Tel. 257-3.

Bucky's Bearcats had a busy week
end at tlie Cascade Alleys the •fiast
week and drew a 50-60 break on the
wins and losses. Friday they tried
out the new team of bowlers known
as "DutChy's Dodgers," and although
they upped their score quite a bit it
chen Payson: Home Management , leader, and Alton Calderwood. as
With Thc Homes
was not enough to win and tlie
Damariscotta will hold an all-day Leader, Mrs. Lura Norwood; Trea sistant leader, held their reorganiLodgers dodged paying the bills. Thc NO]?T~ u hcreb£ B'LenXthe ‘oss °f 1
146> —
Kz, .n„ deposit book numbered 5687 and
the
planning meeting, starting at 10 with surer. Mrs. Lilia Morton; and 4-H zation meeting Nov. 30 with the club
34 ft. x 9 ft. 8in.. motor boat for sale.
Dodgers, originally meant to be tlie owner oj said book asks for duplicate ln
agent. Lucinda Rich, present. These
the home demonstration agent, Dec, Clubs. Mrs. Lilia Morton.
all Oeary. Or Geary brothers team, accordance with the provision of the ?nci6Jtnol'l '"s IxiitLLJTt"peniaciuldallMe
offlcers were elected? President
9, at the Biscay Community House.
__ ___
jiz.j .to
- _a z,Swedish-American
___ „_v. *___ I-__ gute
Ktata t.ow
°
146-148
was
modified
L8^_^BS.UR?rev
rY TRUST co., * 1I8,
Camden
will
hold
a
Breadmaking
Arthur
Beverage,
Jr.;
vice
president.
Other planning meetings scheduled
aggregation composed of the families ' Rockland.
OTIS' Receiver.
meeting
Dec.
9
to
be
in
charge
oi
HOME BUILT tractors for sale; both
William
Hopkins:
secretary,
Lewis
Dec.
9.
1937.
147-Th-153
this week with the agent are:
dual and single wheel. Cash or trade for
Geary and Swanson, and like so1
Ncbleboro. Dec. 10. in the church Mrs. Emelyn Bridges and Mrs. Hazel Haskell, treasurer, Emery Hopkins;
stock. A. A. TOWLE, Appleton.
many mixtures it was all to the good
Clark.
Mrs.
Mary
Nash
and
Mrs
reporter.
Hugh
Parsons;
cheer
leader.
:
________________________________ 145F147
vestry with Mrs. Ruth French in
- «t
For the first two strings it was K '
Crosby
Hobbs
are
on
the
dinner
com

John
Beverage;
and
color
bearer
j
CANARY BIRDS for sale; nice slngers\
charge of the square meal for health.
I
very close however as the two teams
Victor Beverage
♦ at a reasonable price.
MRS A. C.
Owl's Head. Dec. 14, at the com mittee.
• • • •
• • • •
tied on the first, and the Dodgers won
SMITH.
147 No. Main 8t„ Rockland.
(
munity library.
Harbor
View
Rebekah
Lodge
held
the
second
by
only
four
pins,
but
in
148-148
Miss Oeraldine Simmons of Waldo
r♦Rules for 1938 Kitchen Contest
♦ "
K I chow puppies for sale. $8 each.
Rockiand. Dec. 15. at the Farm
a public card party Priday night in the third Fred Swanson went pin
Jennie Brooks
boro
has
organized
a
group
of
JunlOT
Enroll any time before March 1
Bureau Hall, with Mrs. Ada Roberts.
Fellows
hall, co,nmlttee workers I| crazy
and toppled -------------128. and even
KS 111 pleasant st. Tel. 588-m
4-H girls who have named them
This community was greatly sad- j Odd
. .
...
IL ’ . T.T7
'---- supply demand for Rawlelgh Necessities
145-147
Mrs. Alice Wyllie and Mrs Ethel 1938.
being Laura Stinson. Hester Frethj though Clint Smith hls opponent was sales way up thia year Good routes
Connon serving the noon meal.
No enrollments will be received selves "The Handy Oirls;' The of- j dened to learn of the death Friday of and Llnnie Stanley. First prizes went gathering 117 at the same time the open nearby
Rawlelgh
Methods
get
25
SECOND
HAND
parlor
stoves
from
fleers are: President. Edith Burgess; ;
pnoneh tn sound buxines,. No selling experience needed
to $20; 1 new 20-ln. Sunbeam one-pipe
Friendship. Dec. 16. at the church alter March 1. 1938.
Jennie Brooks at the Elm City Hospi to Bernice Smith and Llewellyn bie string moved
pJov£denougl1 to sound We supply Sales, Ad'.ertlslng literature— furnace. $98; 1 adding machine. $35: 1
vestry.
Kitchens are to b? completed on or vice-president. Lottie Hahn: secre tal in Waterville, where she had beer, Joyce.
th.
TV. f™aU y<)u need
proflu ghould ,ncrease I —
- register. $20.
ton .1 —
— oil h..™
cash
power
burner.
the Do
for th.
the TVJ.-.
Dodgers.
tary. Esther Black; and treasurer. !
• • • •
before August 31. 1938
Capt. Andrew C. Smith observed
The two teams are due for another every month Low prices: good values. Nu-way with 275 gal. tank. $35; 4 second
a patient but a short time.
Virginia
Hahn.
hand
Walnut
circulating
heaters;
roll
At the planning meetings held last
Each contestant will keep a kit
RAWleighs Dept-1 top desk, good condition, $18. Largest
• a • •
Eeceased was born July 6. 1910. hls 81st birthday Sunday and re mix up soon and according to the
week the following officers and pro chen “check' card (copy to be furceived
a
decorated
cake
from
Mrs.
law
of
bowling,
the
first
may
be
last
sed
g<
The Ambitious Maids of Union daughter of Edwin and Addie (Bias-1
ANGORA cat and kittens wanted at STUDLEY,, 283 Main St.. Tel. 1154.
ject leaders were elected: Union- ntrhed by home demonstration
Leland Trask whose birthday falls and the last may be first
with Mrs, Loretta Rich, leader, held tow i French.
once
DELIA YORK Tel. 588-M
14^tf
Chairman. Mrs. Belle Kenniston; agent).
on
the
same
date.
During
the
after

146-148
She is survived by her father Ed-I
The score:
AUTOMOBILE for sale. Sedan ln fine
Secretary. Mrs. Martha Fuller; Foods
Each contestant will keep a record their regular meeting at the home | win French of this town: a son Rob-' noon he called on his daughter, Mrs.
SECOND-HAND
pipeless
furnace condition Tires almost new. Must be
Bearcats
Leader, Mrs. Lizzie Hawes; Clothing of the cost of the kitchen on a blank of Edith Howard. Edith demon ert Brooks of Oakland Jour sisters. Irving Torrey at whose home a pic
wanted W S LOTHROP. Union.
sold at once. Wonderful trade
Price
146*148 $200.
Leader. Mrs. Addie Mitchell, and furnished by the home demonstra strated to the girls how to stitch Mrs. Minnie Smith of Bradford, Mrs ture was taken of the family group Warren
91
90
82
—
263
MRS. EVELYN McKUSIC. Tel.
straight and curved lines. The club
Home Management Leader. Mrs. tion agent.
430
143-tf
PO6ITION
as
nurse
wanted;
go
any

comprised
of
Capt.
Smith,
his
G.
Swanson
......
94
94
81—269
Lizzie Fierpont or Waldoboro. Mrs
where
Best of references. GEORGE
One or more cash prizes will be ag?nt. Miss Rich, took charge of Ethelyn Fuller of Searsmont and duaghter. granddaughter and twq R Alley .........
Marion Calderwood: 4-H clubs. Mrs.
DRY fitted hard wood for sale $10 cord:
84 84 101—269 GARDNER.
Washington. Me. _______
146-148 $1.35 ft. Hard coal $15. Pocahontas soft
____________________
Alida Fossett.
awarded by the County Farm Bureau the meeting, while the girls checked Mrs. Edith Geroux of Augusta; three great-grandsons—four generations.
A. Miller .......... ..... 81 79 87—247
themselves
on
thelr
Food
and
Health
• • • •
alert woman wanted 1 *9 Coke $11. J. B PAULSEN. Thomasaccording to the number enrolling
Mrs. Mary Joyce is with her C. Smith ......... ..... 82 87 117—286 MIDDLE-AGED
brothers George. Kenneth and May
144-tf
w_____ __________ In f=mall family. ' ton- TCI. 62.
East Union—Chairman. Mrs. Jen and the amount and nature of im Habits. Refreshments were served nard of this place; also several aunts, daughter, Mrs. Vina Moore in
No
washing
No
cooking
Good with tel- I SEWINO THREAD Ideal for Home
nie Payson; Secretary. Mrs. Winona provements made tn the individual by Edith Howard.
432 434 468 1334 ephone, $5 week. MRS. JOSEPH I. | Use Twenty tubes of assorted colors.
McKinley.
uncles and cousins.
SMTTH. Bath. Me
•
144*147 , Thirty cents
Brown: Foods Leader. Mrs. Amelia kitchens.
prepaid.
NELSON Ac
Mrs. Cleveland Dunham is on the
Funeral services were held Sun
This is State Enrollment WeekDodgers
WOMAN with school girl wishes po- MARKHAM. Dept. C. East Hampton.
Doran; Clothing Leader. Mrs. OretJudges will be chosen by the Dec. 4 to Dec. 11. Every leader who day at the Church of God in Oak mainland to receive medical treat
Conn.
144*148
A.
Geary
..........
...
.
95
90
90
—
275
County Farm Bureau.
MRS SARGENT. 19 Purchase S:
has not reorganized should do so land. and interment was ln an Oak ment.
E FLAT alto Saxaphone for sale. TEL.
Fritz Swanson
86
95
79
—
260
Awards
will
be
mad?
by
the
County
Mrs.
Andrew
Smith
was
hostess
146*148
DOX'T GET VP SIGHTS
135-tf
this week if she or he possibly can land cemetery.
80 76 98—274 ANTIQUES wanted to buy. glass 101-M
Wednesday to the Baptist Ladies W. Geary .........
THIS 25c TEST FREE If lt falls. Use Home Management Leader at the and send secretary's report and ap
,
w. 4.
.
- STOVES for sale, enamel, electric,
G.
Geary
..........
93
91
90
—
274
dishes.
30
yrs.
old
’
Juniper oil. buchu leaves, etc. made Annual Meeting.
glass
goolets.wlth
|
Franklin
for
wood
or
coal;
also
coffee
Aid.
plication cards to club agent this *£ SO. WALDOBORO
Into green tablets. Flush the kldnevs
If vou are planning on remodeling
Ferd Morse has been ill for a few Fred Swanson ..... 78 86 128—292 them: plates, saucers, wines, egg cups, percolator, restaurant size; 138 CAM
week.
ss you would the bowels with castor oil. your kitchen, enroll now!
DEN ST., Tel. 1214-M. Call after 5 p. in.
days.
Help nature drive out wa-te nnd ex
134-tf
432 438 485 1355 sugars, old dolls. 50 yrs. or older; pay
• • • •
Mrs. Cleveland J. Trask is visiting
cess acid which can cause the Irritation
Mrs.
Herbert
Oldis
of
the
village
147*149
that wakes vou up. causes scanty flow,
Saturday
was
no
day
of
rest
for
relatives in Thomaston and Rock________________________________ _
4-H Club Notes
tC WASHINGTON «€
passed Wednesday with her parents land.
burning or backache Just sav Bukets
I the busy Bearcats and they had the : old dolls wanted, any over 40 years
The Jolly Islanders 4-H club of
to any druggist Locally at C. H Moor <Sr
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Brainerd
Winchenbach
Mrs.
Dora
Stinson
entertained
the
satisfaction
of
getting
back
at
then°’<J: also old glass goblets. win pay■ $a
Ulric Peabody with a crew of men
Co.. Chas W Sheldon. Druggist.
j North Haven with Arthur Beverage
Mrs. Mary Knowlton sustained a Methodist Ladies Aid last Thursday old rivals the Capitol City outfit, and ?accea *°r
old ci™ks mirror? cur”
is getting out ^nd marketing fire
fractured wrist and injuries to her
Cooked food was on laid it on good and thick while they rler Ives pictures, old gold key wind
wood.
at
her
home.
were about it. spanking them good pu.nt'“g
"at,cnhe^,dwll‘ J’X
I FIVE room rent In Thomaston, reaMrs. Addie L. McMullen who re head and arms as result of a recent sale.
' anei Lord ♦«.
i
S3o for watches ln gold. Write what i
..
mains ill is being cared for by Pansy fall on the stairs.
sand hard to the tune of 71 pins, you have to Collector. Box 635. Rockland. |scrablc- HILDA S. KEYES. rnomaston.
James
Richards
is
moving
to
his
145*147
That steady and consistent toppler.
143-148 | •_______
Kaler.
L* DEER ISLE FC
Harlan Sidelinger and family are new house this week.
Clint
Smith
was
head
man
with
a
poultry
pTSeT^id
—
{
al
^YD
Rev. Vaughn Overman will give a
------303 and even Captain Warren man- poust. 9i No Main st, Tel ti-J. 146-157 ,
‘47
Mam street .Tei. 422-fi
enjoying their new home at the
lecture Friday night, accompanying
The Thomas Haskells moved Sat- aged to raise his ante out of the 240,
. ------- :---------1 - ... 1 i
'
_________
143-tf
Carl Sukeforth place.
his
discourse
with
stereopticon
views
Jesse Linscott and family who were
urdav
to
their
new
house.
class.
He
is
actually
becoming
of
UAVZCK1 MP
'
large room to let, $4 week. FOSS
Pupils of the Ledge School are re
Mr and Mrs. Daniel Conary of some help to the team his teammates
Ni V LN.AL riAVClM
, house. Tei. 330.
143-tf
residents of Hamden, the past three
hearsing daily under the direction of Sunshine were guests Sunday of Mr say. and after he gets his growth may
months, have returned home,
--------FURNISHED heated apt . to let. at 25
North Main St ELMER C. DAVIS. 375
James Rail remains in ill health, their teacher, Alfred Standish, and and Mrs. Alphonse Stinson.
be quite a man.
After the meetmg of Ocean Bouna Maln st Tel 77
i2«-i28-tf
Mrs. Standish in preparation for a
but is able to be about.
Fred
Hosmer
has
been
ill
with
Being
a
man
shy
at
the
beginning
Re^gah
Lodge,
Tuesday
an
enteri
? PttRNISHED aDartment to let-mrs
Christmas
concert.
During the deer season that has
,
♦w°St.‘J^we5 ?LeW Tt0.
tainment featuring a joke Christmas leola rose. 100 Union st '
142-tf
Rev. T. H. Fernald has had the grippe.
just closed Harold Linscott tagged 17
The four masted vessel. Helvetia, game and the P.M. did not shine ,ree wiU be presented. followed by Foub-boom un-urnlshed .11
telephone
installed
at
his
residence
of the fine specimens.
I K
n
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Standish and commanded by Capt. Winsor Torrey very brightly in this class. He claimed other attractions, which will include apartment to let with garage 38 Beech
Fred L. Sukeforth. pastry cook at
he was saving his energy for real 1 two sltits Members will take 10-cent 8t Rrat reasonable. L. A. THURSTON,
family
were visitors Saturday at the came up the bay under six lower
140-147
Hotel North in Augusta was a week
sails Saturday and anchored of 1 competition when the Ganders and gifts for the Christmas tree. Ice Tel. 1159.
home
of
their
daughter.
Mrs.
C.
APT.,
end visitor at the home of relatives
Gull
—A beautiful sight.
—Ledge
---- -------------------_
the Skippers come together again. ;CjetlTn ancj cake wm be served by ri UPSTAIRS
. A
h thto h.let.
af.. four
,, newly
Johnson
Pitman
in
Appleton.
KNOX
here
Several women from here attend-, After having demonstrated they vioIet Baum Elearor Conway. Elva st to
iM-tf
Rev. George Davis of Aina called
"Buster" Brown and Madeline
ed the cooking school m the Stoning- cannot be kicked around all the time Tcele and Hazpl Roberts. Kavors wlI1 WVB.BOOM—fu'nlshed house—
Wednesday
on
Rev.
and
Mrs.
T.
H
Sukeforth were callers Sunday on
ton Opera House Friday afternoon without somebody getting scratched.
given each member who attends Spn,ce He^ to let re“ reaxonSbie; flreFernald and Mrs. Edna Turner.
Mr. and Mrs E. A. Leigher.
the“ [Bearcats are looking the field
Editor Robbins was the host
1i ,h
8 Anna Rich of Thomaston is 1 »™*i.......................
Mrs.
for ‘be cutting. TEL. 793-W artei
136-ti
Recent callers on Frank L. Suke
Mrs. Lucy Northrup and Mrs. Alta over with a little more confidence.
‘"‘f oT“her*“mother*Mrs"“David ' 4 p. m
D&H Cone-Cleaned Anthracite
forth who is confined to bed were—
burkettville
Pagan have returned from New and with a little juggling may even Oearv
HOUSE to let. with all Improvements,
is a pure, accurately sized coal—
corner Llmerock 8t . and Broadway,
Fred Conrad. Archie McMullen, HarHampshire.
take on Lyfords Longfellows whose I A ' d Ur. w Bridees of Min- $25
month. V P. STUDLEY. 283 Main
i old L. Linscott of the village. Birdell
Mrs^ George M. Dodge fell down challenge tor the town has as yet
ha\e been spending the past St., or 77 Park St.. Tel. 1154 or 330
that is easily regulated. It keeps
Mrs. Annie Collins of Massachu a flight of stairs last Thursday sut- Bone unaccepted,
| Hibbert. Mrs. Maude Hibbert and
144-tf
week
with
their
son
Wilson
Bridges
at
sons. Royal and Alden of West Wash setts spent the weekend with rela fering painful injuries, but no bones J The score:
your home at an even, healthful
FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity St.
the
Kittredge
Farm.
tives
here.
ington. and son Donald of Portland
excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
were broken.
Mr. and Mrs. William McLaughlin An
Robert Esancy’s store burned SunMain & Park Sts
144-tf
temperature regardless of the
Mrs. Goodwin P. Eaton has re- '
Bearcats
Reginald Humphrey, principal of the
and on Denis, who have been visit
cay
morning
due
to
explosion
of
an
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart
I
Village
High
School,
Frank
E.
Po

turned
from
Stonington.
;
Warren
....................
88
87
86
—
261
weather outside.
ing her parents Mr. and Mrs. Leon
to let at 15 Summer St. MRS.
land of Medomak Camp for Bovs and oil heater. The owner suffered the
Clifford McVeigh is employed in Guilford .................. 84 92 90—266 ard Swears, have returned to ment
FROST, Tel. 318-W.
144-tf
less of his entire stock of goods.
Boston.
Mrs.
F.
L.
Baker,
son
WilC.
Smith
...............
101
118
84
—
303
thc
woods
in
Greenville.
And a home comfortably heated
W'ork has been completed on Bur! liam E. Baker and daughter Edithe
G. Swanson ........... 86 101 92—279 Brewer.
Evening rehearsal of the High
] kett bridge which was opened to the
i of Bloomfield. N. J.
produces greater satisfaction.
Drew ........................ 84 79 89—252
School orchestra are being held in
public yesterday. Aaron Hatch of
*€ BROOKLIN
♦
Order D&H Anthracite N O W.
Lowell who has had employment on
443 477 441 1361
«€ NORTH WARREN
Union Church Circle will serve sup ♦
the project, returned home Friday.
Aubrey Allen and John Allen have
Capitol City
per tonight at 5.30. Housekeepers are
Several from this community at returned home from yachting.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Feyler are at
SPIRITUAL READING AND ADVICE.
i the home of Mr. and Mrs. George tended the High School drama reDerosier . ................ 93 84 75—252 Clvde Macintosh Minnie Chilles, Personal and business matters. Ques
Wiley for a few days while Mr. Fey ; cently presented in Appleton.
Davis ..... ................ 93 94 86—273
tions answered
25c and stamp G A.
ler is engaged in plowing for Mr
their grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Webb ..... ................ 82 92 92—266 Members will take filled Sunshine ; jones, Dlxmont, Me__________ I46’i48
; Wiley.
I HOMEWORKERS—Crocheters, experlWinslow . ................ 89 70 83—242 bags.
Adelbert Anderson.
Moses Webster Lodge, FA.M., will enced on Sacques, Bootees. Sets Only
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Robinson are
Mr. and Mrs. Harvard Dow and Messier ... ................ 80 91 86—257
..
Of nffloers ‘hose having worked for manufacturers
! attending the State Grange meetings
Paul Allen were guests Sunday in
hold a prite installation of Office considered Highest prices. All postage
1 in Lewiston this week.
this community.
437 431 442 1290 Tuesday. Past Master Edgar H. Brad- paid steady work. Submit sample
White Oak Grange elected officers
Whymon Allen is engaged in clam
131 West 35th St.,
, Friday night, the women of the older
ming with Justin Foss Jr.
146*148
formation of a four-team bowling s*sted by Past Master Oscar C. Lane 1 New Yorfc c(ty
519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
----------------I providing a surprise luncheon at the
George Carter Sr. who recently league as there are now functionin as..marshal
...
T
1 PIGS KILLED, good work, prompt servclose of the session.
Mr.
ana
Mrs.
Leon
Stone
of
North
1
lce
m
A
$
on
J
ohnson
.
Tei.
138
1 visited his sons in New Ycrk has re j teams known as the Fishwharf Scrap-!
,
.
.
,
145*147-149
turned home.
Donald Mank is driving the school
pers. Bucky's Bearcats. Dutchy’s Haven were weekend guests of Supt.
PERSONAL: Quit Any Tobacco Habit
bus
while
Clifford
Robinson
is
at

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Cole
and
Dodgers,
and
the
Capitol
City
team.
and
Mrs
Bragdon.
THE SM. FUEL FOR
COMFORT
easily. Inexpensively, without drugs.
tending the State Grange.
daughter Charlotte were visitors 1 to say nothing of the as vet untried
Send address. B. S. STOKES. Mohawk,
Monday in Ellsworth.
Lyfords Longfellows and Goose,
■»«? RA7ORVILLE
Florida.____________________________ 143*f
Roland Carter of Sedgwick is visit- ! Arey's Locals.
v illl
SKATE sharpening promptly done.
ing his sister Mrs. Nathan Wood.
The Goose has made representaCRIE HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main St.
143-tT
Mrs. Rose Boynton was visited
Donald Redman and Warren Ford tions to Manager Thomas of the Rockson, Arthur and WATCHMAKER—Repairing
v-atches.
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Most Women Don’t
Need Beauty Parlors

Electric Bange

HELP
15 MILES OF
KIDNEY TUBES

PARKER E. WORREY

OLD

GOLD

from Yale In 1932. Awarded a fel
lowship for study abroad, he attend
ed University of Freiberg in Ger
many for a year. Disgusted with
lhe effects of the Hitler regime on
German universities, he returned to
the United States in 1933 and re
ceived his PhD. from Yale in 1936.
For the past year he has been inj structor of Classics at Yale.
• • • *

Our
Book
Corner

Several of Sara Teasdale’s manu
script notebooks were displayed be
Ida Tarbell recently gave a talk j hind glass at the New York Times
at the Pen and Brush Club in New j National Book Fair. Miss Teasdale
York her requirements for a satis- i began to write when she was in her
factory mystery story. Here is Miss j teens. At that time she bought a
Tarbell's statement:
small red notebook in which she set
"As I read a mystery for release down her poems as they came to
purely and simply. I have my own her. From that moment until the
requirements. The book must not. time of her death, in January 1933,
be too long. I read it at night before , Miss Teasdale recorded all her poems
sleeping—three to four hours is all I jn notebooks of the same size and
will give. Under no circumstances C0i0r. There was nine of them in all,
must the solution be disclosed. I but the first three, containing her
want the tonic of a surprise. The very early work, she destroyed short
author must not set improbable clues. ly before her death, as she felt that
What his characters do and say the poems were not representative.
must be reasonable. He must credit Shortly after her death, a post
me with a certain intelligence, I do humous volume—"Strange Victory”
not mind how many murders are —was brought out by MacMillan.
committed provided the world would The preparation of the book for the
be better without the people mur press was a simple matter. There
dered. In no case must my sym was not need to go over scattered
pathy be in any way aroused for the manuscripts, no question of selec
murderer. Above all, the tale must tion on the part of the editor. For in
not involve me in psychological, so the latest manuscript notebook even
cial, political problems. I read the the title for the new book was set
book to escape all problems, and I down, together with a note in Miss
am defeated if it thrusts them upon Teasdale's writing: "All poems that
me. I am grateful for humor, wit, are not crossed out can be publaughter/ Many an otherwise good | lished."
mystery has been spoiled by taking
Another small notebook contains
itself too seriously.”
the names of all the books Miss Teas
• • » •
dale read from the time she was 15
Random House recently entered —with asterisks showing which books
into a contract with Eugene O’Neill, had been read and how many times.
• • • •
Jr., instructor of Classics at Yale
and son of the great American dra
Margaret Mitchell, autnor
of
matist, and Whitney J. Oates, As "Gone With the Wind,” has offered
sistant Professor at Princeton, to to do everything in her power to give
have them edit a two-volume edi one lucky reader of the Danish edi
tion of the entire Greek drama that tion of her novel a good time when
has been preserved to date. The best he (or she) comes to Atlanta. The
available translations of all the plays Danish publisher of this best seller
will be selected, some of these to be has annOunced that everyone who
in verse, others in prose. They will buys a copy of the novei during the
also contribute a general introduc first week after its publication may
tion to the work and special notes on hand in his name on a coupon and
each of the plays. Included in the one chosen by lot, will be given a free
volumes will be all the plays of trip to America, including a five-day
Aeschylus,
Euripedes,
Sophocles, |
jn Atlanta. Miss Mitchell comAristophanes, and Menander. Pub- me^ts: "I only hope that he is not
lication will take place sometime in cxpecting this section to be semithe spring of 1938. The publishers tropical and still peopled with julepexpect that
every college in the drinking colonels and ladies with cacountry will make use of this new mellias in their hair
And u he ex
edition.
pects to see beautiful white-columned
Eugene ONeill, Jr., was born in ante-bellum homes he will be disapNew York in 1910 and graduated i pointed, too, as very few remain in
this section.”

'

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWithout Calomel—And You'll Jump Out of Bed is
the Morning Rarin’ to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
Is not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
. sunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
bowel movement doesn’t get at the cause. It
takes those good, old Carter’s Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
freely and make you feel “up and up”. Harm
less, gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
freely. Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by
name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25e.

Boxwood Wreaths
We are ready to make

BOXWOOD WREATHS
for the cemetery

$2.00 to $5.00 each
If you want something more
“durable” ask for our new, ready
made—

‘PINEWAY” WREATHS
$2.00, $2.25, $3.00 each

Silsby’s Flower Shop
TEL. 318-W
371 MAIN ST.,

Page Elevetl
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It is of Interest to note that Dr.
A. J. Cronin, author of the current
best seller, “The Citadel,” is not the
first successful author who was also
a doctor. Notable predecessors were
Oliver Goldsmith, John Keats, and
Oliver Wendell Holmes, all out
standing examples of doctors who
were also writers. Lesser known arc
George Crabbe Sir Thomas Browne,
and the late Poet Laureate of Eng
land, Robert Bridges, while modern
writers include H. de Vere Stacpoole
and Warwick Deeping.
• • • •
On its third birthday, Lin Yutang’s
i "My Country and My People" is re
ceiving a new dress—a somewhat en
larged format, -16 pages of illstrations a new jacket and a new pref
ace by the author. This new illus
trated edition ls the 11th printing,
bringing the total to more than 40,000 copies. This book has now been
translated into French,
Danish,
Swedish, Norwegian, German and
Dutch. It has also been printed in
i China, where a cheap Chinese book
I publisher has made an exact repro
duction by photographic process of
J the American edition. Dr. Lin has
'remarked that he doesn’t greatly ob-
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VICKS

By Dorothy Deming
General Director, National Organization For Public Health Nursing

□

COLDS HANG
AND ON ?

CATCH COLD
EASILY?

HEALTH NURSES PROTECT

Va-tro-nol

5

helps prevent

V

ICKS

VapoRub

helps end a
cold quicker

This is one of six articles furnished perhaps more important is their quiet
many colds
by the National Health Councll, and day-by-day service, helping people to
$
•
meet
the
problems
of
illness
and
to
published by The Courier-Gazette
17
,
, apply the most up-to-date knowledge
i 14
15 1 Ib
13
FOLLOW VICKS PLAN FOR BETTER CONTROL OF COLDS
as a part of the national campaign of,
hea]th R
estimatoi that a
details oj Ihe Plan in each Vicki Package]
public education to aid the 1937 comrnunitj’ needs one public health
i 21
19
18
Community Mobilization for Human nurse to every 2600 persons. Some
1937 but much below 1937 because of
2b
iW
1
Needs.
, communities have reached this goal,
25
2l
25
the lower marketings;
but
in
every
state
there
are
many
Much has been accomplished in re
Turkey production in 1937 to be
sparsely covered areas. With the
2d
17
cent years in the conquest of dis
easy transportation of modern life Feed Price Situation To Im about 10 percent less than the record
ease. Much more remains to be done, the health of the entire country is
crop of 1936;
J
33 34
prove—Spring Hatch To
30
3i
29
especially in translating into every of interest to every community.
The turkey hatch in 1938 to be
Be Greater
day living the scientific knowledge Authorities agree that the sooner an
greater than the hatch in 1937 be
3&
n
i
37
3b
35
which can lead to health. In this adequate number of properly quali
cause of better feed situation;
In sizing (up the poultry, egg and Turkey prices in the fall of 1937
translation of scientific information fied public health nurses are em
43
i 42
U<5
41
the public health nurse serves as the ployed faster will come public un turkey outlook for next year, the to be above those of 1936 and possibly
connecting link between the scien derstanding of how to keep well and Bureau of Agricultural Economics above 1935 and to decline in the fall
r
I 4b
4!>
44
tists in many fields and the home.
oi 1938 with the prospective larger
control disease. Such service is with expects:
w
Sometimes called a "visiting” nurse, in the reach of every taxpayer either
crop;
The
feed-egg
price
situation
to
im

49
48
47
the public health nurse enters the through tax-supported agencies or
Chicken prices, because of tho
prove from the producers' viewpoint,
home as a graduate registered nurse through contributions to community
above prospective conditions, to ad
|50
and by early 1938 to toe much more vance ln thc period July-December,
especially prepared to teach health. chests.
1 51
r
favorable than a year earlier;
In case of sickness, she gives skilled
1937 and although expected to be
nursing care, teaching members of
above 1937 during the first half of
The
spring
hatch
in
1938,
therefore,
VERTICAL
(Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
the
family
what
to
do
between
her
12States
formally
for
to be greater than the spring hatch 1938, they will probably be under
36- Place
1-Color
consideration
visits. In co-operation with the
during the last half;
37- Cut
4-An argument in
in 1937;
13- Deface
39- Curious scraps of
family doctor or clinic she super Two Knox County Women
Laying-flock size to reach a cycli
favor of
14- Writing fluid
literature
Poultry marketings to be less than cal low point early in 1938;
7-Checka
vises the health of the prospective
15Pinch
Are Among the Thirty those of a year earlier from July 1937
40- Publish ’ • (
10- Solitary
• £
mother, telling her what she needs
The rate of egg production per hetl
17-An insect
11- Look alyly
. » 42-Galn
to June 1938 because of the small In 1938 to be tinder that of 1937.
19- Residue from Are
Possibilities
43Helpa
T
'
7
for her confinement, helping her to
13- Small ruga
1937 hatch, and to exceed marketings
44- Girl’s name
- • 20- Prank
14-Tavern
prepare for her baby, and explaining
23-Deed
46- An insect (pi.)
Officials of the Maine Development in the remainder of 1938 because of
16-Girl’s name
the doctor's order. If the baby is
25-Bow the head
A recent survey of milk consump
47- Negotiates
18- Farm animal
Commission, judges in Governor the larger 1938 hatch;
29-lmitate
j
bom at home, she helps the doctor;
50- Sight Organ
19- Caper
tion
in 59 American cities, covering
Lewis O. Barrows' Potato Week con
Poultry consumption, therefore, to
31- Recent
if in the hospital she visits the test, selected 30 letters from over
21-A week-day (abbr.) 51- Observe
32Marsh
“
'
1
nearly
30.000 families, showed that
22- Recording Secretary
VERTICAL
mother on her return home to teach 300 submitted, to reckon in the final be under that of a year previous tn
34-A dance
(abbr.)
the
period
July
1937
to
June
1938
and
the
average
person used only about
36-Tinge
L, '
her how to handle the baby easily choice of the winder of a winter
1- Fowla
23- Beseecb
to
be
above
for
the
remainder
of
1938;
two
and
a
half
quarts of fresh milk
38- Contends with
2Employ
and how to plan his care. Through supply of spuds. Every letter was
24- Kitchen utenail
39- Small inland islands
Fall and winter broiler production. or its equivalent in evaporated milk
3- And (LaQ|
26- A liquid measure
infancy
and
the
preschool
years
she
carefully read and the "outstanding
41-Fatigue
4- Father
'.(abbr.)
is the mother's guide and instructor, ones" weeded out. The winner will 1937-38, to be heavy but prices are per week. The average New England
43-Stake in cards C
5- Tear
27-A length measure
45- Period of time
prompting her to keep the child be announced shortly and will be not expected to toe correspondingly city dweller, however, used more
6- Unlts
28- A game
46- High card
7DecayO
under the care of a doctor to follow brought to Augusta to receive the depressed except possibly for short fresh milk than the average consumer
29- Near by
48- A compass point
8- Lease
SO-Half a score
the doctor's rather than the neigh award from the Chief Executive in periods in view of the smaller sup in any other section of the country
(abbr.)
9- Fiasure
32- Gave food to 4
plies of other meats:
with the exception of the West North
49- Because
bor's advice about feeding and train person, it was said.
10-Wearlness
33- Above
Poultry
storage
stocks,
first
half
Central States, where far lower costs
ing. and urging her to take advan The whole thing started several
(Solution to previous puzzle)
tage of scientific discoveries like pro weeks ago when Gov. Barrows offered of 1938 to toe above average because of production on the farms benefit
tection against diphtheria and small his prize t4 the family that made the of the heavy summer carry-over in city consumers with lower prices.
ject to this because it means that'
pox.
his book is getting into the hands of I
AlNlD
best record for observing Potato Week
QiPlEIN)
When the child comes to school and told him about it. He states that
I L l_
young Chinese students at a very low 1
the public health nurse, now known many interesting and valuable re
LiA S I LE
6 R(A|N
price.
as the "school nurse," is the con cipes, advertising slogans and ideas,
• • • •
T A 1 rL
1 A R A
Just a few days before his illness j
necting link between school and new uses for potatoes and dietary in
F E E L E R
R 1 D ElS
WATest
L E T
r|a p
and death. Ralph Connor flnished his
1 T
home, helping the teacher as well formation have been found in the
D
Joigle
to Your hotel in BOSTON
p E N L
book of reminiscenses which Farrar
as the parent to safeguard his health communications.
Osukh 'lt-UMS
'f 1 R ED R E 1
& Rinehart will publish next seasan
E T
by sound health teaching. In in
Some outstanding records were
Ml ROOMS WITH |A7B
rFe P E A T
E A S|E|D
under the title “The Real Man from
dustry too the nurse is present, inter set up according to the letters. Not
500 Rooms
!?•<<«I w««Uy r«t<
s L A r E
L. L ENL
Glengarry:” "The Autobiography of I
preting to management the health only did families eat potatoes as the
M
p E A R
E nIdJs
Ralph Connor,’’ by Charles W. Gor
problems of their employes. In all main dish for the entire 21 meals but
RADIO
A R CL
SEE
don. Mr. Connor, or Dr. Charles W.
her work the family doctor is her a lot of special banquets, parties, and
SERVIDOR
e
!
p
J
e
|
r
|
t
s
T
Gordon, was perhaps best known
strongest alley. She works with him social gatherings resulted.
TUB** SHOWER
for his famous novel, “The Sky Pi
constantly, helping hls patients to The 30 remaining “possible” win
lot."
ners are:
Mrs. Margaret Lang,
the few lakes and rivers in the state keep well.
• • ■ »
There are 21.000 such public health Damariscotta; Mrs. Corydon Judkins,
that for one reason or another are
Lawrence Gilman, the well-known
« NORTH STATION
Mrs.
Margaret
not favored by brook trout and "na nurses in the United States. In cities, Dover-Foxcroft;
music
critic,
whose "Wagner's
*4 STEP - true f »»<• TRAIN-ROOM*
| towns, and open country they make Shaughnessy, Bangor; Mrs. E. M.
tive” salmon.
Operas” was published on Nov. 18,
Pickerel, perch, and the lesser more than 30.000,000 visits a year in True. Orono; William Baker, Wyman
has loaned his publisher (Ftorrar & game fish are not propogated arti-1 the homes of people of all economic Dam; Mrs. Stetson Giggey, Carfbou;
Rinehart) a fac-simile of the com
flcially by the State Department. classes, for, although this service Mrs. Richard Barry, Lewiston; Mrs.
plete autographed manuscript of the
State waters have an “embarras- started as a friendly visiting service W. E. Beckim. Augusta; Mrs. Grace
orchestral score of Wagner's “Tris
ment of riches” of these species that for the sick poor, it is or should be Parmenter, Weeks Mills; Josephine
tand and Isolde.” This fac-simile
now available to all. For skilled care Reed, Lewiston; Mrs. Harry Green
FLORIDA
propogate naturally.
edition was issued by the Wagner
Not that it matters, but the odds of the sick a fee to cover costs is law, Solon; Mrs. Victoria Cloutier,
family about 12 years ago.
are in excess of one and a half to charged those who are able to pay. Augusta: Mrs. Evelyn Curtis, Rock
one that the first salmon you catch Other types of service are given with land; Mrs. Andrew Hart, Bath; Mrs. J
NOTICE TO MARINERS
out charge as a contribution to the Phillip Robertson, South Brewer; j
next spring will be a male.
educational program of the commun Mrs. Margaret Frost, Oakland; Mrs.
At
a
recent
checkup
at
a
hatchery
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modem ln every wsy.
In another month or so Maine will
Charles Lewis. Richmond; Mrs. E.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
'
have over 15,000.000 orphans on its this spring where fish were being ity.
which surround the hotcL Many rooms with private balconies.
Mayo, Albion. Mrs. Raymond Tib
netted
to
be
stripped
795
males
were
To
a
great
extent
the
work
of
hands. Far from being downcast,
betts,
Bethel;
Mrs.
Lena
A.
Hager

health departments is dependent on
however, everybody is "happy about taken against 509 females.
the services of public health nurses, man, Presque Isle; Mrs. Annie Albee,
the whole thing.”
Booklet
June lo
TENANT’S HARBOR
but there is also a very important Augusta; Mrs. Bertha Merservy,
The “orphans" will hatch early
October
on
Warren; Mrs. Leslie Whitcomb,
_____
■
public
health
nursing
program
which
this winter from the millions of trout
Application
Hotel
Seaside Eaptist S-wing Circle met must continue to be carried by pri- Searsport; Mrs. Charles Hackett,
and salmon eggs now on the trays
Maselynn
Bowdoinham; Mrs. Norman Web
last
Tuesday
night
with
Mrs.
Fanny
vate
agencies.
Many
communities
Stamford
in Maine's game fish hatcheries.
Corner Second Street
ber, Farmington Falls; Mrs. L. CarH. H. Maae
Del. Ca
They were obtained by the process Morris, final arrangements being find it impossible to offer bedside care
N. Y.
roll Adams, Clinton; Mrs. Gordon
Manager
and Ftrst Avenae
known as “stripping'’ by which fish made for the Christmas sale. The to all under a health department.
Gerard, Augusta; Mrs. Estelle Smith,
hostess
served
a
tasty
luncheon,
Experimentation
with
new
programs
are relieved of their eggs and milt
Moderate Rates
The annual meeting of the Re- is also a responsibility of the private Augusta. Mrs. Oeorge Jewell, Water
while enroute from lakes and ponds
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
ville; and Mrs. Nora Spaulding,
to the headwaters of river and bekah Sewing Circle was held re agency whieh is always more flexible
•Strong.
streams on thelr pilgrimage to the ' cently at the home of Mrs. Jessie than an official group.
Harris and Josie Conary, was elect
There is no way to measure the Waterproof truck covers and spray
spawning grounds.
ed
president, Daisy Davls, vice presi-1 services of public health nurses. hoods made to order. Old covers
Under natural conditions only a
very small percentage of fish eggs dent; Jessie Harris, secretary; Mar They are our flrst line of defense ln waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
•
hatch and produce legal size fish. garet Reid, treasurer; Jessie Harris epidemics or disaster but what ls land Awning Co.. 16 Willow St.
Natural hazards and predators ac Myrtle Taylor, Mabel Wilson, direc- I
<<C<(t<«tg«tCtCt<<<tetCt(t(imtctc<«l(tMSglct(Wlci(tctctct(>ct(ic«tc«l(t(t<ictCtctci(lC<l(ip«tct(i(t(«W)MIM«
count for the balance. By “stripping" tors.
Mr. and Mrs. James Harding and
fish and handling the eggs under
ideal conditions the "hatch” amounts daughter, Shirrell of Portland spent
to 90%, a surprising indication of the Thanksgiving recess with her
how man can improve on nature. parents, Rev. and Mrs. Perley Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell and fam
Over 70% of the eggs hatch and pro
ily of Orff's Corner recently made a
duce fish that grow to legal size.
I
The young fish are kept in the brief visit at the home of Mr. and
I
Mrs.
Ormand
Hopkins.
hatcheries for a short time until
Charles
Coolbroth
and
Lee
Andrews
they are strong enough to be placed
in the miles of outdoor rearing pools are engaged in carpenter work on the
Fred Humphrey house and garage.
maintained by the state.
Mrs. Charles Taylor at whose
Most Maine trout are released
home
the Rebekah Sewing Circle as
when they are six inches or over in
length. They grow to this size in sembled for Its latest session, served
about ten months. Ordinarily, it Ice cream and fudge as refreshments.
takes a little longer before a salmon The next meeting will be in the hall.
|O

I il
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Poultry And Eggs

The “Spud” Prizes

r

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

MANGER

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
HOTEL

GRALYNN

THE ANNUAL LEGION

DONATION DAY
Auspices Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L.

IS ALL YOU PAY FOR A

BIG 117 INCH WHEELBASE-95 H. P,

NASH
“CW

CONDITIONED AIR

FOR WINTER

"SS?1

An Exclusive Nash Feature Available at Slight Extra Cost

ROCKLAND NASH CO.
61 Park St

ROCKLAND

Tel. 834

STRAND THEATRE, ROCKLAND

attains this size.
"King” of Maine game fish ls the
"native” landlocked salmon a silvery
battler that annually attracts thou
sands of sportsmen to the State’s
2,500 lakes and 5,000 rivers and
streams.
Owing to demands of this piscator
ial aristocrat for clear, cold, spark
ling water and clean food, the Maine
salmon does not thrive outside Its
native state where conditions are
ideal for its existence.
Second in popularity among angl
ers who fish in Maine is the brook
trout, sometimes called the "squaretail." These two species furnish the
great bulk of the eggs hatched in
Maine hatcheries.
Acting as a supporting cast for
these principal actors are brown and
rainbow trout as well as Chinook
salmon. Several millions of eggs of
these three last species will be
hatched this year to be placed in

CUSHING ««
Miss Christina Olson is to be hos
tess to the Helpful Club Friday night
at her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman of
Medomak were guests of relatives ln
town.
Mr. Fields of Augusta is guest of
his daughter Mrs. F. G. Olson.
Frank Flinton’ is confined to his
bed with illness, having suffered a
recent ill turn. His daughter Mrs.
Charles Stone of Port Clyde is with
her mother.

Knitting Wools

A New England prod
uct at attractive | £
prices. Send for free |
samples with new
fall hints.
THOMAS HODGSON & SONS, INC.
Concord Worsted Mills, Concord, N. H.
U0-Th-150

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12

AFTERNOON
and EVENING

THREE SHOWS—2.00 P. M. 6.30 P. M—8.30 P. M.

No Cash Admission Unless You Wish To Pay

Foods — Canned Goods — Vegetables
These Will Be Your Tickets

»

SPLENDID ENTERTAINMENT-ALL SHOWS

THE NEED WAS NEVER SO GREAT!

BE GENEROUS-AID IN THE LEGION’S GREAT WORK
L45*W3PU48

Page Twelve

Every-Other-Day
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port of former Sheriff and Liquor
NAVY ENLISTMENT QUOTA
I sible so as to be of the greatest pos- by law. It is doubtful now IT claims found guilty of violations by the I
MANY HOTELS IN MIAMI
Commissioner David Walton of Lew
I sible service to the employers of labor checks will be issued much before the Commission.
_____
iston. Mr. Walton has a wonderful
The lucal Navy Recruiting office
; in Maine as well as to the workers third week in January which will be
With the opening of the Employ- [ a nation-wide survey conducted rein the county and if he Twenty Field Offices Will who are idle.
considered the first compensible
! cently shows that the Greater Miami announces that the quota of enlist
As It Has Been Heard By organization
sets out to. he can help anyone.
ments for this district, of which
Warning that Maine will not be in week for those who will be found en intends to do all in its power to find
work for the unemployed and to pro resort area now has 362 hotels and Maine is a part, has been set at 48
Fred K. Owen, Portland’s Of course Androscoggin Republi
Soon Be Ready To Aid a position to pay unemployment com titled to receive benefits.”
• • • •
cans will not admit that the former
pensation benefits until after Jan.
tect as much as possible the $3,330.- 2182 apartments, giving the area men for the month of December.
Them
Political Writer
Governor will win in that county by
In addition to the waiting period 000 compensation trust fund which more facilities for housing vacation This quota is the largest assigned to
1, to those eligible, was sounded at
anywhere near the margin that his
the same time by Chairman Somer of two weeks, provided by law. there has already accumulated and which 1 visitors than any other resort center this district for the past few years.
Men desiring to make application
With the main offices of the State ville of the Commission, who declared is within the power of the commission is receiving additions at the rate of |
I suppose by this time we ought to friends say that he will. But how
in the country.
should present themselves at the
talk nbout Governor; for a while, ever all that may be, there seems Unemployment Offices of the Maine lhat while the Ccmmission realized the right to Impose additional pen- approximately $200,000 monthly
to be r.o reason to doubt but that Unemployment Compensation Com
Navy Recruiting Station ln Portland,
for there have been some changes in the Governor will get a big vote in mission already opened. Paul E that many entitled to receive bene cities on those who may desert their
Prescriptions our specialty.
All located in thc Federal Court House.
fits were now unemployed, action cn work without cause, or who may be
the situation since the proposition the County. If he receives the 15- Jones, director of the Service, an- ciaims could not be taken any sooner discharged because of misconduct , Cjp,es wf, tbe farm outlook for, jtdero phoned (Rockland 4371
437) or
Th«« 1a popular summary of statistics ,
.
.
. ,
,
Tne value of Alaskas mineral
was discussed ln this column some 030 margin which he looks for. he nounced that on or before Dee. 15 all under the provisions of the law. nenalttes
while under
range employment
all the wav from *
the oplr'larls °{ state
federal ;**en t0 ma,‘ ma^ dellvered 5ame
preduetten since 1833. estimated at
six weeks ago At that time I wrote certainly has a right to be counting of the 20 field offlce; wouid be in ; • Claims may be filed after Jan. 1, mek w-ek r.nine week’and if an-a«rtculture economists, are available Qay >f P°«;t>le.
reasonaole. $72? 222 OCO is more than 100 limes
on success.
readiness to serve the unemployed of and then there will ensue in all cases
that if Governor pooh were to be
Sr"*" °f
C
* C° the $1 200 000 which the United State,
A while ago a dispatch came from the State Every effort is being made a waiting period of two weeks,” said po ed m me maximum'may cause
I Rockland.-adv.
made up. there were three proposi Washington stating that the New to complete the setup as early as pos- ,\tr Somerville. "This is provided delay of ten or twelve weeks for those | Univ«rsl’y of Mainet Orono.
paid Russia for the territory.
tions on which I would like tickets. Dealers were going to have a can
They W'ere that Gov. Barrows would didate in the Maine Democratic pri
have no substantial opposition in the maries against the former Governor.
This was not credited in this State
primary.
That Senator Fernald would not for any Democrat or Republican
either with a particle of political
run for Governor at this time.
sense, should know that trying to
That William S. Linnell of this beat Mr. Brann in a Democratic pri
City would be a candidate for the
would be about a silly a pro
Republican nomination for Governor mary
position as one could think up.
in 1940.
A Democrat of considerable prom
There is no reasonable doubt but inence
whose name would be recog
that Mr. Linnell will be a candidate nized by every person interested in
for Governor in 1940. if circumstances politics in Maine made the statement
remain as they are. Where doubt a while ago that Farley wanted
has arisen is whether Senator Roy Brann but the President and others
Fernald is going to be a candidate of the administration were against
for the nomination in the 1938 pri him.
maries and if he should be whether
Ex-Governor Brann has never
he would be much of a factor in the been an advanced New Dealer and
raoe.
neither has Mr Farley for that mat
So far as I can find out the Waldo ter. although he has always stood
county Senator has not told anyone for what the President has said that
whether he will run against Gov. he wanted. The President therefore
Barrows or not and one reason per might not be crazy about the for
haps why he has not vouchsafed this mer Governor, but Farley who is a
information is because he does not politician flrst and a statesman afknow himself. It would depend I erwards. might look at it differently.
suppose on how his postal card can
Reference has been made in the
vass of the sentiment of the State foregoing to plans for 1940 Mr. Lin
on the subject comes out. He has nell will then run for the Republican
been making that canvass and he nomination. There is the possibility
has received some replies. How they as stated above that former Senator
sum up is something else again. Re Page will. Senator Fernald will be
ports have tt that they are rather a candidate in the 1940 primaries if
strongly in his favor, but if that is | he does not run next June. He makes
true, he has not made public the en- : that promise. Friends of former
couraging measure of his returns. Senator Max L. Pinansky of Portland
* * *
j say that he is grooming himself to
To the writer Senator Fernald has: be a candidate for the nomination
sent the result of his straw balloting j two years from now. Those are the
in three or four very small towns only persons I have heard mentioned,
and the figures in Ward 6 of Ban- But two years and a half will give
gor which he sent me last week. I plenty of time for the situation to
The small towns reported on were adjust itself more concretely.
all Democratic towns and all showed
—Fred K. Owen in the Portland
that the senator was more of a favo Sunday Telegram.
rite than the Governor, and that
former Governor Brann stood better
than either of them.
Ward 6 in Bangor which is a Re
publican ward was overwhelming for
the present Governor. All this of The Early Prolific Straightcourse means not a thing. If Senator
neck Gives Fine Returns,
Pernald's canvass had been state
and Wins Award
wide and it showed a substantial
margin in his favor then he might
__ . ...
.
have a right to consider that he
casb returns were. ™l^d
should run for the Governor nom- a* s“r by a commercial vegeination in the primaries. But that J abI'
r 88n C°ndUCt‘
would not be conclusive, for those in '
a tna’ gr°wh °Ja new summer
favor would be apt to return their ^uas\ th«
. Straightballots marked while those who did neck' uhlch has Just
introduced
to
the
vegetable
trade.
not take him too seriously, would
Pickings from Early
Prolific
dump the blank into a waste basket.
Most of the political wise ones Straightneck plants on six-tenths of
whom you meet nowadays will say an acre were sold wholesale in the
that in their opinion Fernald will Detroit area for $570. according to
run against Barrows in the primary. A. L. Clippert, the grower, whose
Others say that he will petition his farm is located 20 miles north of
name on the ballot as an indepen Detroit. A fair average return from
dent candidate, which he could very an acre of ordinary summer squash
readily do. The change in the situ in the Detroit area is $50. or $30 for
ation since it was last discussed in six-tenths of an acre.
this column is that where six weeks The phenomenal return from the
ago. the political prognosticators plot of Early Prolific Straightneck
would tell vou that Fernald would ’as due both to the abundance and
not run. they will now say that they ,
earhness of the yield.
First
are inclined to think he will.
pick‘pg \ea5l5, n July’ were soM:
If he doesn't run, I don't believe foL« a buabelu
.
that anyone else will. So my propo™al y‘eld500 bush^ ?£> of - ,
sition with respect to the pool ticket "bl5b s°'d at an average of $l.oO per ty
still stands, although not perhaps btu he’f
a tOtal f?39?~,ad
tf
with all the assurance as when it was at a ?%ce"LaVeTage, f°,r
offered in October.
’ P°und of seed was pIant€d in bands tf
under cold frame protection in April. tf
At the time of the extra session. and'tha plapts w"e
outJn the
Senator Fernald told me that if he I f\eld/bout..May J0and three tf
did not run against Barrows in the pIants t0. tbe,hl,
Hl! s aere two
primary someone else would.
iand one-half feet apart in rows six
The only suggestion other than leJ aPa“.
that of Senator Fernald's as a pos- I Early Proli«c Straightneck Squasb tf
sible candidate in the primaries I*0" an,A"ardpf Jent. ln tbe anppaI
against the Governor is that of Blin fr?a‘s °TfT tbe
4Comm
W Paee of Skowhegan
iof the U' S Seed Trade
latlonWhen Senator Page gave his m. results of which were recently anerviAw to
tn the
terview
the newmeners
newspapers a week
week «n
ago nonnceci. It was entered by the Ferry- tf
condemning the Deer Isle Bridge Morse Seed So.
tf
project, the act was interpreted by
NAMES IN RHYTHM
many to mean that he was getting
tf
interested in politics again. Whether Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
tf
that was the idea or not. one can only
Anent Mrs. Savage’s ‘‘skits” kindly
guess. Close friends of the Skow consider
tf
these also:
hegan man here in Portland say
tf
We know a lady Bright and Gay,
that they have not the slightest idea That
has an Influence Overman.
tf
what he has in mind. Perhaps a And helps a Guy aLong lire's Weigh
SEE SANTA IN FREESE'S TOYLAND—Santa is a very popular person . . . young and old alike
SEE FREESE'S BOUDOIR SHOP—The home of women's lounging wear de luxe! Any woman
good guess would be that he will not To Singer Carroll, IT he Cann.
enjoy meeting him. You'U also enjoy looking over his fascinating collection of toys of $11 kinds.
tf
would be thrilled to receive one of these flatteringly designed house-coats, robes or negligees in
try it in the primaries of next June, A Victor ln this business Cloud
Toyland is a spot you surely don’t want to miss!
glamorous styles and colors. Decidedly one of the beauty spots ln our big Christmas show!
tf
but that he may enter the race again Has Orff-ten men in hls employ,
Ann has a wife Wood talk out Loud.
in 1940.
tf
So much for the Republican side If Annie one should harm Herr Buoy.
tf
of the proposition. To the Demo When Robins Singer mdrntng lay.
cratic side there is not much to be And Knight-Hawks, owls and frogs are tf
quiet.
said. The rumor was widely current, We then
should Newbegin the Day.
tf
as I said a week ago. that former And Eaton a Rich Noon-tide diet.
Gov. Brann would not run again
A Savage dog Is not aLoud
as he had previously announced that To
tf
Rome the Streeter Rhode:
he would do. Since then he has said When Catts are Nye and Walkers crowd
tf
to me, as I have already related, The Lanes, beware lf Carr not slowed.
that there is nothing to that story The Heyer up one climbs each Day
tf
and that he expects to be a candi The Moore he’ll Lovett's climb.
tf
date in the Democratic primaries And keep his Head while asses Bray
ln 1938. that he expects to be nomi And Pipers Fales to chime.
tf
nated and that he expects to be The Weavers weave a Webb, but Waite
tf
’Till Spinners spin the threads.
elected.
• • • •
The Farmers Hunt their Kine when Laite tf
In saying that the extra session At Knight o'er Lee he treads.
tf
had not changed the situation any, We thanx the Lord for Sheafs of grain,
tf
Also
for
Beans
and
Ham.
he is in wide disagreement with ali
could a Mann of sense complain
the Republican leaders and with Howe
tf
If fed on Pease and Lamb?
many of the Democrats. Before the
tf
session you could hardly meet a Re One Day while Hastings to the Mills
To ’Feyler saw up Sharp,
tf
publican
did not
that
puuiican who
».iu uiu
ov think
v in
i
The thought of Counce of unpaid Bills
Gov. Brann had a better chance than Did through our memory harp.
tf
Gov. Barrows in the next election.1
Wade through Weeds to dig a Greene, tf
Since the session, this has been ex We
A food Caldwell a Boone:
,
actly reversed. I have not talked
view warm furs with Hart most m
tf
with a real Republican who did not j
Keene
tf
think that the Governor would win j And Luce the Wlley Kuhn,
tf
over Brann by a substantial majority.'
know a dame who Isabelle,
This is due for the most part to ' And Ames no Work to dread:
tf
tha
fapt
that
what
was
done
at
the
i
tf
she
has
faults,
so
d
William
Tell,
the fact that wnat was done at tne
Hissons Head,
extra session was done under the
Governor's leadership and was per- I Tis nice to Roe on Lake and stream.
fectly satisfactory to the rank and j
Windslow dow^an™
file of the voters. The people said Drinkwater cold-say, Watts the harm?
DON'T MISS FREESE’S HANDKERCHIEF VILLAGE—A unique section decorated with and de
SEE FREESE'S GIFT SHOP—Gifts from the four corners of the earth. "Different” gifts for those
they wanted economy and they got
voted entirely to superior quality Unen handkerchiefs—for men, women and children. Prices to
on your list who seem to have most everything. Gifts of silver, bronze, chromium, pewter, wood,
Greene shades to Hyde the
it. And they got it under the plan We use
suit everyone, exquisite hand-made types, too.
Light.
tf
and just countless novelty items that are sure to please!
that was proposed by the Governor. And Cole that Burns for warming
tf
It is without doubt true that the When Winter comes and lt ls Knight,
Governor bases his expectation of And Snow drifts Benner forming.
tf
success on the tremendous majority ; we've colors Black and colors White,
I
with w’hich he expects to carry An- And Gray the schools are using:
droscoggin county. He puts the ; IL
scV°lar’
should fight
The War'd be very amusing.
figures at 15.000 and in addition he
tf
thinks he can carry flve other coun We have our Brooks and Rivers, too,
Where Flood-tides come dally in:
tf
ties by small margins.
When Overlock thelr spray they spew
I Assisting him in Androscoggin the WeTe glad when Eben tides begin.
Iformer Governor no doubt expects
W. R. Walter.

Governor Gossip

For The Unemployed

People From Rockland, Belfast, Machias, Bar Harbor, Ellsworth, Eastport, Calais, Millinocket,

Houlton, Presque Isle, Dexter, Guilford, and All Eastern and Northern Maine

Come To Bangor Friday and Saturday and
See A Gala Christmas Show!
AT

FREESE’S • Maine’s Great Gift Center!
A Great Free Christmas Bazaar and Fair

“By Christmas Magic and Miraculous Transformation”

A New Squash

Look for Big Display of
Electrical Decorations

on Main Street and
Pickering Square

Join The Big

Christmas Parade

of Happy Shoppers

See These Four of Our Many ChristmasfShow Spots!

Probably The Greatest Christmas Display in The U. S. A.
For a Town of Less Than 30,000 Population

,$hat he will receive the active sup-

North Waldoboro, Dec. 8.

WE GIVE GOLD BOND STAMPS

